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ABSTRACT 

Making renewable energy economical and accessible to everyone is an urgent need of this century. 

Sunbelt countries like India and the Middle East have high atmospheric PM counts, resulting in 

soiling (accumulation of dust on PV modules) losses of up to 1%/day, for which the financial loss 

is estimated to be 1 billion euros/annum in the year 2023. This creates an urgent need for a cost-

effective dust mitigation strategy. Our work investigated 2 dust mitigation strategies; (1) dust 

mitigation via vertically mounted bifacial modules and (2) Anti-soiling coatings. Our study reveals 

that vertically mounting the bifacial modules gives zero soiling loss and zero soiling rate in warm 

and humid climate zones like Mumbai, India. Tracker systems can use this dust mitigation 

approach, where the user can extend the tilt range to 90˚ after sunset hours to achieve a 50% 

reduction in soiling rates. Commercially available fixed-tilt monofacial modules (mounted at 

latitude tilt angle) show higher soiling loss than bifacial modules at latitude and vertical tilt angles. 

The energy yield of vertically mounted bifacial modules with 90% bifaciality can exceed that of 

bifacial modules mounted at a latitude angle after three weeks if the modules are left to soil without 

cleaning. Vertically mounted bifacial modules also show 15°C lower temperature than bifacial 

modules mounted at latitude angle, implying potential benefits in long-term reliability and 

performance ratio. 

Another cost-effective and universal dust mitigation strategy is via anti-soiling (AS) coatings. AS-

coatings are nano or microlayer coatings which reduce the settlement of dust on the surface of the 

PV module and are extensively investigated as a dust mitigation strategy. As the AS-coating is 

applied on the outer surface of the PV module, the durability of these coatings is essential. This 

creates a need for a standard test procedure to evaluate the reliability of AS-coatings relevant to 

PV applications. A standard test procedure would act as a baseline to quantify the reliability of the 

commercially available coatings and facilitate the development of new durable AS-coatings. Most 

AS-coatings available in the commercial market are hydrophobic because it does not allow the 

water to wet the surface and the dust particle adhere to the droplet rolling off the surface, thus 

acting as a cleaning mechanism. Similar findings were seen in our study, where all coated samples 

(commercially hydrophobic AS-coatings A, B, C and D) show higher cleaning efficacy than not-

coated (hydrophilic) samples under controlled environments and outdoor field exposure. This 
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indicates that hydrophobic AS-coatings could mitigate soiling. However, durability remains a 

challenge. 

Thus, we studied the reliability of commercial hydrophobic AS-coating under warm and humid 

climate zone. This was achieved by performing various outdoor durability tests followed by 

numerous accelerated stress tests. The findings of the correlation study between the outdoor and 

indoor accelerated stress tests were then used to model the life of AS-coatings considering UV 

radiation and rainfall as a stressor. Two accelerated testbeds named the cleaning cycle simulator, 

and the rainfall simulator, were developed to simulate the damage caused by outdoor abrasion and 

rain. The complete study was conducted on 4 commercial hydrophobic AS-coatings named A, B, 

C and D. The not-coated sample was referred to as U. Coatings A, B, and D were fluoropolymer-

based coatings, and coating C was a Phenylsilicone based coating. A new non-destructive 

characterization method was established to estimate the surface coverage of the coated area via 

phase imaging using tapping mode atomic force microscopy. The reliability evaluation of AS-

coatings is distributed into 4 parts; (1) Cleaning efficacy, (2) Outdoor durability, (3) Indoor 

accelerated stress tests and (4) Lifetime prediction of AS-coatings. 

1. Cleaning efficacy - All coated samples (hydrophobic) show higher cleaning efficacy than 

not-coated samples (hydrophilic) under both controlled environment and field exposure 

tests.  

2. Outdoor durability – Coating life decreased by 21 X (average of coating A, B, C and D) 

when exposed to the rainy season compared to those being exposed to the non-rainy season, 

implying rain as the most significant stressor.  

3. Accelerated stress tests - In this section, we did a detailed analysis on the effect of isolated 

stressors like rainfall, abrasion, UV radiation and a combination of various stressors that 

degrade AS-coatings.  

a. Rainfall – All coated samples exposed to the impact of raindrops with pH 7 water 

samples show 33 X lower coating life than those exposed to water immersion/water 

contact with pH 7 water samples. Similar findings were observed with acidic water, 

which indicates that during a rain event, the impact of raindrops causes greater damage 

than water immersion/water contact. 
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b. Abrasion - The presence of dust during cleaning cycles decreases the coating life by 

82 X, compared to only-clean cycles, thus acting as the most significant stressor that 

abrades the coated samples.  

c. UV radiation – When exposed to only UV radiation, coating C becomes completely 

hydrophilic at a very high UV dose of 366 kWh/m2. The transition from hydrophobic 

to hydrophilic happened at a much lower dose when combination of UV (at 32 kWh/m2) 

and condensation (441 h) was present. All coated samples show lower coating life when 

exposed to a combination of 4 stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water + UV 

exposure + abrasion), followed by a combination of 3 stressors (Impact of raindrops + 

acidic water + UV exposure) and 2 stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water).  

4 Lifetime prediction of AS-coatings – Based on the understanding from the outdoor and 

indoor accelerated stress tests, we predicted the coating life considering UV and rainfall as 

a stressor.  

a. Considering rain (pH of water) as the stressor - The activation energy and pH 

dependence (N) factor were calculated based on the Arrhenius-Modified Peck 

model. The activation energy of the coating A, B, C and D were calculated to be 

0.09 eV, 0.43 eV, 0.09 eV and 0.56 eV, respectively, assuming Weibull 

distribution. Positive activation energy indicated that the coating life decreases with 

increased temperature. When exposed to a location with annual precipitation of 

5213 mm with water pH 6, coatings A, B, C, and D exhibit a coating life of 0.8, 8, 

0.3 and 21 months, respectively (when the tilt angle of the coated PV module is 

lower than the roll-off angle). Fluoropolymer based coatings (A, B and D) showed 

higher dependence on water pH than phenylsilicone based coating (C). All coatings 

showed lower coating life under varying pH when exposed at a tilt angle lower than 

their respective roll-off angle.  

b. Considering UV radiation as the stressor - The activation energy was calculated 

based on the Arrhenius model. The activation energy of coating A, B, C and D was 

estimated to be 0.34 eV, 0.09 eV, 0.41 eV and 0.09 eV, respectively, assuming 

Weibull distribution. When exposed to a location with an annual UV dose of 131 

kWh/m2, coating A, B, C, and D exhibit a coating life of 10, 7, 11 and 9 years, 

respectively. Coatings with higher organic content (B and D) showed lower 
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activation energy and coating life (considering UV as a stressor). This indicates that 

the durability of the AS-coatings is a weather-dependent parameter. Thus, no 

coating would work for all locations. 

This lifetime prediction methodology can be the basis for estimating the coating life at different 

locations, which can help the PV community in mapping locations/climatic conditions best 

suited for a specific coating type. This work can also be used as a starting point for modelling 

the effect of combination of stressors. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

1.1 Background – Effect of Soiling  

Accumulation of dust on photovoltaic modules (also referred to as soiling) is one of the most 

commonly reported problems in the photovoltaic (PV) sector in India. Countries with high 

particulate matter (PM) counts, like India, China and the Middle East, show high soiling losses 

that go up to 1%/day (shown in Fig. 1), estimating a financial loss of 1 billion euros/annum in the 

year 2023 [1]. Soiling loss is measured via soiling measurement stations (shown in Fig. 1), which 

typically have a pair of identical PV modules; one of them is cleaned daily, and the other is allowed 

to soil at a natural rate [2]. Soiling loss is calculated via equation 1. Daily energy generated on any 

day is calculated by integrating the peak power as a function of time. The slope of soiling loss 

versus the number of days gives the soiling rate. Soiling rates of approx 0.45 %/day (cumulative 

energy loss rate) was reported in Mumbai, India, as shown in Fig. 1. This poses a severe challenge 

to the economic viability of PV deployment in sunbelt countries like India. Soiling loss is 

calculated based on 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the case of non-uniform soiling and 𝐼𝑠𝑐(short circuit current) is used 

as a parameter when the soiling patterns are uniform [3]. 

                                  𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  1 −  

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒)
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝐶𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒)

                                       (1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Five-year soiling loss data for IIT Bombay, Mumbai, India. Soiling loss of the modules was calculated based 

on energy generation. 
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Soiling measurements can also be done via optical devices like Atonometrics, Mars Optical Soiling 

Sensor [4] and Kipp & Zonen’s, DustIQ [5]. Such optical devices detect soiling loss based on 

transmission/reflection losses (for various soil types). They are calibrated against the conventional 

soiling measurement method (shown in Fig. 1). The optical sensors hold multiple advantages over 

the traditional soiling measurement setups, such as zero water requirement, no moving parts, no 

maintenance, compact design and low cost.  

Soiling is a location-dependent phenomenon which depends upon various environmental factors 

like particle size, humidity, wind speed, chemical composition of dust, etc [6]. Short-term effect 

of soiling is observed as a decrease in the power output, whereas the long-term impact causes the 

formation of a cement-like coating on the surface of the PV module [7]. The cemented coating 

gets strongly bonded to the surface of the PV modules [10]. Three significant factors that influence 

dust deposition on PV modules are; (1) Environmental factors  – wind direction, wind speed, dew, 

temperature, air pollution, humidity, dust storm, volcano and snow (2) Dust types – soil/sand, clay, 

bacteria, carbonaceous materials, etc. (3) location, module design and installation factors – glass 

material/top coatings, orientation, tilt angle, sandy area, industrial area, height, latitude (shown in 

Fig. 2) [8].  

 

Fig. 2: Factors affecting soiling loss on PV modules. 

Various PV developers and researchers use the external factor (3rd parameter - Location and 

installation factors) to develop new dust mitigation strategies. Dust mitigation technologies like 

robotic cleaning, electrostatic cleaning, tracker system, site adaptation techniques, etc., have been 

developed to reduce dust settlement [1]. However, these highly energy-intensive mitigation 

techniques increase maintenance costs [1]. This thesis discusses two cost-effective, universal, and 
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less energy-intensive dust mitigation strategies (1) dust mitigation via vertically mounted bifacial 

modules and (2) anti-soiling coatings. 

1.2 Motivation and Objective  

1.2.1 Dust Mitigation via Vertically Mounted Bifacial Modules  

The angle of installation of solar panels is an important parameter that determines soiling of the 

module surface [8], [9]. A higher angle of installation leads to lower soiling [9]. However, fixed 

PV modules are to be installed at the Optimum tilt angle for the location, which has to be 

determined [10], [11]. Guo et al. theoretically analysed the energy generated by vertically mounted 

bifacial modules and compared it with monofacial modules mounted at latitude angle (fixed tilt) 

and predicted that the energy yield in the former case could be higher at many locations in the 

world [12]. Our objective was to evaluate the vertical mounting of bifacial modules to reduce 

losses due to soiling. We extend the nomenclature used by Guo et al. as follows: (i) Bifacial 

modules mounted at 90, are hereafter referred to as vertically mounted bifacial modules (VB), (ii) 

bifacial modules mounted at the latitude angle (19 in Mumbai) are referred to as latitude mounted 

bifacial modules (LB), and monofacial modules mounted at the latitude angle are referred to as 

latitude mounted monofacial modules (LM). Bifacial modules with 90% bifaciality factor were 

used in the experiment, and all the relevant performance parameters are compared as a function of 

bifaciality. We also combined the energy produced by LB and VB for an extended generation 

profile. Experimental data from individual experiments on LB and VB are combined to evaluate 

this technique.  

1.2.2 Dust Mitigation via Application of Anti-Soiling Coatings 

Anti-Soiling (AS) coatings are nano or microlayer coatings, which reduce the settlement of dust 

on the surface of the PV module, and are extensively investigated as a mitigation strategy [1]. AS-

coatings are economical and easy to maintain [1]. Even though AS-coatings may require water or 

air to clean the surface, the amount of water required and the frequency of cleaning runs may be 

significantly reduced. Anti-soiling coatings are classified into 4 types; (1) Superhydrophilic – 

contact angle < 5˚, (2) Hydrophilic – contact angle < 90˚, (3) Hydrophobic – contact angle is 

between 90˚ to 150˚, and (4) Superhydrophobic – contact angle is between 150˚ to 180˚ [13]. Work 

on the development of various anti-soiling coatings has been widely reported [14]–[16]. However, 
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there are few reports on the detailed analysis of the performance and durability of these coatings 

for PV applications. As the AS-coating is applied to the outer surface of the PV module, 

degradation of the coating in harsh operating conditions is a concern [17]–[23]. This creates a need 

for a standardized test procedure to evaluate the reliability of AS-coatings relevant to PV 

applications. Most AS-coatings available in the commercial market are hydrophobic because it 

does not allow the water to wet the surface, and the dust particle adheres to the droplet rolling off 

the surface, thus acting as a cleaning mechanism. Illya Nayshevsky et al. also showed that 

hydrophobic surfaces show better cleaning efficacy of dust than hydrophilic surfaces [23]. Our 

work focuses on hydrophobic (water contact angle > 900) anti-soiling coatings. First, we identified 

the significant stressors that reduce the performance of 4 commercial hydrophobic AS-coatings 

during outdoor durability tests, conducted on solar glass samples and PV modules. Further, the 

effect of individual stressors like abrasion, rain, and UV radiation were studied on coated solar 

glass samples. The findings of the correlation study between outdoor and indoor accelerated stress 

tests were then used to compute a model for lifetime prediction of AS-coatings considering UV 

radiation and rain as a stressor. 

1.4 Outline 

As explained in the previous sections, soiling loss leads to enormous financial losses, and thus a 

cost-effective dust mitigation strategy is an urgent need in the PV sector. This work discusses two 

cost-effective and universal dust mitigation strategies (1) dust mitigation via vertically mounted 

bifacial modules and (2) anti-soiling coatings. In the 1st chapter, we discussed the severity and the 

scale of the problem. We also discussed the factors that affect the rate and type of dust deposition 

on PV modules and how these parameters can be used to identify cost-effective dust mitigation 

strategies. The motivation and objective of the thesis are also mentioned in chapter 1.  

A brief literature review on how soiling affects power generation, impact of soiling on energy costs 

in PV systems, and the current dust mitigation strategies available in the PV market are discussed 

in chapter 2. A literature review on vertically mounted bifacial modules and degradation of AS-

coatings is discussed in chapter 2. Chapter 2 also states the research gaps in the current literature 

and explains how this thesis plans to address these research gaps. 

In chapter 3, we established a dust mitigation approach via vertically mounted bifacial modules, 

which gave zero soiling loss and soiling rates. Chapter 4 compares the dust mitigation efficacy of 
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4 different commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings (on solar glass and PV modules) with a 

not-coated (hydrophilic) sample under a controlled environment and outdoor field exposure. This 

is the first primary test the user can do to analyse the performance of any AS-coating.  

Chapter 5 discusses a unique characterization technique developed to quantify the percentage of 

coating area using TM-AFM phase imaging. Phase imaging via Tapping Mode Atomic Force 

Microscopy (TM-AFM) is a non-destructive characterization method which shows high material 

contrast of fine structures that cannot be seen in topographical imaging (via AFM). With this 

method, we can also analyse samples under in-situ or controlled environments without any sample 

preparation.  

As AS-coatings are applied on the outer surface of the PV module, it has to withstand harsh 

climatic conditions, making its durability a major concern. Thus, going forward in chapter 6, we 

identified the significant stressors that reduce the performance of AS coatings during outdoor field 

exposure. In this chapter, we also studied the effect of individual seasons that degrade AS-coatings.  

In chapter 7, we investigate the individual factors that influence the effect of abrasion damage, 

rainfall, UV radiation and combination of various stressors on 4 different commercial hydrophobic 

anti-soiling coatings. This complete study was conducted on accelerated testbeds. Two accelerated 

testbeds, named the cleaning cycle simulator and the rainfall simulator, were developed to simulate 

the damage caused by outdoor abrasion and rain. A comparison of the performance of coated 

samples based on the IEC 61215 standard and our accelerated stress tests is also shown in this 

chapter. 

The learnings from the correlation study between outdoor and indoor accelerated stress tests, 

shown in chapters 4, 6, and 7, were used to compute a model for the lifetime prediction of AS-

coatings (shown in chapter 8), considering UV radiation and rain as a stressor. Chapter 9 

summarises the findings of this thesis, and future directions of this research area are also discussed 

in this chapter. 

The complete study helped us to develop a standard test procedure that the PV industry can use to 

test the reliability of anti-soiling coatings under warm and humid climates (shown in Appendix II).  
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 

 

2.1 Effect of Soiling on PV Power Production and Energy Costs 

Soiling reduces power generation, often making PV installations economically unviable, making 

dust mitigation an urgent need [1]. However, the current dust mitigation strategies like robotic 

cleaning can significantly increase the price of the electricity generated by PV power plants. 

Klemens Ilse et al. have shown that even with optimised cleaning scenarios, soiling is estimated 

to have reduced global solar power production by at least 3% – 4% in 2018, causing global revenue 

losses of at least 3–5 billion euros/annum, this could rise to 4%–7%, and more than 4–7 billion 

euros/annum loss, in 2023, as shown in Fig. 3 [1]. Fig. 3 was estimated for the top 20 PV markets 

(about 90% of global installed PV capacity in 2018) and the global CSP market. The increase in 

soiling losses is majorly due to the increased deployment in high-insolation and highly soiling-

affected countries such as China and India. Other factors that increase soiling losses are increased 

rooftop installation in PV and an increase in PV module efficiencies. However, these factors are 

not considered in the calculation shown in Fig. 3. Change in air quality may considerably impact 

soiling; however, air-quality policies generally operate over longer time scales. Effects of climate 

change, like increased temperature, droughts, higher PM counts, wildfires, and irregular rainfall, 

negatively impact soiling patterns and soiling rates [24].  
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Fig. 3: “Impact of dust deposition on PV power generation and energy costs. (A) Installed PV capacity by 2018 and 

medium estimate for 2023, sorted by country. (B) Corresponding soiling rates reported (C) Reported cleaning costs 

per cleaning and square meter. (D) Typical energy yield in kWh/kWp. (E) Optimal number of yearly cleaning cycles 

(bars) and actual range of typical yearly cleaning cycles reported in literature (blue lines, modelled calculations are 

shown in box plots), and (F) Minimum expected financial losses due to soiling calculated from optimum cleaning 

cycles” [1]. 

Zhe Song et al. state that PV capacity factors reduce between 2% to 68% due to atmospheric 

aerosol attenuation (shown in Fig. 4) [24]. Besides dust deposition, air pollution reduces PV power 

generation by attenuating solar radiation through reflection, absorption, and scattering. COVID-

19 lockdown restrictions reduced the levels of air pollution in many countries, improving 

atmospheric transparency, which increased PV power generation [25].  

 

Fig. 4: “Reduction of PV capacity factors (CFs) due to atmospheric aerosols during 2003-2015. Note: East and 

Southeast Asia (E&SE-AS), South Asia (S-AS), Central Asia (C-AS), Middle East (ME), Europe (EU), North and 

West Africa (N&W-AF), Middle and East Africa (M&E-AF), Southern Africa (S-AF), North America (NA), South 

America (SA), Oceania (OA)” [24]. 
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2.2 Dust Mitigation Strategies 

As soiling is a location-dependent phenomenon, there is no universally recommended cleaning 

method as the economics, resource availability, and cleaning efficacy would change with local 

conditions. Broadly there are three types of dust mitigation strategies; (1) Cleaning of panels (PV 

modules), (2) Panel Mounting, and (3) Anti-soiling coatings [1]. Cleaning of PV modules is further 

subdivided into (1) Manual, (2) Semi-automatic and (3) Fully automatic [1]. Manual cleaning has 

a low capital cost and high labour cost and is prevalent in India. Semi-automatic cleaning can be 

divided into two sections: truck-mounted and portable robots/motorized brushes. Semi-automatic 

cleaning technologies have intermediate capital and labour costs and are common in US and 

Germany. Fully automatic systems have high capital and low/zero labour costs and are only 

common in extreme soiling locations. The factors influencing the optimal cleaning technology and 

optimal cleaning frequency are (1) Soiling type and deposition rates, (2) Water availability, (3) 

Accessibility of the site, (4) Labour cost, (5) Equipment required, (6) other financial factors and 

(7) System configurations (e.g., tracking versus fixed tilt angle, roof version ground-mounted) [1]. 

Other dust mitigation strategies are electrodynamic screens, tracking with inverted modules, site 

adaptations and Anti-soiling coatings (ASC) [1]. AS-Coatings are further classified into 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces [13]. Due to the recent developments in robotic cleaning 

technology, which can be integrated into the installed plant designs, fully automated 

cleaning/robotic cleaning, which represents 0.13% of the current global capacity, is expected to 

grow from 1.9 GW to 6.1 GW in 2022 [1]. Various types of robots/waterless cleaning systems 

have entered the PV market. The robotic cleaning industry has come up with new designs such as 

(1) On Truck type – BP Metalmeccanica, (2) Low water based – SunPower robots, (3) On Module 

type – Miraikikai, Raybot, (4) On Module frame – Exosun, Solar ASC and (5) On Specially Made 

Rails – Ecoppia, NOMADD. The major challenge in the robotic cleaning industry is power 

management, weight balance, integration issues and economic impact [26], [27]. Table 1 shows 

the dust mitigation potential, cost, and limitations of various dust mitigation strategies. In this 

thesis, we will discuss 2 dust mitigation strategies (tracking and anti-soiling coating) that are cost-

effective and less energy intensive.  
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Table 1: “Optimum reduction of soiling rates, costs, limitations, and application scenario” for different dust 

mitigation strategies [1]. 

Sl. 

No 
Mitigation 

Technology 
Potential 

Optimum 

Reduction of 

Soiling Rates 

Costs Potential Limitations Most 

Reasonable 

Application 

Scenario 

1 Fully automated 

cleaning 
> 95% 3–10 

USD/m2 
Integration in plant 

design, research 

needed 

PV utility-scale, 

ground mounted 

2 Electrodynamic 

screen/shield 

(EDS) 

<< 98% 

(laboratory), 32% 

- reported for 2-

year study in 

Saudi Arabia 

< 35 

USD/m2 

expensive, large-scale 

application needs to 

be proven 

BiPV, island 

systems, street 

lighting, rooftop, 

CSP 

3 Tracking with 

inverted stowing 
< 40%–60% NA Integration in plant 

planning, additional 

costs 

utility-scale, 

ground mounted 

4 Site adaption Unknown, site-

specific 
NA little experience, 

research needed 
utility-scale PV 

5 Anti-soiling 

coatings – Applied 

by glass 

manufacturer 

<< 80% 

(literature 

review),  
< 20%–50% 

(authors 

estimate), 32% 

reported for 

commercial 

coating 

< 2 

USD/m2 

Performance 

dependent on location 

and season, 

degradation by 

cleaning and 

environmental stresses 

utility-scale, 

residential, 

ground-mounted 

and rooftop, 

BiPV, CSP + 
extra benefit 

from AR 

property 

2.2.1 Mounting Configuration of Modules 

2.2.1.1 Effect of Tilt Angle 

Studies show that the soiling loss decreases with the increase in tilt angle, as shown in Fig. 5 [9]. 

However, fixed PV modules are to be installed at the Optimum tilt angle for the location, which 

has to be determined [10], [11]. Ilse et al. showed that due to high humidity and low winds during 

the night and early mornings, dust accumulation during night time is higher than during sunshine 

hours [28]. During the night/non-sunshine hours, the module’s temperature is lower than the 

ambient conditions, which enables the airborne particles to settle on the PV module’s surface (also 

referred to as Thermophoresis) [29]. These principles were tested in our location, and we observed 
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that by inverting a monofacial module in a downward direction in the non-sunshine hour (as soiling 

is governed by gravity), we could reduce the soiling rate by 50%, as shown in Fig. 6.  

 

Fig. 5: Soiling loss on PV module with an increase in tilt angle [9]. 

 
Fig. 6: Soiling rate of a fixed module and inverted module [29]. 

2.2.1.2 Performance of Vertically Mounted Bifacial Modules 

Guo et al. analysed the energy generated by vertically mounted bifacial modules and compared 

that with monofacial modules mounted at latitude angle and predicted that the energy yield in the 

former case could be higher at many locations in the world [12]. The energy of vertically mounted 

bifacial modules would exceed the energy generation of monofacial modules for places with high 

albedo. Albedo is defined as the amount of radiation reflected from the earth’s surface. Albedo 

value varies with different materials shown in Fig. 7 [30]. 
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Fig. 7: Effect of material type on 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟  on bifacial module. 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟  𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 Global Horizontal Irradiance received on 

the back side of the bifacial module (W/m2) [30]. 

The power generation profile of a vertically mounted bifacial module has two peaks, i.e., one in 

the early morning and one in the afternoon, whereas the monofacial modules have only one peak 

in the noon time (shown in Fig. 8 [12]). Vertically mounted bifacial modules are mounted at the 

East-West direction, whereas the monofacial modules are mounted in the South-North direction. 

Guo et al. also analysed that vertically mounted bifacial modules receive 1% extra radiation than 

monofacial modules for places with higher diffuse fractions and low albedo values [12], shown in 

Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 8: Radiation profile of vertically mounted bifacial module and monofacial module throughout the day [12]. 
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Fig. 9: Diffusion fraction and albedo values for which vertically mounted bifacial modules receive 1% extra 

radiation than monofacial modules [12]. 

2.2.2 Anti-Soiling Coatings 

AS-coatings are nano/micrometer thick transparent coatings applied on the outer surface of the PV 

module front glass to mitigate the settlement of dust on PV modules [19]. AS-coatings are broadly 

grouped into 4 categories (shown in Fig. 10), viz. hydrophobic/super-hydrophobic, which repels 

water and has a water contact angle of more than 90⁰/150⁰, and hydrophilic/superhydrophilic, 

which attracts water and has a water contact angle of less than 90⁰/5⁰ [13].  

 

 

 

Fig. 10: Schematic diagram of superhydrophobic, hydrophobic, hydrophilic, superhydrophilic surfaces, ƴLV is the 

surface energy between liquid and vapour/air, and ƴSV is the surface energy between solid and liquid [13]. 

According to Cassie – Baxter and Wenzel’s theory, the hydrophobicity of a substrate can be 

increased by increasing the roughness of the coated surface [31]. This indicated that roughness and 

contact angle are critical parameters for characterising anti-soiling coatings. In hydrophobic 

surfaces, the roll-off angle (the angle at which the water droplet would start to roll-off the coated 

surface [32]) is also an essential characteristic property.  

Superhydrophilic            Hydrophilic             Hydrophobic             Superhydrophobic 

      ɵ < 5 ⁰                           ɵ < 90 ⁰                     ɵ > 90 ⁰                         ɵ > 150 ⁰ 
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2.2.2.1 Surface Characteristics of Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Substrates 

Hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity depend on mainly three factors given below 

1) Contact angle  

2) Surface roughness 

3) Surface energy 

The surface chemistry of a material determines low or high surface energy. Materials with low 

surface energy, like fluorinated materials or the addition of silicone compounds, are super-

hydrophobic [33]. However, perfectly clean Ti surfaces with unsaturated chemical bonds represent 

a high-energy surface and show hydrophilic properties [34]. Higher surface energy represents 

hydrophilic property, and lower surface energy represents hydrophobic property. 

According to Cassie – Baxter’s theory, in a hydrophobic substrate, water droplets sit on the tiny 

air bubbles formed between the rough surfaces, as shown in Fig. 11 (a). Thus, hydrophobicity is 

enhanced as the droplet sits partially on the air [35]; in this state, water rolls off and takes the dirt 

away (shown in Fig. 11, b). Cassie – Baxter state occurs on very rough surfaces. According to 

Wenzel’s model, a hydrophilic substrate’s surface roughness increases the solid’s wetted area, 

which increases the hydrophilicity of the surface [36]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11: (a) Cassie – Baxter theory of water droplets sitting on hydrophobic rough surface, 𝜃∗ is the apparent contact 

angle on a rough surface [35]. (b) Schematic diagram of self-cleaning action of hydrophobic surface [33]. 

This particular form of the Cassie – Baxter equation is given as in equation 2 [37]. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ =  −1 +  ∅𝑆(𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐸 + 1)  

In equation 2, ∅𝑆 denotes the percentage of solid, 𝜃𝐸 is the contact angle of an ideal flat surface 

and 𝜃∗ is the apparent contact angle on a rough surface. From the equation, we may infer that 𝜃∗ 

is dependent on the percentage of solid that is in contact with the surface. Thus, as the value of ∅𝑆 

𝜃∗ 

                                           (a)                                                (b)                                         

 
                            (2) 
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approaches 0, 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ approaches -1, leading to 𝜃∗=180⁰ and making the surface super-

hydrophobic.  

Wenzel’s equation for hydrophilic surfaces is written in equation 3. 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃∗= 
𝛾𝑆𝑉− 𝛾𝑆𝐿

𝛾𝑉𝐿
 = r. 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐸        

r = 
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Where ƴSV is the surface energy between solid and vapour/air (N/m) and ƴSL is the surface energy 

between solid and liquid (N/m). As all real surfaces are uneven at the molecular level. We assume 

r = 1. 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ > r. 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐸                      

Where 𝜃𝐸 is the contact angle of an ideal flat surface and 𝜃∗ is the apparent contact angle on rough 

surface. An example of equation 4 is given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Increase in hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity. 

Hydrophilic Hydrophobic 

𝜽𝑬 <  90⁰ 𝜃𝐸  >  90⁰ 

Assuming, 𝜽𝑬 = 45⁰ Assuming, 𝜃𝐸  = 135⁰ 

r = 1.2 r = 1.2 

𝜽∗ = 32⁰ 𝜃∗ = 148⁰ 

  

An interesting example of this is the Namib Desert beetle shell which lives in an arid area called 

Namib desert in Africa [38]. The surface of the Namib Desert beetle shell is covered with bumps. 

The peak of each bump is hydrophilic, and the slopes of each bump and the troughs in between 

are hydrophobic [38]. During the morning fog, the water sticks to the peaks of Namib Desert beetle 

bumps, eventually forming droplets. When the droplets become large and heavy enough, they roll 

down (hydrophobic nature) from the top of the peaks and are channelled to a spot on the beetle’s 

back that leads straight to its mouth.  

2.2.2.2 Performance and Durability of AS-coatings – Outdoor Tests 

Study conducted in Nottingham, UK (Climate zone – Cfb, Oceanic climate) – Kenan Isbilir et al. 

reported after 6 months of outdoor exposure that the water contact angle of the coated surface 

     (3) 

       (4) 
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showed ~31% (shown in Fig.  12) degradation [39]. The roll-off angle was increased by ~64⁰ and 

measured to be 84⁰. In this study, the authors have tested a commercially available hydrophobic 

coating that is used on lenses and displays. This study was done in Nottingham, UK, from July to 

February at a tilt angle of 45º. The temperature range during this period was 21.3⁰C to -0.5⁰C. 

Rainfall varied from 85.1 to 46.2 mm each month. Sunshine duration per month ranged from 178.5 

to 54.9 hours. 

 
Fig. 12: “Optical and hydrophobic performance of outdoor sample” [39]. 

From a study conducted in Denmark (Climate zone – Dfb, Warm summer continental or 

hemiboreal climate) and Colorado (Climate zone – BSk, Tropical, and Subtropical), Gizelle C. 

Oehler et al. reported the performance of 2 transparent hydrophobic AS-coatings (Coating A and 

B) exposed to the outdoor environment of coastal Denmark for 24 weeks [32]. Coating A degraded 

after a few weeks of field exposure. Surface defects such as small pits were found in coating A at 

its initial stage. These resulted in blister formation at an early stage for coating A, whereas coating 

B did not have any surface defects at its initial stage (shown in Fig. 13).  
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Fig. 13: “SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) images of the as-received (initial stage, without any exposure) 

sample with coating A in (a) planar view, which shows surface defects and (b) cross-sectional view showing the 

presence of voids, and coating B in (c) planar view and (d) cross-sectional view showing no defects” [32]. 

Contact angle reduction measured during outdoor exposure time is shown in Fig. 14. High rate of 

initial degradation of contact angle was observed for both coatings A and B in the first two weeks 

of exposure, dropping by 7.4° (6.9%) and 12.4° (13.8%), respectively.   

 
Fig. 14: Contact angle measurements for coated samples under field exposure. The data points below the black 

dashed line are hydrophilic (which indicates that the coating has degraded) [32]. 

The samples began exposure during the winter month of February when temperatures often went 

below 0°C. The samples were exposed to sub-zero temperatures, rainfall, and high humidity in the 

first two weeks. Due to the presence of rain and high humidity, surface defects like holes and 

blistering of the coated area were exposed to water condensation (shown in Fig. 15). 
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Fig. 15: “SEM images of coating A (a) cleaned sample after 4 weeks, (b) cleaned sample after 12 weeks, and (c) not 

cleaned sample after 15.3 weeks. The arrows points to partially and newly exposed pits” [32]. 

When the temperature dropped below 0°C, the water within these surface defects froze and 

expanded, causing stresses within the coating. In the surface analysis done via XPS (X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy), the authors found that the drop in contact angle for coating A 

correlated well with the reduction in fluorine content, which was reduced by 43.2% relative to the 

initial value (Table 3). 

Table 3: “X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of cleaned coating A showing changes in elemental composition 

before and after 4 and 24 weeks of exposure” [32]. 

 

Abrasion damage was evident in coating B from the first cleaning cycle conducted after 4 weeks 

of exposure (shown in Fig.  16). Coating A also showed abrasion damage, but at a much later stage, 

after 15.3 weeks of exposure.  

 

Fig. 16: “Signatures of abrasion damage caused by cleaning of (a) coating B after 4 weeks and (b) coating A after 

15.3 weeks” [32]. 

Cl (Chlorine) on coating B (shown in Fig. 17) indicates that Cl is a surface contaminant, likely 

deposited by the wind from the nearby ocean. Cleaning the samples could not remove all traces of 

Cl. It was also observed that cycles of light rainfall and evaporation combined with humidity and 
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salty environmental conditions led to cementation on all samples (shown in Fig. 17). The SEM 

micrographs revealed that NaCl acts as the bridge between the dust and the coating surface. 

 

Fig. 17: “SEM and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (coloured elemental images) of cementation on a 

not-cleaned coating B after 8 weeks of exposure. The white scale bar represents 1 µm in each image” [32]. 

The potential of AS-coating (named ‘Coating-A’) was confirmed in an outdoor PV test bed at 

Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colorado (shown in Fig. 18). The coated module was 

fully operational after the snowfall, while the not-coated module retained snow coverage and thus 

produced no power (Fig. 18, a). After the snowmelt, the self-cleaning property of the coating was 

also evident; we may observe residues of dust visible on the not-coated module (Fig. 18, b), which 

was not present in the case of coated modules. These results confirmed the potential of 

hydrophobic AS-coatings in outdoor field conditions.  

 

Fig. 18: (a) The black module (which is not covered with snow) was coated with a hydrophobic coating (coating A). 

“(b) Following the snowmelt, dust residues were deposited on the not-coated module (left), while the coated module 

(right) remained clean” [32]. 
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DSM AS-coating tested in China (Climate – BWk, arid cold desert) [40] – P. Tummers reported 

testing of the DSM AS-coating that exhibits both anti-reflective and anti-soiling properties [40]. 

The wind speed in this location is usually low (1-5 m/s), and when there is a dust storm, the 

maximum wind speed can go up to 20 m/s. Three types of modules were tested – not coated 

modules, modules coated with AS-coating, and modules coated with anti-reflective coating. Each 

type of module had 10 pieces. The study shows that the increase in energy production due to the 

use of AS-coating was 1.1% (average), and it varied depending on environmental conditions and 

soiling rates (shown in Fig. 19). The formula used for calculating performance ratio (PR) is given 

in equation 5. 

      PR =  
GSTC×Pmpp

GPOA×𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐶×[1+ 
𝛾

100
(𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑−𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶]

                                                       

In equation 5, 𝐺𝑆𝑇𝐶 refers to global horizontal radiation measured at STC (Standard test conditions, 

25 0C and 1000 W/m2), 𝑃𝑚𝑝𝑝 refers to measured power at the maximum power point, 𝐺𝑃𝑂𝐴 refers 

to measured irradiance at the plane of array, 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐶 refers to the module’s power output at STC, 

𝛾 refers to the module temperature coefficient of power. Throughout the experiment, the coated 

module (both anti-soiling and anti-reflecting coatings) showed better performance than the not 

coated module (Not coated module is denoted as BL in Fig. 19, (a)). During the high soiling month 

(November 2016), the coated modules showed a lower soiling rate (the soiling rate of the AS-

coated module was 0.15 %/day, and the anti-reflective coated module was 0.22 %/day). The soiling 

rate of the not-coated module was 0.24 %/day (Not coated module is denoted Bare glass in Fig. 

19, b). 

 

(a) 

     (5) 
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(b) 

Fig. 19: a) Performance ratio of coated and not-coated modules under outdoor exposure in China (cold arid desert) 

for 1 year. b) Soiling rates of coated and not coated modules during November 2016 (indicated as a red box in Fig 

19 (a). Here, the legend AS refers to the module coated with anti-soiling coating, AR refers to the module coated 

with anti-reflective coating, and BL and Bare Glass refers to the not coated modules. Green lines refer to manual 

cleaning intervals [40]. 

Study conducted in Saudi Arabia (Climate zone – Bwh, Tropical, and Subtropical Desert Climate) 

showed that the occurrence of dew has a higher correlation with soiling rates than other 

investigated factors, such as dust concentration and precipitation frequency as shown in Fig. 20 

[41]. In Fig. 20, we may observe that the performance of a hydrophilic coating (ASC-III) was 

significantly better in humid areas like Al-Khafji, while the hydrophobic coating (ASC-II) 

performed better in dry conditions like Solar Village (shown in Fig. 20, Fig. 21 and Fig. 22). 

 

Fig. 20: “Soiling rate and weather parameters comparison based on daily average values for 2019–2020. a) soiling 

rate, b) average dew occurrence at actual wind speed and 0 m/s, c) PM10, d) number of events of precipitation in a 

year, e) Average length of the dry period” [41]. 
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Fig. 21: “Performance of anti-soiling coatings at Al-Khafji site a) soiling trends b) absolute soiling benefits” [41]. 

 
Fig. 22: “Performance of anti-soiling coatings at Solar Village site a) soiling trends, b) absolute soiling benefits” 

[41]. 

2.2.2.3 Performance Testing under Accelerated Stress and under a Controlled Environment 

2.2.2.3.1 Dust Deposition  

D. Goossens reported the effect of dust deposition on coated (DSM AS-coating and DSM anti-

reflective coating) and uncoated (not-coated) surfaces [42]. Belgian Brabantian loess was used as 

test dust [42]. Dust cloud (median diameter = 37µm) was generated by a wind tunnel using a 

constant dust supply and airflow to ensure uniform dust deposition. It was concluded that for 0° 

tilt angle, the AS-coating and anti-reflective coatings showed no dust-attractive nor any dust-

repellent benefits compared to not-coated (denoted as “uncoated” in Fig. 23) glass during low wind 

speed conditions. Dust deposition mainly affected the transmittance in the long-wavelength part 

of the spectrum (shown in Fig. 24). 
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Fig. 23: Dust deposition on the coated surfaces of ARC (DSM anti-reflective coating) and ASC (DSM AS-coating)  

compared to the uncoated surface ( not-coated surface). The tilt angle was kept at 0˚ for all 3 cases [42]. 

 
Fig. 24: Transmittance of coated surfaces with an increase in dust density (ARC refers to the samples coated with 

DSM anti-reflective coating, and ASC – refers to the samples coated with DSM anti-soiling coating) relative to the 

not-coated surface [42]. 

Illya Nayshevsky et al. showed that in a uniform artificial dust deposition chamber, soiling rates 

are lower for dust that is unreactive with water (Arizona Test Dust) and dust that contains NaCl 

(Aramco Test Dust), which is highly soluble in water [43]. In contrast, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) 
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and Portland cement, which can chemically react with water, show higher soiling rates than 

silicate-based dust (shown in Fig. 25). The higher soiling rates are observed on the deposition of 

reactive dust on bare (not coated) glass substrates than a glass coated with hydrophobic or hybrid 

AS-coating (Fig. 25). 

 

Fig. 25: Change in transmittance with respect to the dust type and surface coating for Bare Glass, Phobic, and 

Hybrid coatings after three dew-dust-bake soil deposition cycles. Bare glass refers to the not coated glass, Phobic 

glass refers to the glass coated with a hydrophobic anti-soiling coating, and Hybrid glass refers to glass coated with 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic AS-coating [43]. 

2.2.2.3.2 Dust Removal  

The DSM AS-coating showed higher dust removal at lower wind speeds (shown in Fig. 26) and 

also cleaned the surface more rapidly than the DSM anti-reflective coating. However, at the end 

of the tests, the cleaning rate was identical for both anti-soiling and anti-reflective coatings (88%) 

[42]. The coatings (DSM AS-coating and anti-reflective coating) performed much better than the 

uncoated surface (not-coated glass), for which dust removal started at a considerably higher wind 

speed and the cleaning rate at the end of the tests was only 71%. 

 

Fig. 26: Cumulative dust removal curves for the coated surfaces (DSM AS-coating and DSM anti-reflective coating) 

and the uncoated (not-coated) surface[42]. 
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Illya Nayshevsky et al. [43] stated that a glass coated with hydrophobic or a hybrid (hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic) AS-coating shows anti-soiling behaviour compared to a not-coated glass for four 

types of dust samples (shown in Fig. 27). In this study, self-cleaning of the artificial dust was 

observed by simulating natural dew. For not-coated glass samples, water condenses in a film-wise 

manner. Dust particles become suspended within the liquid water film and are redistributed during 

drying. For samples coated with hydrophobic AS-coating, water suspends in a dropwise manner 

and evaporates by leaving the dust at the central point [44]. Anti-soiling effectiveness was also 

compared qualitatively by visual comparison of not-coated glass, glass coated with hydrophobic 

and hybrid (hydrophobic and hydrophilic) AS-coating after three dew–dust–bake cycles (Fig. 28). 

Hybrid and hydrophobic samples exhibit the same dust deposition as expected because both the 

coatings were prepared using the same method. 

 

Fig. 27: “Restoration of original transmittance as a function of simulated dew cleaning tilt angle on Bare Glass, 

Phobic and Hybrid coatings after three dew-dust-bake soil deposition cycles; utilizing a) Arizona Test Dust, b) 

Aramco Test Dust, c) calcium carbonate, and d) Portland cement.” Bare glass refers to the not coated glass, Phobic 

glass refers to the glass coated with hydrophobic AS-coating, and Hybrid glass refers to the glass coated with 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic AS-coating [43]. 
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Fig. 28: “Microscopy images of Bare Glass, Phobic and Hybrid surfaces after 3 dew-dust-bake cycles (a, b, c 

respectively) and after simulated dew cleaning (d, e, f respectively), soiled with Portland cement test dust”. Bare 

glass refers to the not-coated glass, Phobic glass refers to the glass coated with hydrophobic anti-soiling coating, and 

Hybrid glass refers to glass coated with hydrophobic and hydrophilic AS-coating [43]. 

2.2.2.3.3 Accelerated Stress Tests 

(A) UV Exposure and Damp Heat Test 

Kenan Isbilir et al. [39] reported that hydrophobic AS-coatings show no significant degradation 

after accelerated humidity freeze and thermal cycling test based on the IEC 61215-2:2016. The 

coating was also able to withstand damp heat exposure of 85 ºC/85 % relative humidity (RH) for 

1000 h and 4000 h of DI water immersion with no significant degradation. However, after the UV 

exposure tests, water contact angle (WCA) lowered to 87⁰ (Fig. 29), and the Roll off-angle (RoA) 

increased to 60.5⁰. The coating was severely affected by UV exposure as it was not designed for 

solar application, and resistance to the sun was not part of its specification.  
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Fig. 29: “Optical and hydrophobic performance during UV exposure” [39]. 

After the UV exposure, a reduction in fluorine concentration (by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy) was detected, from ~40 to ~26 At% (shown in Fig. 30). The reduction of fluorine in 

the chemistry of the surface correlated to the decrease in contact angle. The UV Exposure test was 

conducted as per the IEC 61215-2:2016 standard, where the samples were exposed for 500 h, 

equivalent to 15 kWh/m2 of UV light. 

 
Fig. 30: “XPS spectra of the hydrophobic surface before and after 500 hours of UV exposure” [39]. 

Syeda Farwah Bukhari et al. [45] showed that the contact angle remains constant even after 

1000 h of UV exposure test based on IEC16215-17 (no significant degradation). However, 

Damp heat testing indicated a reduction of water contact angle after 500 h of exposure (shown 

in Fig. 31, a) because of the solvent/moisture entrapment. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 31: “(a)Water Contact Angle (WCA) and Roll-off Angle (RA) of the hydrophobic coating after damp heat(b) 

SEM images of 100 h (a) and 1000 hours (b and c) of DH exposure” [45]. 

After 100 h of damp heat test, we may observe the formation of circular features (shown in Fig. 

31, b). After 500 h of damp heat, these defects start to impact the contact angle and the roll-off 

angle. These defect patterns are seen due to moisture/water ingress within the coated layer. In this 

study, a sol-gel coating consisting of trimethylsilylated silica and a siloxane adhesion-promoting 

agent was deposited onto glass substrates using the dip-coating method. The coating thickness was 

approx. 2 μm, and the refractive index was 1.38. Curing was done for 72 h, at 65˚C at 85 % relative 

humidity. The authors suggest that such defects can be avoided by optimizing the curing 

parameters. 

(B) Abrasion Test 

The abrasion test [39] showed no significant abrasion caused by soft material, e.g., felt pad. 

However, using industry-standard abrasive materials such as CS10 significantly damaged the 
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coating (shown in Fig. 32). CS-10 is an abrasive wheel used in Taber testers. CS-10 wheels offer 

a mild to medium abrasive effect, simulating the impact of cleaning and polishing. 

 
Fig. 32: “Performance before and after abrasion with CS10 and Felt Pad” [39]. 

The effect of linear artificial brush abrasion on anti-soiling and anti-reflective coatings used in the 

PV industry was reported by Jimmy M. Newkirk et al. [46]. The authors stated that “the change in 

characteristics is consistent with the processes of damage initiation, damage accumulation, 

followed by the destruction of the film, with the eventual convergence of τd (Direct transmittance), 

YI (Yellowness Index), CA (contact angle), and Ra (Surface Roughness) to those values observed 

for the glass (shown in Fig. 33) substrate (not-coated sample)” [46]. The authors also show that 

damage initiation started from localized damage [46]. The localized damage initiated from the 

edges of dust and brush bristles, indicating the types of brush bristles and dust are significant 

stressors. The brushes used in this study were similar to the commercially available PV cleaning 

brushes. The minimum and average Ws (scratch width) in Table 4 are typically in the order of 

micrometres, whereas the average and maximum hs (scratch depth) are in the order of tens of 

nanometers. 
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Fig. 33: “Effect of abrasion test type on coating P: comparison of the change in surface energy, surface roughness, 

direct transmittance and Yellowness Index with the brush-cycle count (n ≤ 20000) for select experiments. J refers to 

the not-coated sample” [46]. 

Table 4: “Measured scratch geometry for select specimens after 10 cycles in the linear abrasion experiments. 

Minimum, average, and maximum values are given as well as the nominal coating thickness” [46]. 

 

2.3 Identified Research Gaps and Organization of the thesis 

The literature review shows that in places with high PM count, like India, UAE and China, soiling 

rates go as high as 1 %/day. Such high soiling rates lead to enormous financial loss and indicate 

an urgent need for a dust mitigation strategy.  
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The available literature has pointed out the following research gaps with respect to vertically 

mounted bifacial modules and anti-soiling coatings, which we have tried to address in our study. 

• Previous studies have shown that soiling loss decreases with an increase in the tilt angle. It 

was also reported that the energy generated by vertically mounted bifacial modules is 

comparable with the conventionally mounted modules, and the energy yield in the former 

case could be higher at many locations/conditions with high albedo. The effect of soiling 

on vertically mounted bifacial modules and how it compares to conventionally mounted 

monofacial and bifacial modules is not reported in previous work. This motivated us to 

explore vertically mounted structures as a dust mitigation strategy explained in chapter 3. 

• Another cost-effective dust mitigation strategy is AS-coating (explored in chapter 4).  

• Electron microscopy has been frequently used to characterize the surface properties during 

various stages of coating development and reliability evaluation of anti-soiling coatings. 

However, electron microscopy requires specific sample preparation due to the 

nonconducting nature of the substrate (glass), thus can only be used via destructive sample 

analysis. In chapter 5, we establish TM-AFM phase imaging (a nondestructive 

characterization method) as a promising approach to characterize anti-soiling coatings 

subjected to environmental stress. While the analysis of the phase angle distribution can 

resolve the removal of the coating, contact angle and surface roughness cannot do so 

unambiguously. 

• As the AS-coatings are applied on the outer surface of the PV module, the durability of 

these coatings is essential. There are few reports on the outdoor durability of AS-coating 

in some climatic conditions. A detailed analysis of the outdoor durability tests, which 

shows clear signatures of stressors that degraded the coatings in the field, is still missing 

in work reported until now. In chapter 6, we explored the durability of AS-coatings during 

field exposure tests, and further, the effect of different seasons was studied to segregate the 

stressors that degrade AS-soiling coatings during field exposure tests.  

• Literature reviews on the impact of various accelerated stress tests are also reported in 

previous work. However, most reported studies are based on the IEC 61215 standard, 

which is not relevant to coatings or the IEC 62788-7-3, which only talks about abrasion 

testing techniques and does not talk about any pass/fail criteria specific to AS-coating 

applied on PV modules. In our work, we have explored the impact of multiple stressors 
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like abrasion, rain, UV radiation and combination of various stressors, which are relevant 

to the reliability evaluation of AS-coating for PV application, as shown in chapter 7.  

• The understanding from the correlation study between outdoor and indoor accelerated 

stress tests was then used to compute a model for lifetime prediction of AS-coatings 

considering UV radiation and rain as stressors, discussed in chapter 8. Such lifetime 

prediction study is not reported in previous work. This lifetime prediction study will 

generate a good database that the PV plant developers can use to predict the coating life at 

different locations. It will also be helpful in mapping different coating types that work for 

specific weather conditions. 

• In chapter 9, we discussed the key takeaways and future directions of this research area are 

also discussed in this chapter. This complete study was used to formulate a standard test 

procedure for performance evaluation of AS-coating under warm and humid climate zone, 

discussed in Appendix II. A standard test procedure that accounts for all the stressors seen 

in India is not shown in any reports published until now. 
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Chapter 3 – Mitigation of soiling via vertically mounted 

bifacial modules 

 

In this chapter, we evaluate the vertical mounting of bifacial modules to reduce losses due to 

soiling. We extend the nomenclature used by Guo et al.[12] as follows: (i) Bifacial modules 

mounted at 90, are hereafter referred to as vertically mounted bifacial modules (VB), (ii) bifacial 

modules mounted at the latitude angle (19 in Mumbai) are referred to as latitude mounted bifacial 

modules (LB), and monofacial modules mounted at the latitude angle are referred to as latitude 

mounted monofacial modules (LM). Bifacial modules with two different bifaciality factors were 

used in the experiments, and all the relevant performance parameters are compared as a function 

of bifaciality. This chapter also shows the impact of combining energy produced by LB and VB 

for an extended generation profile. Experimental data from individual experiments on LB and VB 

are combined to evaluate this proposal. 

3.1 Experimental Details 

In this study, two separate sets of modules with different bifaciality factors (BF), defined as the 

ratio of the backside Isc to the front side Isc (both measured under standard test conditions with only 

one side illuminated), were used. The 1st set of the bifacial modules had a BF of 55.7%, and the 

2nd set had a BF of 90%. The average cell efficiency was estimated by considering only the area 

covered by the cells in the modules. All the performance parameters listed in Table 5 were 

measured using SPIRE–Sun Simulator 5600SPL at the standard test conditions. The active area in 

the module is taken as the area covered by all the cells in the module. 

Two sets of experiments were conducted, and identical experiment plans were used in both cases. 

In each set, one pair each of LM, LB, and VB was rack mounted on a rooftop in Mumbai (19.1334° 

N, 72.9133° E) which falls in the Warm & Humid climatic zone [47]. In each pair, one module 

was cleaned every day in the evening, and the other module was left for natural soiling. In the case 

of bifacial modules, cleaning was performed on both (front and back) sides of the modules. LB 

and LM were kept in S-N direction, 19⁰ tilt- South facing, and VB was kept in E-W direction, 90⁰ 

tilt (vertical) [12]. The modules were connected to a multi-channel I-V curve tracer (Daystar MT5 
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3200) to measure the I-V curves once every 10 minutes. Irradiation was measured at the plane of 

array using a pyranometer (Kipp and Zonen). Module operating temperature and ambient 

temperature were measured using thermocouples, and all the data was logged by the Daystar data 

logger at 1 min intervals. 

Table 5: Performance parameters of modules used in the experiments. Power and efficiency values were measured at 

1000 W/m2 and 25ºC. 

 1st set of experiment 2nd set of experiment 

Period of the 

experiment 

28th March to 15th May 2017 

(48 days) 

12th December 2017 to 30th April 2018 

(120 days). 

Parameters 

4 Bifacial 

modules with BF 

= 55.7% 

2 Mono-

facial 

Modules 

4 Bifacial 

modules with BF 

= 90% 

2 Monofacial 

Modules 

Average Module 

Power (W) 

Front = 262 

84 

Front = 229 

84 

Back = 150 Back = 209 

Average Cell 

Efficiency, ῃ 

Front = 18 

16 

Front = 19 

16 

Back = 11 Back = 18 

Average Module 

Efficiency, ῃ 

Front = 16 
14 

Front = 14 
14 

Back = 9 Back = 13 

Active Area to 

Module Area 

Ratio 

0.86 0.91 0.69 0.71 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Effect of Soiling 

The soiling loss of the modules was calculated based on energy generation (shown in equation 6).  

                                   𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (%)  =  (1 −
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦_𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑑
) × 100                                     (6) 

Energy generated on any day is calculated by integrating the peak power as a function of time. The 

soiling rate is calculated as the slope of soiling loss with respect to the number of days. For the 2nd 

set of experiments, there was shadowing due to a nearby construction from December 2017 to 

April 2018, so modules with BF = 90% showed lower energy generation. We didn’t have such 

issues in the 1st set of experiments as it was done from March 2017 to May 2017, when there were 
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no shadow issues due to external structures. To compare both the bifacialities, for LM and LB 

modules with BF = 55.7% and 90%, we have taken the integration of power from 10 am to 7 pm, 

and for VB modules for both bifacialities, we have taken a time slot from 8 am to 4 pm, to avoid 

the effect of shadows on the modules on energy calculations.  

In the case of bifacial modules, the soiling loss would include contributions from both sides of the 

modules, which could be asymmetric depending on the bifaciality, mounting configuration, etc. 

The slope of soiling loss versus the number of days gives the soiling rate. The soiling loss as a 

function of the days of experiment are shown in Fig. 34. The soiling rates of the VB with BF = 

55.7% is estimated as 0.02 %/day, and for BF = 90%, it is 0.01 %/day. For modules with 

BF=55.7%, soiling rate of LB is 0.39 %/day, and LM is 0.40 %/day. Soiling losses in the back side 

of the module is less than the front side in the latitude mounted bifacial module; thus, the soiling 

loss of LB is less than the LM. Soiling rate of LB is lower than LM due to the light received by 

the back side of the LB, where chances of soiling are low [29]. The difference in soiling rates is 

significant with higher bifaciality factor, as can be seen in Fig. 34. The LM in the 2nd set of 

experiment shows a slightly higher soiling rate than in the 1st set of experiments because of ongoing 

construction work near the location of the experiment from December 2017 to April 2018.  

 
Fig. 34: (a) Soiling loss data for the 1st set of experiments. (b) Soiling loss data for the 2nd set of experiments. The 

straight lines indicate linear fits to the measured data. Soiling rates are slopes of these lines. 

3.2.2 Effect of Bifaciality Factor on Energy Generation 

Fig. 35 shows the energy generated by the modules in the two sets of experiments. The energy 

versus days for the soiled LB and VB are fitted with straight lines. Energy in y-axis in Fig. 35 (a) 
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and (b) correspond to cumulative energy generated in kWh. It is seen that for bifacial modules 

with BF = 55.7%, these lines would cross over after 10 weeks of exposure. This indicates that the 

energy generated by the vertically mounted bifacial module would be higher than that of the 

latitude mounted bifacial module after 10 weeks, if not cleaned. There was rainfall after the 6th 

week, so we could not record the crossover data point. For modules with BF = 90%, it would take 

approximately 3 weeks of exposure for cross-over, as can be seen in Fig. 35, (b). The difference 

between the crossover points for modules with BF = 90% and 55.7% is seven weeks. The number 

of days for the crossover points may be overestimated due to data correction because of shadowing 

issues, but the difference in the crossover points between the modules with two BF values is 

significant.  

 
Fig. 35: (a) Energy generated by the modules in the 1st set of experiments. (b) Energy generated by modules in the 

2nd set of experiments. The data for VB – cleaned and VB – soiled overlap in both the cases. 

3.2.3 Operating Temperature of the Modules 

It is observed that for modules with BF = 90%, LB and LM run at 15C higher temperature than 

VB (Fig. 36). In the case of latitude mounted modules, the radiation and ambient temperature peaks 

at the same time, at solar noon. On the other hand, the vertically mounted modules receive the 

maximum in-plane radiation in the morning and afternoon hours when the ambient temperature is 

lower than at noon. It is observed that for modules with BF = 90% and 55.7%, LB and LM ran at 

similar operating temperatures (Fig. 36). VB with BF = 55.7 % ran at significantly higher operating 

temperatures in the early morning than VB with BF = 90 %. This can be due to two factors: (i) VB 

with BF = 55.7% has a higher active area to module ratio than the module with BF = 90%, see 
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Table 5. The high active area to module ratio enables a higher fraction of the light to be incident 

on the solar cells. The inactive areas let light pass through in the case of bifacial modules. (ii) The 

cell efficiency of the modules with BF = 55.7% is lower than that of the module with BF = 90%. 

This implies that a larger fraction of the energy incident on the module with BF = 55.7% is 

converted to heat. The small dip in temperature at 200 W/m2 during the evening time for VB with 

BF = 90% is because of human interference while cleaning the module.   

 
Fig. 36: (a) Operating temperature of modules for the 1st set of experiments. (b) Operating temperature of modules 

for the 2nd set of experiments. 

3.2.4 Combination of Latitude Mounted Bifacial Module and Vertically Mounted Bifacial 

Module 

Fig. 37 shows the power generation profiles of the VB and LB for bifaciality of 90%. The VB 

power peaks twice during the day, and the peaks are much before and after the solar noon. At solar 

noon, VB produces only about 35% of the power produced by LB. By combining VB and LB, the 

power generation profile is seen to broaden and also become flatter. Let us consider the peak power 

generation time as the time period during which the system generates 84% or more of the 

maximum power obtained on the day. By this definition, the peak power generation time for a 

combination of LB and VB is 7.5 h (approx.), whereas for LB and VB individually, it is 4.5 h 

(approx.). Hence, using a design with a combination of LB and VB, a longer duration of peak 

power generation is possible. 
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Fig. 37: Energy generation profile for modules with BF=90% for LB, VB, and LB + VB. 

3.3 Conclusions 

Based on our experiments, it can be concluded that (i) Vertical mounting of bifacial modules 

mitigates soiling losses, and hence cleaning of panels can be avoided (ii) bifacial modules mounted 

at the latitude angle have lower soiling loss compared to monofacial modules mounted at the 

latitude angle and hence may require less frequent cleaning (iii) For BF = 90%, vertically mounted 

bifacial modules produce lower energy compared to latitude mounted bifacial modules to begin 

with, in the high soiling conditions prevailing in Mumbai, the latitude mounted bifacial panels 

would produce lower energy after 3 weeks, if they are not cleaned in the meanwhile (iv) vertically 

mounted modules with high bifaciality runs at lower temperature than latitude mounted modules, 

with potential improvements in the performance ratio and long term reliability (v) by combing 

vertically mounted bifacial modules and modules mounted at latitude angle, increase in the 

duration of peak power generation is approximately by 80%. These results were obtained in 

Mumbai. We anticipate that several of these conclusions would apply to many other geographical 

locations with high irradiance and soiling rates. The tracker systems could also use this dust 

mitigation approach, where the user can extend the tilt angle to 90˚ after sunset hours, which will 

result in a 50% reduction in soiling rates [29]. Vertical mounting of PV modules may require care 

in the design of the power plant layout to minimize the effect of shadowing between adjacent 

modules. 
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Chapter 4 – Cleaning efficacy of anti-soiling coatings 

 

Another cost-effective dust mitigation strategy discussed in chapter 2 was the AS-coatings. AS-

coatings are nano or microlayer coatings and are broadly categorized into (i) hydrophobic (contact 

angle > 90°) and (ii) hydrophilic (contact angle < 90°) [13] surfaces. AS-coatings offer a cost-

effective solution and are extensively investigated as a dust mitigation strategy [1]. This chapter 

focuses on the measurement of the cleaning efficacy of hydrophobic AS-coatings. Most 

commercial AS-coatings are hydrophobic in nature, as it does not allow the water to wet the surface 

[48]. When the coated surface is tilted at an angle greater than its roll-off angle (the angle at which 

the droplet starts to roll-off [49], [50]), the dust particle adheres to the droplet rolling off the 

surface, thereby cleaning the PV modules [48]. This allows the hydrophobic AS-coatings to clean 

the surface with the help of dew or water. Roll-off angle also depends on droplet volume and the 

properties of the glass surface [49], [50]. Development [44] and degradation [39] of AS-coatings 

have been discussed in previous studies, but no reports are available on the efficiency of cleaning 

of AS-coatings under a controlled environment and how they correlate with field exposure. Such 

a correlation is essential for the development of accelerated testing methodologies for AS-coatings. 

In this chapter, we compare the cleaning efficacy of 4 types of commercial hydrophobic anti-

soiling coatings with a not-coated glass sample, under field exposure, and in indoor controlled 

experiments.  

4.1 Experimental details 

4.1.1 Sample Preparation  

Four different commercial hydrophobic AS-coatings were applied on solar glass samples (one type 

of coating solution applied on one solar glass) by manual spray coating as per the instructions in 

the respective product manuals. The commercial coatings used in this thesis were marketed for 

solar application. After 20 min. of application, the excess coating was removed, and the samples 

were left for curing at room temperature for 24 h. Dust deposition was done in a dry dust deposition 

chamber [51] on all coated and not-coated glass samples. Fig. 38 shows the XPS (X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy) scan of the coated and not-coated samples at their initial state. 

Coatings A, B, and D show F-C2 peaks in F1s and C1s narrow and survey scans, indicating that they 
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are fluoropolymer-based coatings. Coating C shows phenylsilicone peaks in Si2p and O1s narrow 

spectra (shown in Fig. 38), indicating coating C to be a phenylsilicone based coating. Fig. 39 shows 

the scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the coating A, B, C, and D. In Fig. 39; we may 

observe that the average nanoparticle size of the coated samples (A, B, C, and D) was 

approximately 100 nm. Coating A and Coating D show spherical-type nanostructures, coating B, 

shows triangular nanostructures, and coating C shows fibre-like features. The thickness of the 

coatings was not measured due to charging issues faced during SEM cross-section imaging. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 38: (a) XPS survey scan of coatings A, B, C and D, (b) XPS, Si2p and O1s narrow scan of coating C. 
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Fig. 39: SEM (scanning electron micrograph) of coating A, B, C and D. 

4.1.2 Characterization 

A roll-off angle set-up was developed to study the cleaning efficacy of AS-coatings. Roll-off angle 

was measured by keeping a water droplet at 0° and then allowing the glass substrate to incline at 

a speed of 1°/s. The angle at which the water droplet starts to roll off was measured as the roll–off 

angle. The soiled coated and not-coated glass samples were cleaned with 45 µl of deionized water 

droplets at their respective roll-off angle (measured after depositing dust, as described in section 

4.2.1). Soiling loss on the glass samples was calculated based on equation 7. 

                            𝑆𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (%)  =  (1 −
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝐽𝑠𝑐_𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝐽𝑠𝑐_𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑑

) × 100                                    (7) 

The outdoor study on PV modules (100 Wp) was carried out from 14th Nov. 2019 to 23rd Jan. 2020 

(total of 71 days) at IIT Bombay, Mumbai, India, which falls under warm and humid climate zone. 

Four sets of modules were used for this study. Each set corresponds to one type of coating (B, C, 

and D), and one of the sets was not-coated (U). Each set has two modules – one was cleaned daily 

(named as cleaned in the equation), and the other was left for natural soiling (named as soiled in 

the equation). The modules were kept in the S-N direction, 19° tilt (latitude angle). Soiling loss of 

the modules was calculated based on daily energy generation or Jsc. Manual cleaning was done by 

water using a squeegee sponge wiper.  
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The contact angle was measured using Data-Physics Instruments, model OCA 15SEC and 𝐽𝑠𝑐 was 

measured over a slit width of 1.5 mm × 5 mm using a Quantum Efficiency measurement system 

(Bentham – PVE 300). Multi-crystalline silicon solar cell was used as a reference for 𝐽𝑠𝑐  

measurement, over which different types of samples were placed. All solar glass samples used in 

the experiment were from Borosil Glass Works Limited, India. All measurements of contact angle 

(droplet volume = 2µl) and roll-off angle (droplet volume = 45µl) were done using deionized 

water. For outdoor study, PV modules were connected to a multichannel I–V curve tracer (Daystar 

MT5 3200) to log data on power (Pmax) at 1 min interval. Irradiation was measured at plane of 

array of the latitude mounted module, i.e., with 19° tilt, using a pyranometer (Kipp and Zonen). 

Contact angle and roll-off angle were measured at 10 points on each sample (denoted at N =10). 

In the box plots (shown in this thesis), the extreme lower end and upper ends of the box refer to 

the 25th percentile (first quartile), and the 75th percentile (third quartile) of the data sets, the 

horizontal line inside the box refers to the 50th percentile (Median) of the data sets and the two 

horizontal lines that cap the vertical lines at the bottom and the top refer to the 5th percentile and 

95th percentile of the data sets. Wilcoxon’s signed rank test [52] was used to identify if the 

difference between samples before and after the experiment is statistically significant. P values 

obtained by Wilcoxon’s signed rank test < 0.05, were considered statistically significant, 

considering a confidence interval of 95%. 

4.2 Results and Discussions 

4.2.1 Roll-Off Angle - With and Without Dust Deposition 

Roll-off angle was measured for both cleaned, and dust deposited glass samples to simulate on-the 

field scenarios. Dust with density of 0.2 mg/cm2 was deposited on all glass samples (A, B, C, D 

and U). For clean coated glass samples (A, B, C and D), the contact angle and roll-off angle 

decreased with an increase in the droplet volume, which further gets stabilized after 45 µl. Thus, 

45µl of deionized water was taken for all roll-off angle measurements.  

The roll-off angle of glass samples coated with A, C and D increases by a factor of 2 upon dust 

deposition (Fig. 40). The factor of increase was 1.4 for the not-coated sample. Coating B showed 

high roll-off angle without any dust deposition, which decreased by a factor of 0.7 after dust 

deposition. The roll-off angle of the not-coated glass sample, with and without dust deposition, 

was also found to be statistically significant, as verified by Wilcoxon signed-rank test [52]. This 
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shows that roll-off angle depends on the surface of the solar glass, which will vary upon dust 

deposition (under field condition).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 40: Roll-off angle of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples with and without dust. Each box plot 

is based on 10 measurements taken in each glass sample to account for non-uniformity of coating within the sample. 

4.2.2 Cleaning Efficacy of Anti-Soiling Coating - on Solar Glass under Controlled Environment  

To compare the cleaning efficacy of coated and not-coated samples, 0.2 mg/cm2 of dust was 

deposited on all samples, which were then cleaned by 45 ul water droplet. The water droplet was 

kept on the sample at the respective roll-off angle with dust (shown in Fig. 41 (a)), allowing the 

droplet to roll off and clean the sample. Soiling loss based on 𝐽𝑠𝑐 along the cleaned area was 

measured to study the cleaning efficacy of AS-coating. Before soiling, the newly cleaned, coated 

samples do not show a significant difference (of Jsc) in comparison to the not-coated sample. 

All coated samples (A, B, C and D) show higher cleaning efficacy (lower soiling loss) than the 

not-coated sample (Fig. 41 (b)). However, cleaning efficacy of all coated glass samples reduces 

(soiling loss increases) by a factor of 6 (average) as the rolling water droplet travels from top to 

bottom (covering a total distance of 3.6 cm). In contrast, the cleaning efficacy of the not-coated 

sample reduces by a factor of 30. It was also seen that at 0.9 cm (top position), coating A and C 

show higher soiling loss than the not-coated sample (U). The rate of increase in soiling loss per 

distance travelled by the droplet cannot be extrapolated for a full-size module, as capillary force 

and the adhesion between dust and the substrate will vary with substrate conditions. It was also 

seen that soiling loss of samples A and U increases the most between 1.8 cm to 2.7 cm; this is 

because the speed at which the water droplet rolls off decreases significantly as the water droplets 
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collect more dust. This increase in soiling loss for coating B, C, and D happens between 2.7 cm to 

3.6 cm. Due to the significant slowing of the water droplet roll-off, the time required for the water 

droplet to roll off also varied significantly (shown in Table 6). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 41: (a) Dust deposited samples (A, B, C, D and U) of 0.2mg/cm2 after a 45µl of water droplet has rolled off in 

order to clean the dust. The arrow represents the roll-off line along which JSC values were measured. (b) Soiling loss 

of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples along the cleaned area after 45µl of water droplet has 

cleaned the sample. 

Coating C took the highest time for the water droplet to roll off and thus indicates the highest 

decrease in speed of water droplet to roll-off. Imprints of the dusty water droplets (encircled) can 

also be seen in Fig. 41 (a).  Based on the uniformity of cleaning, the cleaning efficacy between the 

glass samples was ranked as D > B > C > A > U.  

Table 6: Time taken for the water droplet to roll-off the dust deposited samples. Here, the samples were kept at their 

respective roll-off angle with dust (shown in Fig. 41). 

Sample Name Time (min:sec) 

Coating A 0:25 

Coating B 4:15 

Coating C 9:20 

Coating D 1:00 

U (not-coated) 2.50 
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4.2.3 Cleaning Efficacy of Anti-Soiling Coating – on PV modules under Field Exposure 

Coatings B and C show higher cleaning efficacy (lower soiling loss) than the not-coated module 

U throughout the experiment (Fig. 42). Coating D also shows higher cleaning efficacy (lower 

soiling) than not-coated sample until the 2nd manual cleaning run, after which the difference in 

cleaning efficacy/soiling loss between coating D and not-coated module U reduces significantly. 

The reduction in cleaning efficacy of coating D shows signature of abrasion caused by the manual 

cleaning runs. It was observed that after every manual cleaning run, soiled modules produced 

higher energy than daily cleaned modules. This is due to less abrasion caused by less cleaning runs 

(in soiled modules), thus showing negative soiling loss after manual cleaning runs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 42: Soiling loss of coated (B, C, D) and not-coated (U) modules upon field exposure. 

The ranking in cleaning efficacy based on soiling loss for coated samples B, C, and D correlate 

well with the roll-off angle of the samples with dust deposition (shown in Fig. 40). Coating C and 

B show low roll-off angle after dust deposition, followed by D. Coating C and B also show higher 

cleaning efficacy in the field, followed by D, indicating roll-off angle as an important measure for 

evaluation of AS-coating. 

4.3 Conclusions 

A comparative study on the cleaning efficacy of 4 different commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling 

coatings with not-coated sample (solar glass and PV modules) is reported in this chapter. Coated 

samples show higher cleaning efficacy than not-coated samples (in both controlled environment 

and field exposure). This indicates that hydrophobic AS-coating can mitigate soiling. However, 
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cleaning efficacy of coated sample reduces (soiling loss increases) by a factor of 6 (average) as the 

rolling water droplet travels from top to bottom (covering a total distance of 3.6 cm). In contrast, 

the cleaning efficacy of the not-coated sample reduces by a factor of 30. We also observed that 

roll-off angle depends on the surface of the solar glass, which vary upon dust deposition (under 

field condition). During field exposure study, we saw a significant decrease in cleaning efficacy 

(for coating D) after 2nd manual cleaning, indicating abrasion caused by the cleaning tool. The 

ranking in cleaning efficacy for coated samples B, C, and D during field exposure correlate well 

with the ranking of roll-off angle measurements with dust deposition, implying roll-off angle as 

an important measure for the evaluation of anti-soiling coatings.  
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Chapter 5 – Quantification of the percentage coated area 

using TM-AFM Phase Imaging 

 

Compared to other dust mitigation strategies, anti-soiling coating could provide an economical and 

universal solution. This has generated an increased interest in the development of durable anti-

soiling coatings. Electron microscopy has been frequently used for the characterization of surface 

properties during various stages of coating development and reliability evaluation of anti-soiling 

coatings [53]. However, electron microscopy requires specific sample preparation due to the non-

conducting nature of the substrate (glass), thus can only be used via destructive sample analysis. 

Phase imaging via Tapping Mode Atomic Force Microscopy (TM-AFM) is a non-destructive 

characterization method which shows high material contrast of fine structures that we cannot see 

in topographical imaging (via AFM). With this method, we can also analyze samples under in-situ 

environments or in controlled environments without any sample preparation. 

TM-AFM phase imaging has been adopted for investigating the surface properties in many 

scientific fields. However, most of the studies discuss the surface morphology based on TM-AFM 

height images; little information is reported on the phase image/phase angle analysis [54]–[57]. 

TM-AFM phase images are generated due to the phase lag between the oscillation frequency of 

the cantilever and the driver when the scanning tip interacts with different surface materials [58]. 

The inherent roughness of the sample also masks the phase contrast. Surfaces with high roughness 

show phase contrast at a high tapping mode, and for samples with medium roughness, phase 

contrast is seen at a low tapping mode [57]. The phase lag shows the interactions between the 

scanning tip and the surface of the sample, and the phase images have the advantage of 

demonstrating the surface material properties of coated and the not coated area. Apart from the 

instrument settings (like amplitude modulation feedback, driving frequency, the tip's sharpness, 

and spring constant) which impact the phase lag of an oscillating cantilever, the chemical and 

physical properties of the surface like friction, adhesion, viscoelasticity, etc. also impacts the phase 

contrast [57], [59]–[64]. Any boundaries with material discontinuity caused by the difference in 

surface properties are reflected by TM-AFM phase images [56]. Therefore, AFM phase imaging 

is a useful tool in visualizing and analyzing the coating material changes on the surface by 

revealing the features of damage, non-uniformity, breakage, and fragmentations. 
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In this chapter, we investigate the application of TM-AFM phase imaging as a tool to investigate 

the degradation of anti-soiling coatings, when the coatings are subjected to field exposure and 

different accelerated stress tests. For a direct comparison of phase images of samples exposed to 

different environmental stressors, all the samples were scanned with the same instrument settings. 

All phase and height images taken via AFM were normalized. We observed a significant difference 

in adhesive force (tip-sample interaction) and phase angle (creating a significant phase contrast) 

between the coated and not-coated areas of the glass surface. We also performed a quantitative 

analysis by plotting the probability density function of the phase images taken over a large area. 

5.1 Experimental Details 

5.1.1 Sample Preparation 

Four different commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings (A, B, C, and D) were applied on 

solar glass samples (one type of coating solution applied on one solar glass) by manual spray 

coating method as per the instructions given in the respective product manuals. Details of samples 

preparation and coatings are given in section 4.1.1. 

5.1.2 Experimental Setup 

Both outdoor field exposure and indoor accelerated stress tests were studied on solar glass samples 

(5 cm × 2.5 cm). For outdoor studies, the samples were kept at 190 tilt (latitude angle). To study 

the effect of rain, outdoor field exposure study was done during the rainy season for 40 days from 

30th Sept. to 8th Nov. 2019. The total precipitation during this period was 180 mm [65], and the 

total solar irradiance was 196 kWh/m2. The outdoor field exposure study during the non-rainy 

season was done for 63 days from 24th Dec. 2019 to 24th Feb. 2020. Total precipitation during this 

time was 0 mm, and the total solar irradiance was 375 kWh/m2. All accelerated tests (experimental 

details are mentioned in sections 7.1 and 7.2) were conducted under controlled environments in 

the laboratory to isolate the stressors. 

5.1.3 Characterization 

For evaluating the performance of coatings on solar glass, contact angle and roughness 

measurements were done. Contact angle and roughness were measured at ten locations (denoted 

as N=10) on each sample. Water contact angle was measured using DataPhysics Instruments, 
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model OCA 15SEC. Roughness was measured using an atomic force microscope (AFM) from 

Asylum/Oxford Instruments, model MFP3D. Irradiation was measured at plane of array of the 

latitude mounted structure, i.e., with 19° tilt, using a pyranometer (Kipp and Zonen). Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test [52] was used to identify if the difference between samples before and after the 

experiment is statistically significant (statistical significance of 5 % was considered).  

The MFP3D Origin AFM (Asylum/Oxford Instruments) in tapping mode was used to image 

(topography and phase image) the coated and not-coated samples. For taking phase images, 

appropriate scan rate and set point ratio were considered based on the roughness of the samples. 

For measuring the adhesive force (tip-sample interaction) via AFM, we used a silicon probe 

(Model no. – Econo-FESP-Au) along with a silicon tip with no coating (from Asylum Research). 

The adhesive force was measured via contact mode in atomic force microscopy. The measured 

spring constant (k) of the tip was 1.44 N/m, and the resonant frequency was about 75 kHz. The 

relative humidity of the chamber was maintained to be dry (relative humidity = 19 %) during the 

measurement of adhesive force. All other instrumental parameters, like amplitude modulation 

feedback, driving frequency and the tip's sharpness were kept constant for all samples. All 

topographical and phase images (via AFM) were taken over a 50 µm × 50 µm area at 5 different 

locations within each sample. The adhesive force between the tip and the sample was obtained 

over a selected area of 2 µm × 2 µm. The adhesive force stated in the thesis is the average adhesive 

force measured at 5 different locations for each sample. 

5.2 Results and Discussions 

5.2.1 Phase Image Analysis of Coated and Not-Coated Samples 

Fig. 43 (a) and (c), shows the two-dimensional height image and phase image of coating D and the 

not-coated sample. Fig. 43 (b) and (d) show the phase angle and height corresponding to the black 

line across the phase image and height image for coating D and the not-coated sample. Fig.  43 (c) 

and (d) shows that the not-coated glass surface is smooth, and the phase angle is zero through out 

the surface.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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(e) 

 
(f) 

Fig. 43: (a) Height and TM-AFM phase images of coating D, as-deposited (initial stage without environmental 

exposure). (b) TM-AFM phase angle and height corresponding to the black line across the TM-AFM phase image 

and height image shown in Fig. 43(a). (c) Height and TM-AFM phase image of not-coated sample, initial stage 

without environmental exposure. (d) TM-AFM phase angle and height (nm) corresponding to the black line across 

the TM-AFM phase image and height image shown in Fig. 43(c). (e) Height and TM-AFM phase images of the not-

coated sample, after undergoing 60 days of acid immersion test with pH 6 water sample. (f). TM-AFM phase angle 

and height (nm) corresponding to the black line across the TM-AFM phase image and height image shown in Fig. 

43(e). 

Fig. 43 (b) shows that the phase zero regions have a height of zero. By comparing this with the 

observation for the not-coated glass, we may conclude that the phase angle of zero is indicative of 

the fact that the coating has not formed a closed film on the surface of the glass. The regions with 

phase angle of zero do not have any coating, while those with nonzero phase angle have coating. 

This can also be seen in Fig. 43 (e) and (f), where we observe a change in topography (in the height 

image) on the top surface of the not-coated sample after the acid immersion test, likely caused by 

the etching of Na from the glass surface [66]. However, it does not demonstrate any change in the 
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material of the not-coated glass (shown in the phase angle image, Fig. 43 (e) and (f)). This confirms 

the ability to detect changes in surface material via TM-AFM phase imaging. 

5.2.2 Adhesive Force of Coated and Not-Coated Samples: 

Fig. 44 shows the average adhesive force (average of 5 locations) between the scanning tip and 

the coated and not-coated surface at the initial stage (when samples are not exposed to any 

stressors). In Fig. 44, we may observe that the not-coated sample (U) shows 3 X times (at least) 

higher adhesive force than coated samples (A, B, C and D). Due to this significant difference in 

adhesive force between the coated and not-coated samples, we observe a change in phase angle 

(which creates phase-contrast in phase images) between the coated and not coated area within a 

sample. 

 
Fig. 44: Average adhesive force of coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated sample (U) at 19 % relative humidity, at 

the initial stage (not exposed to any stressors). The adhesive force stated here is the average adhesive force of 5 

different locations for each sample. 

5.2.3 Effect of Outdoor Field Exposure: 

By plotting the probability density function (PDF) of the complete phase image matrix (of 50 µm 

× 50 µm area), we were able to perform a quantitative analysis of the phase distribution over a 

larger surface area, shown in Fig. 45 - Fig. 47. Specifically, for the not-coated sample, without any 

exposure to environmental stress, the phase angle is tightly distributed around zero. Environmental 

exposure is not seen to alter the phase distribution for the not-coated sample. In contrast, during 

the initial stage, when the samples are not exposed to any stressors, coated samples show a high 

spread of the phase angle (from 00), indicating the presence of the coated material on the solar 
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glass. Coated samples, after being exposed to rainy and non-rainy seasons, show a significant 

decrease in the spread of the phase angle.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 45: (a) Probability density function of TM-AFM phase angle for coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated sample 

(U), at its initial stage (as-deposited) after being exposed to rainy and non-rainy seasons. (b) Average contact angle 

of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples under field exposure during rainy and non-rainy season. 

Specifically, in the case of coating C, after being exposed to the rainy season, the phase angle 

distribution is seen to be similar to that of the not-coated sample. This correlated well with contact 

angle measurements, where the contact angle of coating C shows values close to the not-coated 

sample after being exposed to the rainy season (shown in Fig. 45 (b)). All coated samples (A, B, 

C, and D) show a lower spread in the phase angle (from 00) after the rainy season when compared 

to the samples exposed to the non-rainy season.  
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Fig. 46: Fractional area coverage of coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples, at its initial stage (as-

deposited) after being exposed to rainy and non-rainy seasons. The area scanned is 50 µm X 50 µ in all cases. 

Based on these observations, we adopted the following methodology to quantify the surface 

coverage of the coating. For the not-coated samples, the area under the probability distribution 

(Fig. 45 (a)) is determined by integration over phase angle range of +/- 1.5°. This window is 

selected to obtain the total fractional area (out of that scanned in TM-AFM) that is not covered by 

any coating. As expected, for the not-coated sample, total fractional area that is not covered is 1. 

Substrating this from 1 would give us the fractional area coverage. This procedure is repeated for 

the other samples for the initial condition and also after environmental stress. The results are shown 

in Fig. 46. From Fig. 46, we may conclude that the fractional area coverage for all coated samples 

after being exposed to the rainy season is lower compared to the samples exposed to non-rainy 

season. For coating C, the fractional area coverage becomes equal to the not-coated sample after 

being exposed to rainy season, which indicates complete removal of the coated layer. After the 

rainy season, coated samples also show a statistically significant decrease in roughness from its 

initial stage, making the surface hydrophilic.   

5.2.4 Accelerated Stress Test: Acid (pH 6) Immersion Test 

To emulate the composition of acidic rain in Mumbai, an acid immersion test was carried out. In 

this test, all samples were immersed in a pH 6, sulphuric acid solution at room temperature, for 

which the sulphur concentration was 60 ppm, which is a 20 X acceleration over the rainfall samples 

collected during field exposure test.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 47: (a) Probability density function of TM-AFM phase angle for coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated sample 

(U), at its initial stage (as-deposited), and after being exposed to acid (pH 6) immersion test. (b) Average contact 

angle and roughness of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples under acid (pH 6) immersion test. 

In Fig. 47 (a) we may observe that coatings A and C show an approximately 0° phase angle after 

the acid immersion test, which indicates that surface coverage of the coating material decreases 

for A and C after acid immersion test (compared to coatings B and D). Coatings A and C also 

shows a statistically significant decrease in roughness after the acid immersion test (shown in Fig.  

47 (b)), making the surface hydrophilic.  

Not-coated sample (U) does not show any change in phase angle after the acid immersion test, 

which indicated that the increase in contact angle (shown in Fig. 47 (b)) is due to the increase in 

roughness that is likely caused by etching of Na from the glass surface [66]. After being exposed 

to the acid immersion test, the fractional area coverage is approximately 0% for coatings A, and 

C. Fractional area coverage for coatings B and D are approximately 84% and 86% (respectively) 

after being exposed to the acid immersion test. These correlate well with the trends in contact 

angles measured before and after the acid immersion test. 
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5.2.5 Accelerated Stress Test: Impact of Rainfall 

To study the effect of the impact of rainfall, a rainfall simulator was developed, which emulates 

the natural rainfall.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 48: (a) Probability density function of TM-AFM phase angle for coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated sample 

(U), at its initial stage (as-deposited), with exposure to high impact rainfall intensity of 2000 mm/h (representing 

extreme case scenarios) with velocity of 2 m/s. (b) Average contact angle and roughness of coated (A, B, C, D) and 

not-coated (U) glass samples with exposure to high impact rainfall intensity of 2000 mm/h (representing extreme 

case scenario) with velocity of 2 m/s. 

From the phase image analysis (shown in Fig. 48 (a)), we observe that all coated samples show a 

decrease in the spread of the phase angle (from 0°) after being exposed to 240 × 103 mm of 

precipitation via artificial rain/impact of rainfall test. Thus, we may conclude that the surface 

coverage of the coating material decreases (from its initial stage) for all coated samples after 

exposure to artificial rain. The coated samples also show a statistically significant decrease in 

roughness (shown in Fig. 48 (b)) after being exposed to the impact of rainfall test, making the 

samples hydrophilic. The fractional area coverage for coatings A, B, C and D are approx. 59%, 
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48%, 37% and 80%, respectively, after being exposed to artificial rainfall. We also observe a good 

correlation between the fractional area coverage with contact angles measured before and after 

exposure to artificial rain.  

5.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we establish Tapping Mode AFM as a reliable characterization technique to 

investigate the changes in surface coverage of AS-coatings on PV cover glass, when subjected to 

different environmental stressors. The not-coated glass surface shows 3 X times (at least) higher 

adhesive force, compared to coated glass surface, which produced a phase contrast between the 

coated and not-coated areas within the same sample. Compared to other characterization 

techniques like electron microscopy, this method offers a non-destructive characterization 

technique which does not require any sample preparation. By plotting the probability density 

function of the phase image, we were also able to perform a quantitative analysis to obtain 

fractional area coverage. We observed a decrease in the spread of the TM-AFM phase angle, as 

the coatings degraded when subjected to outdoor field exposure test, and 2 different accelerated 

stress tests. This indicates that the relative surface coverage of the coating material decreases when 

subjected to different stressors. We also demonstrated a good correlation between continuous 

surface changes (resulting in contact angle and roughness) with phase angle distribution. 
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Chapter 6 – Outdoor durability of AS-coatings 

 

Work on the development of various AS-coating has been widely reported [14]–[16]. However, 

there are fewer reports on detailed analysis of the performance and durability of these coatings. 

Chapter 4 established that coating A, B, C and D show better cleaning efficacy than the not-coated 

sample (U). This showed that AS-coatings could mitigate soiling under controlled environments 

and outdoor field exposure. However, degradation of the coating under harsh environmental 

conditions is a concern [17]–[23], [45]. In this chapter, we investigate the significant stressors that 

reduce the performance of AS-coatings during field exposure tests. Further, the durability was 

tested during rainy and non-rainy seasons to segregate the impact of stressors that degrade AS-

coatings in the field. 

6.1 Experimental Details  

Outdoor exposure test was done on solar glass (5 cm × 2.5 cm) and crystalline silicon PV modules 

(100 Wp). All Indoor stress tests were carried out on solar glass samples. For the outdoor exposure 

test on solar glass samples, we tested coated and not-coated samples with two different cleaning 

frequencies, i.e., weekly cleaned and cleaned once in 4 weeks, which went through a total of 10 

and 2 manual cleaning runs, respectively, throughout the experiment, lasting 89 days. Cleaning 

runs are the time when the glass samples or PV modules were cleaned manually, excluding rain 

events (natural cleaning). For module-level analysis, we used three pairs (each pair containing one 

coated and one not coated) of PV modules. We cleaned the modules at three different cleaning 

frequencies: daily, weekly, and never cleaned. The solar glass sample and the PV modules were 

installed at a 19⁰ angle tilt on a rooftop in Mumbai (19.1334° N, 72.9133° E), which falls in warm 

& humid climatic zone. The outdoor exposure study on solar glass samples was done from 19th 

March to 22nd May 2018 (9 weeks), followed by three weeks of heavy rainfall from 26th June to 

17th July 2018 (3 weeks). PV modules were installed in the field from 13th December 2017 to 31st 

December 2018. A multi-channel I-V curve tracer (Daystar MT5 3200) was used to measure the 

power generated at an interval of 1 min. To evaluate the effect on the solar glass, contact angle, 

roughness, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out. The 

contact angle was measured using DataPhysics Instruments, model OCA 15SEC. Roughness was 
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measured using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) from Asylum/Oxford Instruments, model 

MFP3D. ULVAC-PHI, PHI5000VersaProbeII was used for XPS measurements. All solar glass 

samples used in the experiment were from Borosil Glass Works Limited, India.     

To study the effect of rainy seasons, outdoor field exposure was carried out from 30th Sept. to 8th 

Nov. 2019, and the total precipitation during this period was 180 mm [65]. The outdoor field 

exposure for the non-rainy season was carried out from 24th Dec. 2019 to 24th Feb. 2020; 

precipitation during this time was zero. AS-coating was applied on solar glass samples and PV 

modules by manual spray coating as per the instructions in product manuals. Details of sample 

history and sample preparation are given in section 4.1.1. The coatings were named A, B, C and 

D, and the not-coated glass sample was named as U. Contact angle and roughness were measured 

at 10 points on each sample (denoted at N =10). Wilcoxon’s signed rank test [52] was used to 

identify if the difference between samples before and after the experiment is statistically 

significant. P values obtained by Wilcoxon’s signed rank test < 0.05 was considered to be 

statistically significant, which considers a confidence interval of 95 %. When the contact angle of 

the coated surface went below 90˚, it was defined as failure. 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 Outdoor Durability Test on Coated and Not-Coated Solar Glass Samples  

The samples A, B, C and D changed from hydrophobic to hydrophilic in 89 days (Fig. 49). Coating 

A was the weakest performing coating showing a decrease of 70⁰ contact angle (after 89 days and 

10 cleaning runs) from its initial values. Coating D performed comparatively better, showing a 

decrease of approx. 35⁰ in contact angle. The Wilcoxon’s signed rank test showed that the 

difference (in contact angle) between before (Day 0) and after the experiment (Day 89) for 2 and 

10 cleaning runs for all the coated samples (A, B, C and D) is statically significant with a p-value 

of 0.002. It was also verified that the difference (in contact angle) between different cleaning runs 

(10 and 2 cleaning run) is statistically significant. The samples that underwent 2 and 10 cleaning 

runs had same environmental exposure, while the only difference between these samples was the 

amount of abrasion experienced by them (number of cleaning runs). This points toward the role of 

abrasion in the degradation of AS-coatings. Apart from manual cleaning, all samples were also 

exposed to 3 weeks of heavy rainfall, which added to the effect of abrasion by natural cleaning. 

Fig. 50 shows the variation in roughness values within the coated samples. The roughness seen on 
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Day 0 is due to non-uniform deposition of the coating due to manual spray. The roughness of the 

coated solar glass surface (A) reduces to that obtained for not-coated glass samples after exposure 

for 89 days and 10 cleaning runs. The difference in roughness is also seen to be statistically 

significant (average p-value of 0.003) for high cleaning runs. This correlates to the drop in 

hydrophobicity (Fig. 49). The difference in roughness between different cleaning runs was seen to 

be statistically significant for only coatings A and C.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 49: Contact angle of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples before and after the experiment for 2 

different manual cleaning runs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 50: Roughness of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples before and after the experiment for 2 

different manual cleaning runs. 

6.2.2 Effect of Exposure on Elemental Composition 

In XPS scan shown in Fig. 51, a sharp decrease in the intensity of the F-C bond was observed after 

89 days of exposure for coatings A, B and D for samples with both 2 and 10 cleaning runs. The 
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reduction in the F-C bond may be caused by the impact of UV radiation [39]. This is accompanied 

by the reduction of the hydrophobicity of the coated surface (Fig. 49). For 2 cleaning runs, coatings 

B and D showed a small intensity peak of F-C bond. Coating D shows F-C bond after the 

experiment for both cleaning runs, which correlated to a comparatively higher contact angle (72⁰) 

seen in Fig. 49. Similarly, in C1s spectra, we found signature of C-F2 bond (Day 0- initial state), 

which shows a significant amount of reduction after exposure for both 10 and 2 cleaning runs in 

Coating A, B and D. Coating C shows phenylsilicone (107.24 eV - present in initial state, day 0) 

signature at the initial state. After exposure of 89 days, it shows a shift in the Si2p peak position for 

both 2 and 10 cleaning runs. Si2p peak for Coating C, at day 89 and 2 cleaning runs, shows signature 

of Mica muscovite, and at 10 cleaning runs, it shows signature of Aluminosilicate. Both of these 

minerals (Mica muscovite and Aluminosilicate) show elements found in the bare solar glass. For 

the not-coated sample (U), we may observe that Na (Sodium) present in the initial state – Day 0, 

is not present after Day 89 for both cleaning runs. This is a signature of acid rain as Sulphuric acid 

(present in acid rain for Bombay/Mumbai region) etches the Na from the glass [67]–[69].   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 51: XPS of coated and not-coated samples before and after exposure for different cleaning runs. 

6.2.3 Performance of PV module Coated with the Worst-Performing Coating  

Soiling loss for PV modules coated with coating-A was calculated based on energy generation 

[70]. The soiling rate of coated and not-coated PV module did not show any significant difference 

throughout the year. However, a difference of 2.2 % (average) in soiling loss is observed between 

weekly cleaned coated and not-coated modules, Fig. 52. For weekly cleaned coated module, 

soiling loss went back to zero after every cleaning. This trend reversed after the rainy season. This 
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implies that rainfall acted as a significant stressor and reduced the efficacy of the coating. For 

coated module after cleaning runs, weekly cleaned modules produced higher energy than daily 

cleaned modules due to less abrasion caused by less cleaning run (in weekly cleaned modules), 

thus showing negative soiling loss during the rainy season.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 52: Difference in soiling loss between not-coated and coated (coating A) modules. Weekly manual cleaning was 

done. 

6.2.4 Effect of Rainy and Non-Rainy Season  

In the previous section, 6.2.3, the degradation of the coated samples was due to the coupled effect 

of the damage caused by abrasion and rain. To segregate the effect of rain and sunny events, we 

studied the effect of seasonal variation (rainy and non-rainy seasons) on degradation of AS-

coatings. 

To investigate the effect of rainfall, all samples were exposed to the field during the rainy season, 

and after every rain event contact angle of all exposed samples was measured. The contact angle 

of coatings A, B, C, D changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic in 40 days of field exposure 

during the rainy season, Fig. 53 (a). Coating C becomes hydrophilic in 5 days of field exposure 

during rainy season. This is because silane based materials gets easily hydrolyzed and can be 

removed from glass [71], [72]. Coatings B and C show high rates (o/day) of initial degradation in 

contact angle, which reduces after the 10th day of field exposure (Fig. 53). Similar findings were 

observed in Denmark [32].  

To evaluate the performance of AS-coating during the non-rainy season, contact angle 

measurements were done on field exposed samples at weekly intervals. All samples show an initial 

drop in contact angle, which stabilized after 7 days of field exposure. All coatings remain 

hydrophobic after 63 days of field exposure during the non-rainy season (shown in Fig. 53 (a)). For 

Rainy 
Season 

Manual cleaning – weekly 
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both rainy and non-rainy season, all coatings show a statistically significant decrease in contact 

angle after 5th day (for rainy season) and 7th day (for non-rainy season) of field exposure. The 

roughness of coated and not-coated samples was also measured before and after field exposure. 

Samples exposed to rainy season showed a statistically significant difference in roughness for all 

coated samples before and after the complete field exposure, which was not seen for samples 

exposed to non-rainy season (Fig. 53 (b)). This correlates well with the decrease in contact angle 

in rainy and non-rainy seasons. We saw a good correlation between contact angle and fractional 

area coverage for all coated samples (shown in Fig. 45 and Fig. 53). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 53: (a) Contact angle and (b) Roughness of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples under field 

exposure during rainy and non-rainy season. 

We also quantified the impact of 2 different seasons that degrade AS-coatings during field 

exposure tests. Time to failure was calculated in terms of days. Time to failure was noted when 
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the contact angle of the coated samples went below 90˚. For datasets where we experimentally saw 

the failure of the coated sample, the exact time to failure data was determined by interpolation, 

using a polynomial fit with Adj R2 > 0.9. For data sets where we experimentally did not see the 

failure of the coated sample, the best fit line through the last three points was used for estimating 

the time to failure through extrapolation. The time to failure of coated samples for rainy and non-

rainy season is shown in Table 7. Equation 8 shows the acceleration factor formula. 

Table 7: Time to failure for outdoor durability test. 

 Coating 
A 

Coating 
B 

Coating 
C 

Coating  
D 

Outdoor test - Number of days in which the coating 
becomes hydrophilic (days) 

Rainy 
season 

32 36 5 35 

Non-rainy 
season 

639 549 221 215 

          𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟)  =  
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛
                         (8) 

In Fig. 54, we may observe that coating life decreases by 21 X (average of coating A, B, C and D) 

when exposed to rainy season compared to the samples exposed to the non-rainy season. During 

the rainy season, phenylsilicone based coating (C) shows 7 X lower coating life than fluoropolymer 

based coatings (average of A, B and D). 

 

Fig. 54: Acceleration factor for outdoor durability tests. 

6.3 Conclusions 

We found that for Mumbai weather conditions (warm and humid), commercial hydrophobic AS- 

coatings lose their hydrophobicity in 89 days (9 weeks of non-rainy season and 3 weeks of heavy 

rainfall) of field exposure.  
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From the outdoor field test, the following signature of stressors were identified : 

1. The difference in contact angle between two different cleaning runs (10 and 2 cleaning run) 

was statistically significant. The samples that underwent 2 and 10 cleaning runs had same 

environmental exposure, while the only difference between these samples was the amount 

of abrasion experienced by them (number of cleaning runs). This points toward the role of 

abrasion in the degradation of AS-coatings. 

2. Coatings A, B and D were degrading with decrease in C-F bond. The reduction in the C-F 

bond may be caused due the impact of UV radiation [39], indicating UV radiation as a 

stressor which degraded the AS-coatings. 

3. Weakest performing coating A was tested on PV modules, which showed no significant 

change in rate of dust deposition between coated and not-coated PV module through one 

year of field exposure. However, a difference of 2.2% (average) in soiling loss is observed 

between weekly cleaned coated and not-coated modules. For weekly cleaned coated 

module, soiling loss went back to zero after every cleaning run before rainfall. This trend 

reversed after the rainfall. This implies that rainfall acted as a significant stressor that 

degraded AS-coatings.  

4. To segregate the effect of rainy and non-rainy events, we further tested the durability of 

the coated samples in 2 different seasons. Coating life decreased by 21 X when exposed to 

the rainy season compared to the samples being exposed to the non-rainy season. During 

the rainy season, phenylsilicone based coating (C) shows 7 X higher than fluoropolymer 

based coatings (average of A, B and D), as silane based materials gets easily hydrolyzed 

and can be removed from glass [71], [72]. This confirmed that rain is a significant stressor 

that degraded AS-coatings during field exposure. 
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Chapter 7 – Indoor accelerated stress tests 

 

In chapter 6, we identified the stressors that degrade AS-coatings under field exposure tests. Three 

stressors were identified; (1) Rain, (2) Abrasion, and (3) UV radiation. In this chapter, we have 

investigated the impact of each stressor in detail to understand the factors that influence these 

environmental stressors. We have also studied the impact of combination of stressors and how it 

compares with isolated stress tests. The complete study was conducted on 4 different accelerated 

testbeds; (1) Abrasion tester, (2) Rainfall simulator, (3) UV 365 chamber and (4) UV and 

condensation chamber. Damp heat, humidity freeze, and the thermal cycling test (based on the IEC 

61215 standard) were also conducted to compare the results with the other accelerated stress tests. 

7.1 Experimental Details 

7.1.1 Sample Preparation  

Four different commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings were applied on solar glass samples 

(size 5 cm × 2.5 cm) (one type of coating solution applied on one solar glass) by manual spray 

coating method as per the instructions given in the respective product manuals. Details of sample 

history and sample preparation are given in section 4.1.1. The coated samples (A, B, C, and D) did 

not show any anti-reflective properties. Thus, there was no significant difference in the AM1.5G 

weighted average transmittance (WAT) of the coated samples and not-coated sample ‘U’ in their 

initial state.  

7.1.2 Accelerated Test Beds 

(1) Abrasion tester - An indoor abrasion testbed (shown in Fig. 55) was built to emulate the 

following stressors that influence abrasion damage during outdoor field conditions, relevant for 

PV application - (a) thermal cycling (heating and cooling cycles), (b) formation of dew, (c) dust 

deposition and (d) cleaning cycles via brush. 
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Fig. 55: Picture of the indoor abrasion testbed. 

In a natural dust deposition process, accumulation of dust is coupled with cooling (at night), dew 

(early mornings), and heating (during noon) cycles. This process allows the dust to adhere more 

strongly to the surface of the PV modules [7]. To mimic this process on the indoor abrasion testbed, 

the substrate was cooled down to 21°C (minimum module temperature observed in Mumbai during 

the field exposure test), followed by a water vapour mist spray via a humidifier, which led to 

deposition of the mist on the samples. This was followed by dust deposition of 0.2 mg/cm2, which 

is equivalent to 2 weeks of soiling measured at NCPRE, PV Module Monitoring Station 

(PVMMS), IIT Bombay, Mumbai, India [6]. Then, the samples were heated to 65°C (maximum 

module temperature observed in Mumbai during the field exposure test) to emulate the heating 

cycle seen during field exposure. The particle size distribution of the dust sample used in this study 

is shown in Table 8, and the mineral composition is shown in Fig. 56. Both the particle size 

distribution and mineralogy are similar, but not identical, to those reported earlier for the same 

location in [6].  

Table 8:The dust particle size distribution used in the indoor abrasion testbed. 

D (µm) 
% of Total Sample 
(Used in the indoor 
abrasion testbed) 

Sediment Type 

0-4 6.15 Clay 

4-8 12.71 Very Fine Silt 

8-16 25.16 Fine Silt 

16-31 41.55 Medium Silt 

31-63 14.43 Course Silt 

63-125 0 Very Fine Grained 
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Fig. 56: Analyzed XRD data of dust samples collected from PV modules under outdoor field exposure (in the year 

2020) at IIT Bombay, Mumbai, India, and the indoor abrasion testbed 

To emulate different combinations of stressors, samples were subjected to different types of cycles. 

One run of the only-clean cycle refers to 1 cycle of forward and backward movement. One dew-

dry-clean cycle refers to one cycle of cooling + heating + one run of cleaning. One dew-dust-dry-

clean cycle refers to one cycle of cooling + dust deposition of 0.2 mg/cm2 + heating + one run of 

cleaning. The horizontal velocity of the brush travel on the samples for cleaning was fixed at 0.4 

m/sec. Linear abrasion refers to the cleaning cycles run via the linear brush, and rotary abrasion 

refers to the cleaning cycles run via the rotary brush. All brushes were custom-made and set to be 

identical in bristle length, diameter, number of tufts/rows, and number of bristles/tufts. The rotary 

brush and linear brush 2 had equal row spacing (distance between two rows at the outer end of 

brush bristles) between the brush bristles. Linear brush 1 had 3.5 times higher packing density of 

brush bristles than linear brush 2 and rotary brush. Photographs of the 3 brushes used in this study 

are shown in Fig. 57. The rotary and linear brush used in this study show equal cleaning efficacy. 

The spacing between the brush frame and the solar glass surface were kept identical for both linear 

and rotary abrasion tests.  
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Fig. 57: Photographs of custom-made brushes used in this study - linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and rotary brush. 

(2) Rainfall simulator - The rainfall simulator was built to investigate the impact of rainfall on the 

degradation of AS-coatings. The velocity of raindrops hitting the top surface of the sample was 

calculated to be 7.3 m/s which falls within the range of terminal velocities reported during an actual 

rain event [73]. The average raindrop diameter was 2 mm, and the rainfall intensity was fixed at 

21 mm/h, which comes under the moderately heavy rainfall category [74]. The elemental 

contamination of the water samples used in this study, measured using ICP-AES (Make - 

SPECTRO Analytical Instruments GmbH, Germany and model - ARCOS, Simultaneous ICP 

Spectrometer), is shown in Table 9. 

Table 9: Elemental contamination of water used in tests. 

Name 
S 

(ppm) 
Ca 

(ppm) 
Na 

(ppm) 
K 

(ppm) 
Mg 

(ppm) 

Experimental water samples 

pH 7 
water 

sample 
0.89 16 4.7 0.4 6.1 

pH 6 
water 

sample 
60 10 1.4 0.6 2.3 

Rainwater samples (collected from IIT Bombay, 
September 2019) 

Rainwater 
sample 
(pH 7) 

0.72 1.5 2.1 0.7 0.3 
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(3). UV chamber - The UV exposure test was done in UV 365 chamber. The chamber had a single 

wavelength LED source of 365 nm. The average UV intensity over a 5 cm × 2.5 cm area was 203 

W/m2, and the substrate temperature was set to 65℃. The schematic diagrams of the rainfall 

simulator and the UV chamber are shown in Fig. 58. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 58: Schematic diagram of the (a) Rainfall simulator and (b) UV 365 chamber. The photograph of the UV 365 

chamber is also shown in (b). 

(4) UV and condensation chamber - The effect of combination of UV and condensation was 

studied in QUV accelerated weather tester, model QUV/basic [75]. In this accelerated chamber, 1 

cycle includes 8 hours of UV exposure, followed by 4 hours of only condensation (with no UV 

exposure). UV exposure test was done at 60℃, and condensation was performed at 50℃. This test 

was chosen to investigate the effect of combination of stressors (UV + condensation) on AS-

coatings. A graphical representation of 1 cycle of the QUV Accelerated weather tester is shown in 

Fig. 59. UVA-340 lamps were used for this test which covers the complete UV part of the sun’s 

spectrum from 300 nm to 400 nm, with a peak wavelength at 340 nm. The intensity of the UV 
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lamp was 37 W/m2. The water used for this accelerated test had all elements detected in rainwater 

sample (for IIT-Bombay, Table 9). However, Na and K content was approximately 20 times higher 

than the rainwater samples.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 59: Graphical representation of 1 cycle of the QUV Accelerated weather tester. 

7.1.3 Characterization 

All tests were conducted on 5 cm × 2.5 cm solar glass samples. The top coating was characterized 

via contact angle, roll-off angle, roughness, transmittance, and TM-AFM phase imaging. The 

contact angle measurements were performed using a 2µl water droplet. An in-house roll-off angle 

(RoA) meter was developed to measure RoA. A 45 µl of deionized (DI) water droplet was used to 

measure the RoA. The weight of the brush bristles was measured via an electronic weighing 

machine. Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and hardness measurements were 

done to characterize the damage caused to the brush bristles. Roughness, Raman, XPS, and SEM 

measurements are shown in Appendix I. Measurements of contact angle, roll-off angle, and 

roughness were taken at 10 locations for each sample. All box plots in this chapter are based on 

10 data points taken in each glass sample to account for non-uniformity of coating within the 

sample. Fractional area coverage was calculated over a 50 µm × 50 µm area. Contact angle 

measurements were done using Data-Physics Instruments model OCA 15SEC; transmittance was 

measured via PerkinElmer LAMBDA 950 (wavelength range from 300 nm to 1200 nm), roughness 

and TM-AFM phase imaging was done via Asylum/Oxford Instruments, model MFP3D. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy was measured via XPS - Kratos Analytical, AXIS Supra. Raman 

spectroscopy was done via Horiba Jobin Yvon, model HR800-UV confocal, Nanoindentation was 

done via TI Premier, and scanning electron microscopy was done via Hitachi S 3400N. The particle 
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size of the dust samples was analyzed using Malvern Mastersizer 3000, and XRD analysis was 

done using a PANalytical Empyrean system. The cleaning efficacy of the brush was calculated via 

transmittance measurements (average of 3 solar glass samples) before and after one dew-dust-dry-

clean cycle. The transmittance measurements for the cleaning efficacy test were done via Jasco 

spectrometer (model: V-650 Series, wavelength range: 300 nm to 900 nm).  Statistical analysis 

was done via the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to verify if the difference between the samples is 

statistically significant [52]. When the contact angle of the coated surface went below 90˚, it was 

defined as failure. 

7.2 Result and Discussion 

7.2.1 Factors that Influence Abrasion Damage  

7.2.1.1 Abrasive Agent  

Dew-dust-dry-clean and dew-dry-clean cycles represent actual field conditions under which the 

samples are exposed to a combination of stressors. Nylon 6,12 brush material was used in this 

study. Only-clean cycles represent (cleaning runs) the effect of an isolated stressor, namely 

abrasion by brush bristles. In this section (7.2.1.1), Nylon 6,12 rotary brush was used for all 3 types 

of stress cycles. The horizontal velocity of brush travel was fixed at 0.4 m/sec. In Fig. 60, it can 

be seen that all coated samples that underwent dew-dust-dry-clean cycles show lower coating life 

than the other stress cycles, indicating that dust (abrasive agent) is the most significant stressor 

that abrades the coated samples, followed by dew-dry-clean cycles as the next significant stressor. 

All coated samples show lower coating life when exposed to a combination of stressors than an 

isolated stressor. All coated samples showed a statistically significant change in roll-off angle 

(RoA) after 120 dew-dust-dry-clean cycles, Fig. 61. The change in RoA is statistically insignificant 

after 120 dew-dry-clean cycles and only-clean cycles for all coated samples. The not-coated 

samples show signatures of surface modification (increase in RoA, contact angle, and roughness) 

after 120 runs of dew-dust-dry-clean and dew-dry-clean cycles. Similar observations were made 

by Miller et al. in a study on the effect of abrasion on PV glass [76]. Roughness measurements 

(shown in Appendix I, Fig. A1) indicate a reduction in the surface roughness in the case of dew-

dust-dry-clean, correlating well with the contact angle and RoA data. Coating A and C show a 

significant decrease in the WAT after 120 dew-dust-dry-clean cycles (Fig. 62), indicating a more 
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significant damage for this stress cycle. Coating C was completely removed after 120 dew-dust-

dry-clean cycles, as shown in the fractional area coverage measurements (Fig. 63). We may 

observe the signature of amide deposits on the top surface of the not-coated sample after 120 runs 

of all three stress cycles (Fig. 64). This deposit resulted in the surface modification (change in 

contact angle and RoA) on the not-coated samples after abrasion tests. We observed damage in the 

brush bristles, indicated by the absence of N-H, CH2, Amide, C-C, and C-CO functional groups 

after 120 runs of dew-dust-dry-clean cycles (Appendix I, Fig. A2). The absence of N-H and amide 

functional groups was also seen after 120 dew-dry-clean cycles (Appendix I, Fig. A2).  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 60: Contact angle performance of (a) Coating A, B, C, D and (b) U - Not-coated sample, after being exposed to 

dew-dust-dry-clean cycle, dew-dry-clean cycle and only-clean cycles. 
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Fig. 61: Roll-off angle performance of the coated and not-coated (U) samples after being exposed to 120 dew-dry-

clean cycles, dew-dry-clean cycles and only-clean cycles. 

 
Fig. 62: WAT of the coated and not-coated (U) samples before and after being exposed to 120 dew-dust-dry-clean 

cycles, dew-dry-clean cycles and only-clean cycles. 

 
Fig. 63: Fractional area coverage of coated and not-coated (U) samples, before and after being exposed to 120 dew-

dust-dry-clean cycles, dew-dry-clean cycles and only-clean cycles. 
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Fig. 64: N1s XPS-narrow scan of the not-coated sample before and after exposure to 120 runs of dew-dust-dry-

clean, dew-dry-clean and only-clean cycle (experimental data is shown by the scatter plot; solid lines refer to the 

data points after smoothening using Savitzky-Golay filtering [77]). 

A statistically significant decrease in the hardness of the brush bristles tips was observed after 120 

dew-dry-clean cycles and dew-dust-dry-clean cycles, with a greater reduction seen in the later case 

(Fig. 65). The decrease in the hardness of brush bristles tips after 120 only-clean cycles (from its 

initial state) is statistically insignificant. This indicates that the brush bristle tips undergoing dew-

dust-dry-clean cycles experienced more damage than those undergoing the other two stress cycles. 

The tips of the brush bristles show significant damage to their shape after 120 runs of all three 

stress cycles (shown in Appendix I, Fig. A3). The bristle diameter shows a decrease of 50 um after 

120 dew-dust-dry-clean cycles (shown in Appendix I, Fig A3).  

 
Fig. 65: Hardness of brush bristles tips before and after being exposed to 120 dew-dust-dry-clean cycles, dew-dry-

clean cycles and only-clean cycles. 
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7.2.1.2 Packing Density  

Coated samples show lower coating life when cleaned with linear brush 1 than linear brush 2 and 

rotary brush (Fig. 66 (a,b,c)). Degradation enhancement factor due to the packing density of the 

brush bristles (shown in equation 9 and Table 10) is defined as, 

      𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 ( 𝐴𝑣𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ)

𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ 1
       (9) 

Cycles to failure is defined as the number of cycles at which the water contact angle drops below 

90˚. The degradation enhancement factors increased from 1.2 X to 4.4 X. This is because linear 

brush 1 has 3.5 times higher packing density than the other two brushes. Solar glass samples come 

in contact with seven rows of brush bristles when cleaned with linear brush 1, whereas cleaning 

with a rotary brush and linear brush 2, samples come in contact with only two rows of brush bristles 

in each pass per cleaning cycle. We also observe that in the case of all three brushes, phenylsilicone 

based coating (C) shows lower coating life (varying from 2.9 X to 11.2 X) than fluoropolymer-

based coatings. The high packing density of the brush bristles in linear brush 1 resulted in the 

application of significantly higher weight on the solar glass sample than linear brush 2 and rotary 

brush (shown in Fig. 67). After accelerated abrasion tests, we observed surface modifications 

(increase in Roughness, RoA and contact angle) on the top surface of the not-coated samples (Fig. 

66 and Fig. 68). In terms of optical losses, there was no significant decrease in the solar-weighted 

transmittance after 3700 cycles with any of the brushes (Fig. 66 (d)). All coated samples show 

high initial contact angle degradation rates irrespective of the brush type. Similar trends were seen 

during the field exposure study in the non-rainy season. 

Table 10: Number of cycles at which the samples become hydrophilic. 

Cycles to failure / Number of cycles at which the sample becomes hydrophilic 

 Coating A Coating B Coating C Coating D 

Linear Brush 1 2798 3586 451 5035 

Linear Brush 2 11089 5066 1750 5844 

Rotary Brush 13537 5114 1578 5989 

Degradation 
enhancement factor 

4.4 1.4 3.7 1.2 
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(d) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e) 

Fig. 66: Contact angle degradation when cleaned with (a) Linear brush 1, (b) Linear brush 2 and (c) Rotary brush. 

(d) Solar-weighted transmittance after 3700 cleaning cycles (CC) cleaned with linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and 

rotary brush. (e) Roughness of the coated and not-coated samples after 3700 cleaning cycles (CC) cleaned with 

linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and rotary brush. In Fig. 66(a), Extrapolation (via linear fit) was done by considering 

the slope of the last 3 data points. 

 

Fig. 67: Brush bristles weight on glass samples - linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and rotary brush. 
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In Fig.  68, we may observe a statistically significant change in roll-off angle before and after 3700 

abrasion cycles with linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and rotary brush. The coatings would exhibit 

anti-soiling properties only when the roll-off angle of the coated samples is lower than the tilt angle 

of the location (19º). After 3700 abrasion cycles with linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and rotary 

brush, the coatings show higher roll-off angles than Mumbai, India's tilt angle. Thus, coating A, 

B, C, and D do not display anti-soiling properties in Mumbai, India, after 3700 abrasion cycles 

with linear brush 1, linear brush 2, and rotary brush.  

  
Fig. 68: Accelerated brush abrasion test when cleaned with linear brush 1, linear brush 2, and rotary brush - RoA 

performance of coated and not-coated samples. 

The surface coverage of the coated area was calculated based on TM AFM phase imaging. Coated 

samples show the highest coating removal when cleaned with linear brush 1 (Fig. 69). Coating C 

shows the greatest damage in terms of fractional area coverage, as it shows complete removal of 

the coated layer when cleaned with linear brush 1 and 50% removal when cleaned with linear 

brush 2 and rotary brush. The damage patterns seen in RoA, and contact angle correlate well with 

the patterns seen in fractional area coverage. 
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Fig. 69: Accelerated brush abrasion test when cleaned with linear brush 1, linear brush 2, and rotary brush - 

Fractional area coverage of coated and not-coated samples. 

Nitrogen was detected on the not-coated sample (Fig. 70 (a)) after it underwent 3700 cycles with 

all three brushes (early signs of material deposition were indicated via TM-AFM phase imaging). 

The not-coated sample shows deposition of amide, and due to the deposit, we observed an increase 

in characteristic properties of the not-coated samples. Nylon 6,12 material was used for all 3 

brushes designs. A greater change (absence of Amide, N-H stretch, C-CO, and C-C stretch) was 

seen in the composition of the brush bristles tips when cleaned with linear brush 1, compared to 

linear brush 2 and rotary brush (Fig. 70 (b)).  All 3 types of brushes (linear brush 1, linear brush 2 

and rotary brush) show significant wear and tear to their shape after 3700 cleaning cycles. The 

average diameter of the brush bristles for linear brush 1 was 0.24 mm at its initial stage, which was 

reduced to 0.19 mm after undergoing 3700 cleaning cycles (Fig 70 (c)). The bristle diameter of the 

rotary brush and linear brush 2 do not show any significant change after undergoing 3700 cycles. 

Few tips of the brush bristles were seen to be broken after undergoing the brush abrasion test. The 

brush bristles’ tips of the linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and rotary brush showed a statistically 

significant decline (from its initial stage) in hardness after 3700 cleaning cycles (Fig. 70 (d)). A 

greater reduction in hardness was seen in the brush bristles tips of linear brush 1 (after 3700 

cleaning cycles) than the rotary brush and linear brush 2.  
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 70: (a) XPS spectroscopy of the not-coated sample after 3700 cycles with linear brush 1, linear brush 2 and 

rotary brush. Degradation of the brush bristles when cleaned with linear brush 1, linear brush 2, and rotary brush -  

(b) Raman spectroscopy of the brush bristles tips, (c) SEM of the brush bristles tips, (d) Hardness of the brush 

bristles tips. 
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7.2.1.3 The Direction of Rotation of the Brush  

In this section, three scenarios were tested: (1) when the direction of rotation of the brush is towards 

the direction of travel, (2) when the direction of rotation of the brush is opposite to the direction of 

travel, and (3) when the direction of rotation of the brush is clockwise, leading to direction of 

rotation being same as the direction of travel in one half cycle and being opposite to the direction 

of travel in the other half cycle. All 3 scenarios show similar cleaning efficacy (Appendix I, Fig. 

A4). We used a Nylon 6,12 rotary brush in all the scenarios. In this section, one cleaning cycle 

refers to [(dust deposition of 0.2 mg/cm2) + (Cleaning)]. The motor of the abrasion test-bed drives 

the forward and backward movement of the brush. The naming “towards the direction of travel” 

and “opposite to the direction of travel” was given to align with the movement of the brush in order 

to study the effect of brush rotation on the degradation of anti-soiling coatings. In scenario I, the 

brush, while rotating towards the direction of travel, the dust in front of the brush bristles get 

dragged along with the brush over the samples, causing severe scratches on the sample due to the 

combined effect of brush bristles and dust particles. In scenario II, the brush, rotating opposite to 

the direction of travel, tosses the dust in backward direction as it comes in contact with the dust 

deposited samples. A schematic diagram describing the 3 scenarios is shown in Fig. 71. 

 
Fig. 71: Schematic diagram of 3 scenarios studied to understand the effect of direction of brush rotation on the 

degradation of anti-soiling coatings. 

In Fig. 72, it can be seen that all coated samples that underwent rotary abrasion with the direction 

of rotation as “towards the direction of travel” show lower coating life compared to the other 2 

scenarios. As the brush moves towards the direction of travel, the dust in front of the brush bristles 

gets dragged along with the brush over the samples. This causes severe scratches on the sample 
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due to the combined effect of brush bristles and dust particles. It was also observed that the solar 

glass samples show similar cleaning efficacy after one pass (forward movement) and after two 

passes (forward and backward movement) of the cleaning cycle. Due to this, the damage patterns 

for scenarios II and III are similar, Fig. 72, as most of the dust is removed during the forward 

movement, and the effect of abrasion damage is reduced during backward movement. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 72: Contact angle performance for (a) coated and (b) U - not-coated samples for all the 3 scenarios. 
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Fig. 73: Roll-off angle performance of the coated and not-coated (U) samples before and after 550 cycles of rotary 

abrasion for all the scenarios. Each box plot in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

 

Fig. 74: Fractional area coverage of coated and not-coated (U) samples before and after 550 cycles of rotary 

abrasion for all the scenarios. 

We observed a decline in the anti-soiling property (indicated by the change in RoA) of all coated 

samples after abrasion tests, irrespective of the direction of travel (Fig.  73). We observed a decline 

in the anti-soiling property of the not-coated samples (indicated by the increase in RoA) after 550 

cycles for all the scenarios. In terms of surface coverage of the coating material, coating C displays 

the greatest damage, as the complete coating was removed after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion 

irrespective of the direction of brush travel (Fig. 74). The not-coated samples show deposition of 

amide (nylon) after 550 abrasion cycles for all 3 case scenarios (Appendix I, Fig. A5). A good 

correlation was seen between the characteristic properties (TM-AFM Phase angle (Fig. 74), 

contact angle (Fig. 72), RoA (Fig. 73) and roughness (Appendix I, Fig. A6)). We observed 

significant damage in the composition (shown via the absence of amide functional group 

(Appendix I, Fig. A7)), morphology (Appendix I, Fig. A8) and hardness (Fig. 75) of the brush 
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bristles after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion for all 3 scenarios. Greater reduction in hardness was 

seen for brush bristles which underwent 550 cycles of rotary abrasion with the direction of rotation 

as "towards the direction of travel".  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 75: Hardness of brush bristles tips before and after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion for all the 3 scenarios. 

7.2.1.4 The Horizontal Velocity of Brush Travel 

This section reports the effect of two different horizontal velocities (0.1 m/sec and 0.4 m/sec) of 

the brush travel on the solar glass samples. All brushes used in this section were of Nylon 6,12 

brush material and rotary in design. In this section, one cleaning cycle refers to 1 pass of forward 

and backward movement. The brush's rpm (rotation per minute) was identical for both horizontal 

velocities. Solar glass samples show similar cleaning efficacy for both horizontal velocities of 

brush travel.  

 
Fig. 76: Contact angle performance of the coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples at two different 

horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. 
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In Fig. 76, we observe that lower horizontal velocity results in lower coating life. This is because 

ten rows of brush bristle tufts come in contact with each sample during each pass per cleaning 

cycle when cleaned with a velocity of 0.1 m/sec. In contrast, at 0.4 m/sec, only four rows of bristle 

tuft come in contact with a solar glass sample during each pass per cleaning cycle. We may observe 

a decline in the anti-soiling property (indicated by the change in RoA (Fig. 77) of all coated 

samples after 3700 abrasion cycles when cleaned at a velocity of 0.1 m/sec. The anti-soiling 

property of coating B, C, and D declines (indicated by the change in RoA) after 3700 abrasion 

cycles when cleaned at a velocity of 0.4 m/sec. 

 
Fig. 77: Roll-off angle performance of the coated and not-coated (U) samples after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion, 

cleaned at two different horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. 

 
Fig. 78: Fractional area coverage of coated and not-coated (U) samples, before and after 3700 cycles of rotary 

abrasion, cleaned at two different horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. 
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m/sec (Fig. 78). Deposits of amide were seen on the top surface of the not-coated samples 

(Appendix I, Fig. A10), which led to a significant change in the surface of the not coated samples 

(indicated by the increase in contact angle, roughness, and RoA) after 3700 cycles when cleaned 

at velocities of  0.4 m/sec and 0.1 m/sec. In Fig. 79, a statistically significant decrease in the brush 

bristle tip's hardness can be seen for both the horizontal velocities, with a greater reduction for 

velocity of 0.1 m/sec. The brush bristles show significant damage in composition (indicated by the 

absence of the amide functional group (Appendix I, Fig. A11) after 3700 abrasion cycles when 

cleaned at a velocity of 0.1 m/sec) and morphology (after 3700 abrasion cycles when cleaned at a 

velocity of 0.1 m/sec and 0.4 m/sec, Appendix I, Fig. A12).  

 
Fig. 79: Hardness of brush bristles tips before and after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion cleaned at two different 

horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. 
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(Polyester + Nylon mix) do not follow this particular pattern. Brush B (Polyester + Nylon mix) 

shows low initial hardness than Nylon 6,12 brush; however, in some cases, Brush B causes more 

damage to the coated surface. This may be due to other parameters like brush stiffness which also 

affects the degree of abrasion damage. Brush A, Nylon 6,12 and microfiber brush show a clear 

pattern that, increase in hardness caused lower coating life when cleaned with a harder brush 

material. It was expected that brushes with higher hardness would cause lower coating life; 

however, the study aimed to quantify the degree of damage due to the hardness of brush bristles 

(shown in section 7.2.1.6).  
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Fig. 80: Contact angle performance of (a) Coated samples and (b) U - Not-coated sample, after being cleaned via 

Microfibre cloth brush, Nylon 6,12 brush, Brush B (Polyester + Nylon mix), and Brush A. 
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Fig. 81: Hardness of brush bristles tips before and after being exposed to 3700 cleaning cycles with Nylon 6,12 

brush, Brush B (Polyester + Nylon mix) and Brush A. “CC” refers to cleaning cycles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 82: Weight applied by the brush bristles of Brush A, Brush B (Polyester + Nylon mix), Microfibre cloth and 

Nylon 6,12 brush on the samples. 

The hardness of Microfibre cloth bristles could not be measured due to the limitations (the fibre 

of the brush bristles (shown in Appendix I (Fig. A18)) were smaller than the instruments limits) 

of the instrument, but is anticipated to be lower than other brush materials. Microfibre cloth brush 

causes the least damage (see, Fig. 80) to the coated samples as it applies the smallest weight on 

the sample's surface (see, Fig. 82) compared to other brush materials. We observed a decline in 

the anti-soiling property (indicated by the change in RoA) of the coated samples after 3700 cycles 

with Brush A and Brush B (Fig.  83). Coated samples show no damage in the anti-soiling property 

when cleaned with a microfibre cloth. Coated samples that underwent cleaning with Brush A show 

greater damage than other brush materials (Fig. 80).  
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Fig. 83: Roll-off angle performance of the coated and not-coated (U) samples after exposure to 3700 cycles with all 

types of brush materials tested. Each box plot in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

There was no significant change in the WAT before and after 3700 cycles with types of brush 

materials tested. Complete removal of the coated layer was seen in coating C after 3700 cycles 

with Brush A (Fig. 84). Deposition of amide (Appendix I, Fig. A14) resulted in the change of the 

top surface properties (contact angle (Fig. 80), RoA (Fig. 83) and roughness (Appendix I, Fig. 

A15)) of the not-coated sample after 3700 cycles with all types of brush materials tested. This 

indicated that the amide is part of all brush materials. The brush bristles do not show significant 

damage to its composition after 3700 cycles (Appendix I, Fig. A16) with Nylon 6,12 and Brush B 

(Polyester + Nylon mix). The morphology of the brush bristles tips shows significant damage after 

3700 cycles with Brush A, Brush B, and Nylon 6,12 brushes (Appendix I, Fig. A17). 

 
Fig. 84: Fractional area coverage of coated and not-coated (U) samples, before and after being exposed to 3700 

cycles with all types of brush materials tested. The area scanned was 50 µm × 50 µm in all cases. 
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7.2.1.6 Quantitative Comparison of Lifetime of Anti-Soiling Coatings Under Various Abrasion 

tests: 

To understand the impact of each factor that degrades anti-soiling coatings, we calculated the 

cycles to failure for each case. When the contact angle of the coated surface went below 90˚, it 

was defined as failure. For datasets where we experimentally saw the failure of the coated surface, 

the exact number of cycles required for failure were interpolated by using a polynomial fit with 

Adj R2>0.9. For data sets where we experimentally did not see the failure of the coated surface, 

the best fit line through the last three points was used for estimating the cycles to failure through 

extrapolation. Table 11 shows the cycles to failure for each case, discussed in this section. The 

acceleration factors with respect to the cleaning with microfiber brush (shown in equation 10) were 

calculated by taking the ratios of the number of cycles at which the coatings fail (contact angle < 

90˚). The reference of cleaning with a microfibre brush was chosen because the coated samples 

showed the highest lifetime when cleaned with this type of brush. 

                       𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =   
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒−𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑒 𝑏𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ

𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 "𝑥"
                        (10) 

In Table 11 and Fig. 85, we may observe that coating life decreased by 82 X (average of A, B, C 

and D) in the presence of dust (dew-dust-dry-clean), compared to only-clean cycles. Coating life 

decreased by 8 X (average of A, B, C and D) and 10 X (average of A, B, C and D) times in the 

presence of dew-dry-clean (DDC) cycles and dust-clean (DC) cycles, compared to only-clean 

cycles. In the presence of dew-dry-clean cycles, fluoropolymer coatings show 3X (average of A, 

B and D) lower coating life than phenyl silicone coatings (shown in Table 11). 
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Table 11: Cycles to failure for each case scenario. 

 Cycles to failure 

Coating A Coating B Coating C Coating D 

Abrasive agent 

only-clean 13537 5114 1578 5989 

dust-clean 574 1324 170 1212 

dew-dry-clean 850 1000 340 888 

dew-dust-dry-clean 92 101 20 115 

Brush material (“only-clean” cycle) 

Brush A 1912 2840 734 3,351 

Brush B (Polyester + 
Nylon mix) 

4469 5785 2091 11268 

Nylon 6,12 13537 5114 1578 5989 

Microfibre 14078 33143 10223 81291 

Direction of rotation of brush (“dust-clean” cycle) 

Towards 227 460 44 553 

Opposite 385 1464 117 1850 

Clockwise 574 1324 170 1212 

Horizontal velocity of brush (“only-clean” cycle) 

0.1m/sec 3452 3018 436 3790 

0.4 m/sec 13537 5114 1578 5989 

 

 

Fig. 85: Acceleration factors (with respect to microfibre brush) by which coating A, B, C and D degrade under 

various conditions. 

Brush A, Nylon 6,12 and microfiber brush show a clear pattern that, increase in hardness caused 

lower coating life when cleaned with a harder brush material. In terms of the direction of rotation 
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of brush, coated samples show 3 X (average of A, B, C and D) lower coating life when cleaned 

with the direction of rotation as “towards the direction of travel”, compared to the other 2 cases. 

By decreasing the horizontal velocity of brush travel by 4 times, we observe 3 X (average of A, B, 

C and D) lower coating life when cleaned at 0.1 m/sec, compared to 0.4 m/sec. Phenylsilicone 

based coatings show 2 times higher failure rates than fluoropolymer-based coatings when cleaned 

at 0.1 m/sec (compared to 0.4 m/sec). 

7.2.2 Effect of Rainfall  

7.2.2.1 Acid Immersion Test  

To emulate the composition of acidic rain in Mumbai, an acid immersion test was carried out. In 

this test, all samples were immersed in a pH 6 sulphuric acid solution at room temperature, for 

which the sulphur concentration was 60 ppm, which is a 20 X acceleration over the rainfall samples 

collected during field exposure test. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 86: (a) Average contact angle and roughness of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples before 

and after 60 days of acid (pH 6) immersion test. (b) Fractional area coverage of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated 

(U) glass samples before and after 60 days of acid (pH 6) immersion test. 
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During the acid (pH 6) immersion test, we saw a statistically significant decrease in contact angle 

for all coated samples after 16 days of acid immersion, Fig. 86. Coatings A and C show linear (Adj 

R2=0.9) rates of degradation, which was also seen in field study during the rainy season. Coating 

C also shows higher rate of initial degradation in the first 30 days of acid immersion, which reduces 

by a factor of 3 after 30 days of acid immersion. Similar trends for coating C were also seen in 

field exposure during the rainy season, with higher initial rate of degradation. Field degradation 

rates of coating C during the rainy season were higher than the acid immersion test, which may be 

attributed to the concurrent action of several stressors in the field. Coatings B and D show a 

nonlinear contact angle decrease with time by the acid immersion test. Coating A and C show a 

statistically significant decrease in roughness before and after 60 days of acid immersion, which 

correlates well with the decrease in contact angle. This was not seen in coatings B and D. Not-

coated sample (U) do not show any change in TM-AFM phase angle (Fig. 86 (b)) after the acid 

immersion test, which indicates that the increase in contact angle (shown in Fig.  86) is due to the 

increase in roughness that is likely caused by etching of Na from the glass surface [67]. After being 

exposed to the acid immersion test, the fractional area coverage is approximately 0% for coatings 

A, and C. Fractional area coverage for coatings B and D are approximately 84% and 86% 

(respectively) after being exposed to the acid immersion test. These correlate well with the trends 

in contact angles measured before and after the acid immersion test. 

7.2.2.2 Impact of Raindrops with pH 6 and pH 7 Water  

All coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated samples (U) were exposed to the impact of raindrops 

with pH 6 and pH 7 water samples. In Fig. 87 (a), we may observe that all coated samples (A, B, 

C and D), after being exposed to the impact of raindrops with pH 6 water show lower coating life 

varying from 1 X to 2 X compared to those being exposed to the impact of raindrops with pH 7 

water samples. In terms of roll-off angle (Fig. 87 (b)), we observe that all coated samples show a 

statistically significant change after 1250 mm of precipitation with both pH 6 and pH 7 water 

samples. After being exposed to 1250 mm of precipitation with pH 6 and pH 7 water, all coated 

samples show high RoA for Mumbai's location (tilt angle = 19°), which indicates that the coatings 

won't exhibit any self-cleaning property when exposed in Mumbai. The not-coated samples show 

a statistically insignificant difference in RoA after 1250 mm of precipitation with both pH 6 and 

pH 7 water samples. All coated samples show a reduction in the fractional area coverage after 
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1250 mm of precipitation with both pH 6 and pH 7 water samples (Fig. 87 (c)). Coating C shows 

complete removal of the coated layer after 1250 mm of precipitation with pH 6 water sample. 

When exposed to the impact of raindrops with a pH 7 water sample, coating C shows 70% removal 

of the coated layer after 1250 mm of precipitation. This indicates that greater damage occurred 

when samples were exposed to acidic rainfall (impact of raindrop + acidic water) than those 

exposed to the impact of raindrops with pH 7 water samples. 
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(c) 

Fig. 87: Performance of coatings A, B, C, D and not-coated samples U, after being exposed to the impact of 

raindrops with pH 6 and pH 7 water sample: (a) Contact angle, (b) Roll-off angle and (c) Fractional area coverage. 

7.2.3 Effect of UV Radiation  

Single wavelength LED source of 365nm UV light was used for this test. As the intensity of light 

varied with positions, each sample received different dosage of UV exposure. Here the total UV 

exposure received by the samples was twice the total exposure received in the QUV Accelerated 

weather tester (used for understanding the impact of combination of UV exposure and 

condensation). The intensity of UV light falling on each sample is given in Table 12. 

Table 12: Intensity of UV light received by coated samples. 

Sample Intensity (W/m2) 
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Fig. 88: Contact angle of coated samples with increase in UV dose (single wavelength – 365 nm) at 90 ⁰C. 

 

In Fig. 88, we observe that UV alone (single wavelength – 365 nm) causes a statistically significant 

decrease in contact angle. The rate of decrease in contact angle, however, is low. Coating C 

becomes completely hydrophilic at very high UV dose of 366 kWh/m2. The transition from 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic happened at a much lower dose when combination of UV (at 32 

kWh/m2) and condensation (441 h) was present (Fig. 89). Effect of combination of UV and 

condensation was studied in the QUV-accelerated weather tester, model QUV/basic [75]. In Fig.  

89 (a), we observe that coating C shows an approximately 0° phase angle (TM-AFM phase angle) 

after being exposed to a combination of 61 kWh/m2 of UV exposure and 846 h of condensation.  

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 89: (a) Probability density function of TM-AFM phase angle for coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated sample 

(U), before and after exposure to UV dose (at 60°C) and condensation hours (at 50°C). (b) Average contact angle 

and roughness of coated (A, B, C, D) and not-coated (U) glass samples with an increase in UV dose (at 60°C) and 

condensation hours (at 50°C). 

From Fig. 89 (a), we may infer that the surface coverage of the coating material has decreased 

significantly (from its initial stage) for coating C after being exposed to a combination of 61 

kWh/m2 of UV exposure and 846 h of condensation. After being exposed to 61 kWh/m2 of UV 

exposure and 846 h of condensation, the fractional area coverage for coating C is approximately 0 

%. The fractional area coverage for coatings A, B and D are approximately 16 %, 77 % and 80 % 

(respectively) after being exposed to 61 kWh/m2 of UV exposure and 846 h of condensation. We 

observe a good correlation between the spread of the TM-AFM phase angle and contact angle 

measurement before and after the combination of UV exposure and condensation test.  

7.2.4 Combination of UV Exposure and Acidic Rainfall  

Here, one cycle of the combination of UV exposure and acidic rain refers to 189 mm of 

precipitation which was followed by 5 kWh/m2 of UV exposure. In Fig. 90 (a) and Table 13, we 

may observe that all coated samples show lower coating life when exposed to a combination of 3 

stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water + UV radiation) compared to samples being exposed 

to a combination of 2 stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water). In terms of RoA (Fig. 90 (b), 

all coated samples show a statistically significant change when exposed to a combination of 2 and 

3 stressors. After being exposed to combination of 3 and 2 stressors, all coated samples show high 

RoA for Mumbai's location (tilt angle = 19˚), which indicates that the coatings won't exhibit any 

self-cleaning properties when exposed in Mumbai. When exposed to a combination of 3 stressors, 

the not-coated samples show a statistically significant increase in RoA, which correlates well with 
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the increase in contact angle. However, when exposed to a combination of 2 stressors, the not-

coated samples show a statistically insignificant change in RoA. Coating C shows complete 

removal of the coated layer when exposed to a combination of 2 as well as a combination of 3 

stressors (Fig.  90 (c)). All coated samples show a decline in the fractional area coverage of the 

coated layer when exposed to a combination of 2 as well as a combination of 3 stressors. 
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(c) 

Fig. 90: Performance of coatings A, B, C, D and not-coated samples U, after being exposed to combination of 3 

stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water + UV radiation) and 2 stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water): 

(a) Contact angle, (b) Roll-off angle and (c) Fractional area coverage. 

7.2.5 Combination of Abrasion, UV radiation and Rainfall  

In this section, 1 cycle of the combination of abrasion, UV radiation and acidic rain refers to 189 

mm of precipitation which was followed by 1 cycle of the dew-dust-dry-clean abrasion cycle and 

5 kWh/m2 of UV exposure. In Fig. 91 (a), we observe that all coated samples that underwent a 

combination of 4 stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water + UV radiation + abrasion) show 

lower coating life than the samples that underwent a combination of 3 stressors (Impact of 

raindrops + acidic water + UV radiation). Table 13 shows the stressor accumulated before the 

coating failed under different combinations of stressors. The coatings were deemed to have failed 

when the contact angle of the coated samples went below 90˚. All coated and not-coated samples 

show a statistically significant change in RoA when exposed to a combination of 4 stressors (Fig.  

91 (b). In terms of fractional area coverage, coating C shows complete removal of the coated layer 

after being exposed to a combination of 4 stressors (Fig.  91, c). All coated samples show a decline 

in the fractional area coverage after being exposed to a combination of 4 stressors. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 91: Performance of coatings A, B, C, D and not-coated samples U, after being exposed to combination of 4 

stressors (Impact of raindrops + acidic water + UV radiation + abrasion) and 3 stressors (Impact of raindrops + 

acidic water + UV radiation): (a) Contact angle, (b) Roll-off angle and (c) Fractional area coverage. 
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Table 13: Amount of stressor required for the coated samples (A, B, C and D) to become hydrophilic. *The coating 

remained hydrophobic till 1250 mm, and we ended the experiment after exposing the samples to 1250 mm of 

precipitation. The details of the experiment are given in section 7.2.2.2. 

Name of 

sample 

Impact of 

raindrop 

(pH 7) 

Impact of 

raindrop + 

acidic water 

(pH 6) 

Impact of 

raindrop + acidic 

water (pH 6) + 

UV 

Impact of raindrop + 

Acidic water (pH 6) + 

UV + abrasion 

Coating A 2000 mm 1000 mm 
567 mm + 15 

kWh/m2 

378 mm + 10 kWh/m2 + 

2 DDDC cycles 

Coating B 2500 mm 1250 mm 
756 mm + 19 

kWh/m2 

378 mm + 10 kWh/m2 + 

2 DDDC cycles 

Coating C 500 mm 250 mm 
189 mm + 5 

kWh/m2 

189 mm + 5 kWh/m2 + 

1 DDDC cycles 

Coating D 3250 mm *1250 mm + 
1134 mm + 29 

kWh/m2 

567 mm + 15 kWh/m2 + 

3 DDDC cycles 

7.2.6 Quantitative Comparisons  

In this section, we quantified the impact of various stressors that degrade anti-soiling coatings 

during field exposure tests. Time to failure was calculated for indoor accelerated stress tests. Time 

to failure was noted when the contact angle of the coated samples went below 90˚. For datasets 

where we experimentally saw the failure of the coated sample, the exact time to failure data was 

determined by interpolation, using a polynomial fit with Adj R2>0.9. For data sets where we 

experimentally did not see the failure of the coated sample, the best fit line through the last three 

points was used for estimating the time to failure through extrapolation. The time to failure for 

indoor accelerated stress tests is shown in Table 14. Equation 11 show the acceleration factors for 

indoor accelerated stress tests. The experimental details of the water immersion test with pH 4 and 

pH 7 water samples are shown in Appendix I, Fig. A19 and Fig. 20, and the water immersion test 

at pH 6 in section 7.2.2.1. 

              𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟)  =  
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒−𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝐻 7 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒−𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ "𝑋" 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑟
              (11) 

In Fig. 92, we may observe that, in the indoor accelerated stress tests, the impact of raindrops with 

pH 7 water showed 33 X higher acceleration factor than the sample being exposed to water 

immersion/water contact tests with pH 7 water samples. Similar patterns were seen with acidic 

water; 32 X higher acceleration factor were observed when exposed to the impact of raindrops with 

pH 6 water, compared to the samples being exposed to only water immersion/water contact tests 
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with pH 6 water. This indicated that during a rain event, the impact of raindrops causes greater 

damage than caused by mere contact with water. When the samples are exposed to the impact of 

raindrops with pH 7 water, phenylsilicone based coatings (coating C) show 5 X lower coating life 

than fluoropolymer based coating (average of coating A, B and D). Coating life decreased by 2 X 

(average of coating A, B, C and D) when exposed to acidic rain (Impact of rain with pH 6 water) 

compared to the impact of raindrop tests with pH 7 water samples. When exposed to water 

immersion tests with pH 4 water samples, acceleration factor of coated samples increased by 1587 

X (average of coating A, B, C and D) compared to samples exposed to water immersion/water 

contact tests with pH 7 water samples. 

Table 14: Time to failure in hours for indoor accelerated stress test. 

 Coating 

A 

Coating 

B 

Coating 

C 

Coating 

D 

Indoor accelerated stress test - Failure time at which the samples become hydrophilic (h) 

Water immersion test, pH 7 987 5674 633 7263 

Impact of raindrops,  pH 7 95 119 24 155 

Water immersion test, pH 6 552 3491 384 4208 

Impact of raindrops, pH 6 48 60 24 100 

Water immersion test, pH 4 1 2 1 5 

 

 
Fig. 92: Acceleration factor for indoor accelerated stress tests. 
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7.2.7 IEC 61215 Standard Tests 

All coated samples were exposed to damp heat, thermal cycling and humidity freeze test based on 

the IEC 61215 standard [78]. In the damp heat test, samples were exposed to 85℃ and 85% relative 

humidity for 1000 h. In the thermal cycling test, samples are exposed to -30℃ for 30 minutes, 

followed by exposure to 85℃ for 30 minutes. This cycle is repeated 200 times. Under the Humidity 

freeze test, samples were exposed to 85% relative humidity for 20 h for 10 cycles. All tests were 

done in a small environmental chamber (Make - Heat & control systems, Model - 

HCS/EC/90L/10/60).  

7.2.7.1 Damp Heat Test 

In Fig. 93, we may observe that coating C becomes hydrophilic after 211 hours of damp heat test. 

All other coated samples (A, B and D) remain hydrophobic until 1000 hours. Coated samples B, 

C and D, show a statistically significant change in roll-off angle before and after 1000 h of the 

damp heat test (shown in Fig. 94). Coating C also shows a statistically significant decrease in 

roughness after 1000 h of damp heat test. In terms of fractional area coverage, we may observe 

that coating C shows complete removal of the coated layer after 1000 h of damp heat test (Fig. 

95). The TM-AFM phase angle data correlates well with contact angle, RoA and roughness 

measurements. 

 

Fig. 93: Average contact angle of the coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples after being exposed to the 

damp heat test. The contact angle was measured at 10 locations, and the averages are shown in the graph. 
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Fig. 94: Roll-off angle of the coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after 1000 h of damp 

heat test. Each box plot in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

 

Fig. 95: Fractional area coverage of coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples, before and after 1000 h of 

damp heat test. The area scanned was 50 µm × 50 µm in all cases. 

7.2.7.2 Thermal Cycling Test 

The cycle that was followed for the thermal cycling test is shown in Fig. 96. Due to some 

constraints in the instrument specification, few parameters were modified. In the IEC 61215 

thermal cycling test, samples are exposed to -40℃ for 30 minutes. However, in our study, the 

samples were exposed to -30℃ for 30 minutes. This was still a representative figure as in most 

sunbelt countries where soiling is a major concern, temperatures may never go to such low values. 

We did not apply current equal to the STC peak power current of the modules under test, as the 

complete study was done on solar glass samples (size 5 cm × 2.5 cm). 
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Fig. 96: Schematic diagram of the thermal cycling test [78]. 

In Fig.  97, we may observe that coating C becomes hydrophilic after 200 cycles of thermal cycling 

test. All other coated samples (A, B and D) remain hydrophobic until 200 cycles of thermal cycling 

test.  

 

Fig. 97: Average contact angle of the coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples after being exposed to the 

thermal cycling test. The contact angle was measured at 10 locations, and the averages are shown in the graph. 

Coated sample C and the not-coated samples show a statistically significant change in RoA before 

and after 200 cycles of thermal cycling test (shown in Fig.  98). Coating C also shows a statistically 

significant decrease in roughness after 200 cycles of the thermal cycling test. All other coated 

samples (A, C and D) show a statistically insignificant change in roll-off angle (RoA) and 

roughness after 200 cycles of thermal cycling test. The not-coated sample shows a statistically 
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contact angle and RoA. In terms of fractional area coverage, we may observe in Fig. 99 coating C 

shows 30% coating removal after 200 cycles of thermal cycling test.  

 

Fig. 98: Roll-off angle of the coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after 200 cycles of 

thermal cycling test. Each box plot in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

 

Fig. 99: Fractional area coverage of coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples, before and after 200 cycles 

of thermal cycling test. The area scanned was 50 µm × 50 µm in all cases. 
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30℃ for 4 h. This was still a representative figure as in most sunbelt countries where soiling is a 

major concern, temperatures may never go to such low values. 

 

Fig. 100: Schematic diagram of the humidity freeze test [78]. 

In Fig. 101, we may observe that coating C becomes hydrophilic after 4 cycles of humidity freeze 

test. All other coated samples (A, B and D) remain hydrophobic until 10 cycles of humidity freeze 

test. Coated sample C show a statistically significant change in RoA before and after 10 cycles of 

humidity freeze test (shown in Fig.  102). Coating C also shows a statistically significant decrease 

in roughness after 10 cycles of humidity freeze test. All other coated samples (A, C and D) show 

a statistically insignificant change in RoA and roughness after 10 cycles of humidity freeze test. 

In terms of fractional area coverage, Coating C shows 90% coating removal of the coated layer 

after 10 cycles of humidity freeze test (Fig. 103).  

 

Fig. 101: Average contact angle of the coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples after being exposed to 

humidity freeze test. The contact angle was measured at 10 locations, and the averages are shown in the graph. 
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Fig. 102: Roll-off angle of the coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after 10 cycles of 

humidity freeze test. Each box plot in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

 

Fig. 103: Fractional area coverage of coated (A, B, C, and D) and not-coated (U) samples, before and after 10 cycles 

of humidity freeze test. The area scanned was 50 µm × 50 µm in all cases. 

7.3 Conclusions 

In the previous chapter, it was inferred that rain, abrasion and UV radiation were significant 

stressors that degraded AS-coating upon field exposure. In this chapter, we analysed the influence 

of various factors that cause damage due to exposure to rain, UV radiation and abrasion damage. 

Two accelerated testbeds, named the cleaning cycle simulator and the rainfall simulator, were 

developed to simulate the damage caused by outdoor abrasion and rainfall. 
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The key findings from the abrasion study are as follows;  

1. The presence of dust (dew-dust-dry-clean) decreased the coating life by 82 X compared to 

only-clean cycles, acting as the most significant stressor that abrades the coated samples. 

Coating life decreased by 8 X  and 10 X times in the presence of dew-dry-clean (DDC) 

cycles and dust-clean (DC) cycles, compared to only-clean cycles. In the presence of dew-

dry-clean cycles, fluoropolymer coatings show 3X lower coating life than phenylsilicone 

coatings. It was also seen that coatings degrade faster when exposed to a combination of 

stressors, representing actual field conditions (dew-dust-dry-clean cycles and dew-dry-

clean cycles) than an isolated stressor (only-clean cycles).  

2. Brush A, Nylon 6,12 and microfiber brush show a clear pattern that, an increase in hardness 

caused lower coating life when cleaned with a harder brush material. Microfibre cloth 

brush causes the least damage to the anti-soiling coatings as it applies the smallest weight 

on the sample's surface compared to other brush materials. As the weight applied by the 

Microfibre cloth was the least, it is implied that the hardness of the microfibre brush was 

also significantly less than the other brush materials (Brush A, Brush B, and Nylon 6, 12).  

3. Coated samples show 3 X lower coating life when cleaned with the direction of rotation as 

“towards the direction of travel” compared to “Opposite to the direction of travel” and 

“clockwise rotation”. This is because, as the brush moves towards the direction of travel, 

the dust is dragged along with the brush over the samples, which causes severe scratches 

on the samples due to the combined effect of brush and dust particles.  

4. Decreasing the horizontal velocity of brush travel by 4 times, we observe 3 X lower coating 

life when cleaned at 0.1 m/sec, compared to 0.4 m/sec. Phenylsilicone based coatings show 

2 times higher failure rates than fluoropolymer-based coatings when cleaned at 0.1 m/sec 

(compared to 0.4 m/sec). At a low horizontal velocity of brush travel (0.1 m/sec), a sample 

comes in contact with a higher number of bristle tufts during each pass per cleaning cycle, 

causing greater abrasion damage to the coated samples. 

The key findings from the study on the effect of rain and combination of stressors are as follows;  

1. All coated samples exposed to the impact of raindrops with pH 7 water samples show 33 

X lower coating life than those exposed to water immersion/water contact with pH 7 water 

samples. Similar finding was seen with acidic water, which indicates that during a rain 

event, the impact of raindrops causes greater damage than water immersion/water contact,  
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2. All coated samples show lower coating life when exposed to a combination of 4 stressors, 

followed by a combination of 3 stressors and 2 stressors.  

The key findings from accelerated tests based on the IEC 61215 standard are as follows; 

1. Damp heat, humidity freeze and the thermal cycling test (based on the IEC 61215 standard) 

were conducted to compare the results with the other accelerated stress tests (such as 

abrasion test, impact of rainfall, UV exposure and combination of various stressors).  

2. Here we observed that Coating A, B and D pass the damp heat, thermal cycling and 

humidity freeze test based on the IEC 61215 standard. However, they fail the impact of 

rain test, abrasion (DDDC) test, and combination of abrasion, UV and rain test, which is 

more relevant to what the coatings have to endure in outdoor field conditions. This indicates 

the need for a relevant standard for AS-coating, specific to PV application (Appendix II). 

3. Coating C fails (becomes hydrophilic) the tests based on the IEC 61215 standard after 

undergoing 211 h of damp heat test, 200 cycles of thermal cycling tests and 4 cycles of 

humidity freeze tests. 
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Chapter 8 – Lifetime Prediction of AS-Coatings  

 

The previous chapters (6 and 7) show the impact of outdoor and indoor accelerated stress tests, 

such as thermal cycling, UV exposure, humidity freeze, abrasion, and rainfall tests, on anti-soiling 

coatings. These durability studies show that abrasion, UV exposure, and rainfall are the significant 

stressors that degrade anti-soiling coatings. Chapter 6 shows coating life decreased by 21 X when 

exposed to the rainy season compared to the samples being exposed to the non-rainy season. These 

durability studies imply that rainfall acts as a significant stressor that degrades such coatings. UV 

and abrasion were also identified as critical parameters that affect the coating life. This chapter 

aims to estimate the lifetime of four commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings when subjected 

to rain and UV exposure. 

8.1 Lifetime Prediction of AS-Coatings Considering Rain as a Stressor 

Rain has three components of stressors, i.e. water contact, pH of the water and the impact of the 

raindrops. In this section we aim to estimate the lifetime of four commercial hydrophobic anti-

soiling coatings when subjected to rain, considering the pH of the water as a stressor. The 

experiment was conducted by doing various water immersion tests at variable temperatures and 

pH; thus, the mechanical impact of raindrops is not considered in this study. The activation energy 

and the factor of pH dependence (N) was calculated based on the Arrhenius-Modified Peck model 

[79]. We then used historical weather data of 2 locations and calculated the effective coating life 

for various water pH values using the Miner's rule [80]. The entire study was conducted on solar 

glass samples of size 5 cm × 2.5 cm. 

8.1.1 Experimental Details 

The glass samples were manually spray-coated with fluoropolymer-based coatings A, B and D, 

and phenylsilicone based coating named C. Details of the sample preparation and sample history 

is shown in section 4.1.1. The activation energy was calculated based on the Arrhenius-Modified 

Peck model. 15 samples of each coating type were immersed in pH 6 water solution at 4 different 

temperatures, 25℃, 45℃, 65℃ and 97℃. Samples were kept in the hot air oven to attain the desired 

temperature (Fig. 104).  
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Fig. 104: Photograph of coated samples immersed in pH 6 water solution inside a hot air oven. 

Water solutions of variable pH were made using diluted sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid was used 

to make acidic water samples, as traces of sulphate are seen in actual rainwater samples collected 

from the field [69]. Contact angle measurements (Data-Physics Instruments, model OCA 15SEC) 

were done at intermediate intervals to determine the failure time of each sample. The coating was 

considered failed when the contact angle fell below 90˚, and the sample's failure time was noted 

in hours. Failure time (F(t)) data of all samples for each coating type was then fitted to a Weibull 

distribution; α (time scale parameter) and β (shape parameter) was calculated for each coating type 

at the four variables. The cumulative density function of a standard Weibull equation is given in 

equation 12. 

                                                                   F(t) = 1 − 𝑒−(
𝑡

𝛼
)

𝛽

                                                                   (12) 

Our data set was assumed to give the exact failure time. Weibull distribution was fitted using the 

maximum likelihood method [81], [82]. β signifies the failure mechanism. The activation energy 

for each coating type was calculated using data sets with similar β values (outlier β values were 

removed) and Adjusted R2 (used to verify the fit of Weibull distribution) above 0.7. Outliers were 

identified based on the interquartile range [83]. 

The pH dependence (N parameter) factor was calculated based on the Arrhenius-Modified Peck 

model. 15 samples of each type of coating were immersed at pH 7, pH 6, and pH 5 water solution 

at 45℃. The failure time data was fitted to a Weibull distribution for each coating type to estimate 

the α and β values. The N factors for each coating type were calculated using data sets with similar 

β values (outlier β values were removed from the data set) and Adjusted R2 (used to verify the fit 

of Weibull distribution) above 0.7.  
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8.1.2 Results and Discussions 

8.1.2.1 Determination of Activation Energy 

Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for each coating type immersed in 25℃, 45℃, 

65℃ and 97℃ are shown in Fig. 105, Fig. 106, Fig. 107 and Fig. 108.  

 

 

Fig. 105: Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for coating A, B, C and D, immersed in pH 6 water 

solution at 25 ℃. 

 

 

Fig. 106: Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for coating A, B, C and D, immersed in pH 6 water 

solution at 45 ℃. 
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Fig. 107: Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for coating A, B, C and D, immersed in pH 6 water 

solution at 65 ℃. 

 

 

Fig. 108: Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for coating A, B, C and D, immersed in pH 6 water 

solution at 97 ℃. 

Data sets that had outlier β values were excluded from Table 15. The Arrhenius model [79] used 

to calculate the activation energy of coatings A, B, C and D is shown in equations 13 and 14.  

                                                                    𝛼 = A 𝑒
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇                                                                            (13) 

                                                         ln (𝛼) = ln (A) + (
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵×𝑇
)                                                       (14) 
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Where α is the life of the coating (h), A is the prefactor, 𝐸𝑎 is the activation energy (eV), 𝑘𝐵 is the 

Boltzmann constant (eV K-1), and T is the temperature of the substrate (K). α values from Table 

15 was plotted against their respective temperature values (shown in Fig. 109), and the slope of 

the plot gave the activation energy.  

Table 15: Scale (α) and shape (β) parameter of the coated samples immersed in pH 6 water solution at 25 ℃, 45 ℃, 

65 ℃ and 97 ℃. 

Name 
25℃ 45℃ 65℃ 97℃ 

𝜶  𝜷  𝜶  𝜷  𝜶  𝜷  𝜶 𝜷 

Coating 

A 
542 76 457 64 351 65 - 

Coating 

B 
- 1019 7 543 7 113 6 

Coating 

C 
207 25 177 22 132 27 - 

Coating 

D 
- 1501 5 711 5 88 4 

 

 
Fig. 109: Activation energy of coating A, B, C and D. 

The activation energies of coatings A, B, C and D are 0.09 eV, 0.43 eV, 0.09 eV and 0.56 eV 

respectively (shown in Fig. 109). All coatings show positive activation energy when subjected to 

water contact under variable temperatures. This indicates that the life of the coatings decreases 

with an increase in temperature, as is also evident in Table 15. 
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8.1.2.2 Estimation of pH Dependence Factor (N) 

To understand the dependence of pH on coating life, we used the Arrhenius-modified Pecks model, 

given in equations 15 and 16. 

                                                       𝛼 = A (𝑝𝐻)𝑁𝑒
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇                                                                 (15) 

                                           ln (𝛼) = ln (A) + N ln (𝑝𝐻) + (
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇
)                                                 (16) 

Where pH is the pH values of the water solution, N is the exponential factor which indicates the 

pH dependence. The other parameters are as defined in equations (13) & (14). Failure time data of 

each coating type, immersed in pH 5, pH 6 and pH 7 water solution at 45℃, was then fitted to a 

Weibull distribution to calculate the α and β values (shown in Fig. 110, Fig. 106 and Fig. 111). 

Data sets with similar β (outlier β values were removed) were used to calculate the factor N. α and 

β parameters of each coating type when immersed in pH 7, pH 6, and pH 5 water solution at 45 ℃ 

is shown in Table 16. Data sets that had outlier β values were excluded from Table 16. 

 

 

Fig. 110: Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for coating A, B, C and D, immersed in pH 5 water 

solution at 45 ℃. 
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Fig. 111: Weibull distribution fits of the failure time data for coating A, B, C and D, immersed in pH 7 water 

solution at 45 ℃. 

Table 16: Time (α) and shape (β) parameters of the coated sample immersed in pH 5, pH 6 and pH 7 water solution 

at 45 ℃. 

Name 
pH 5 pH 6 pH 7 

𝜶 𝜷 𝜶 𝜷 𝜶 𝜷 

Coating A 236 67 457 64 821 61 

Coating B 808 2 1019 7 1312 7 

Coating C 128 30 177 22 141 20 

Coating D 1459 4 1501 5 2268 6 

Following equation 16, α values from Table 16 were plotted against their respective pH values 

(shown in Fig. 112), and the slope of the plot gave the factor N. The N factor for coating A, B, C 

and D were estimated as 3.6, 1.4, 0.28, and 1.31, respectively. Higher N values indicate a greater 

dependence of pH on the coating life.  
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Fig. 112: pH dependence factor (N) for coating A, B, C and D. 

In Fig. 112, we may observe that fluoropolymer-based coatings (A, B, and D) show a higher pH 

dependence factor than phenylsilicone-based coating C. Using Miner's rule, we estimated the 

lifetime of the coated samples from the activation energy and N values for each coating type. 

8.1.2.3 Lifetime Prediction of Coated Samples 

The lifetime prediction of the coated samples was performed using the concept of cumulative 

damage using Miner's rule [80]. According to Miner's rule, the damage is inversely proportional 

to the value of the time scale parameter (shown in equation 17). 

                                                          Damage ∝  
1

𝛼𝑖
                                                                    (17) 

                                                                 Damage = 𝑘 
1

𝛼𝑖
                                                                                (18) 

Where α (h) is the time scale parameter (assuming Weibull distribution) and k is the proportionality 

factor. Cumulative damage for 1 year, 𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟, is given by 
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                                                          𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟= k ∑
1

𝛼𝑖

8760
𝑖=0                                                                      (19) 

According to Miner's rule, failure occurs when the sum of damage fractions at various stress levels 

reaches unity, referred to as the damage threshold [84]. Thus, in simple terms, the damage 

threshold is the cumulative damage at which the coating fails (equation 20); it is the product of the 

cumulative damage that occurs in 1 year and the number of years at which the coating fails. 

                                                           1 = k × ∑
1

𝛼𝑖

8760
𝑖=0                                                                 (20) 

                                                               k = 
1

∑
1

𝛼𝑖

8760
𝑖=0

                                                                     (21) 

                                  Number of years at which the coatings fail = 
1

𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
                               (22) 

Where k is the proportionality factor, i.e. the number of years at which the coatings fail, α (h) is 

the time scale parameter (assuming Weibull distribution) and 𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 is the cumulative damage 

that occurred in 1 year. Coating life was calculated for 2 locations, California and Wyoming, 

United States. Hourly weather data of these 2 locations were taken from National Solar Radiation 

Database for 2018 [85]. The weather data was fed into the modelled equation 16 to calculate α (h). 

The substrate temperature was calculated using the Sandia module temperature model [86]. 

Coating life was calculated for 2 different scenarios. Scenario 1 refers to a condition when the tilt 

angle of the coated PV module is lower than the roll-off angle. In this case, the raindrops hitting 

the surface of the coated module would not roll off and sit on the surface of the coated module. 

For scenario 1, we calculated the rain intensity at which the top surface of the coated module would 

be completely wet. The total number of droplets required to completely wet the top surface of the 

sample is shown in equation 25. 

                                      Area of sample ×  Y =  Volume of raindrop ×  𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝                      (23) 

                                                    L ×  B ×  Y =  
4

3
 π 𝑟3 × 𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝                                              (24) 

                                                              𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 
𝐿 × 𝐵 ×  𝑌

4

3
 𝜋 𝑟3  

                                                                         (25) 

Where Y is the rate of rainfall (mm/h), r is the radius of the raindrop, L is the length of the sample, 

B is the breadth of the sample, and 𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 is the total number of droplets required to wet the top 

surface of the sample in 1 h. 
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                                                              𝑁𝑟 × 𝑁𝑐 = 𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝                                                             (26) 

                                                                
𝐿

2𝑟
 × 

𝐵

2𝑟
 = 𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝                                                               (27) 

                                                                
𝐿 ×𝐵

4 ×𝑟2 = 𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝                                                                             (28) 

Where, 𝑁𝑟 is the total number of raindrops in a row in each sample, 𝑁𝑐 is the total number of 

raindrops in a column in each sample, and 2r is the diameter of the raindrop. Equating equations 

25 and 28, we get; 

                                                                  
L × B ×  Y

4

3
 π 𝑟3  

 = 
𝐿 ×𝐵

4 ×𝑟2                                                            (29) 

                                                                        Y =  
𝜋 𝑟

3
                                                                   (30)    

                                                                    𝑌 =  1.04 𝑟                                                                         (31) 

Assuming the radius of the raindrop is equal to 1 mm [87], we conclude that, under scenario 1, the 

top surface of the sample is entirely wet when the rainfall intensity is greater than 1.04 mm/h 

(shown in equation 31). Scenario 2 refers to a situation when the tilt angle of the coated PV module 

is greater than the roll-off angle. Under this condition, the raindrops would roll off the surface of 

the coated modules; thus, the top surface of the coated sample was assumed to be completely wet 

when the rainfall intensity was greater than 2.6 mm/h [88]. Coating life was calculated for 3 

different pH values and 2 different locations (Fig. 113). 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 113: Number of years at which the coatings fail, at 2 different locations, when exposed to rain at variable pH 

values. 

In Fig. 113, we may observe that all coated samples show lower coating life when exposed at a tilt 

angle lower than their respective roll-off angle. Coatings exposed in California, subjected to 2X 

higher annual precipitation (compared to Wyoming, US), show reduced lifetime varying from 1X 

to 4X (when exposed at tilt angles less than the roll-off angle), 45X to 90X (when exposed at tilt 

angles greater than the roll-off angle). Coating C shows the smallest change in its lifetime when 

exposed to variable pH compared to coatings A, B, and D (Fig. 113), correlated well with the pH 

dependence factors (Fig. 112). It should also be noted that the predicted lifetime for coatings under 

water immersion with pH 6 water (in scenario 1) is significantly less than the desired lifetime of 
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the modules (> 25 years). Also, this is expected to reduce further when the effect of the impact of 

raindrops is factored in. 

8.2 Lifetime Prediction of AS-Coatings Considering UV Radiation as a Stressor 

This section estimates the life of 4 commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings, considering UV 

radiation as a stressor. Other parameters like rain, abrasion and high humidity also play a critical 

role in coating degradation and are not considered here to allow detailed analysis of the effect of 

UV. The activation energy was calculated using the Arrhenius model [79]. Weibull distribution 

was considered for fitting the failure time data. Failure was noted when the contact angle of the 

coated sample went below 90˚. Weibull distribution was considered for this study as it is a simple 

empirical model which can explain all 3 segments of the bathtub curve [81], [89]. Using the 

modelled equation and the historical weather data, we estimated the life of the coated samples at 

3 different locations based on the Miner's rule. 

8.2.1 Experimental Details 

The study was conducted on four types of commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings named 

A, B, C and D. Details on sample preparation and sample history are shown in section 4.1.1. 

Coating A, B and D were fluoropolymer based coatings, and coating C was a phenylsilicone based 

coating. Ten samples of each coating type were exposed to 5 variations of UV intensity and 

temperature. The samples were kept inside the QUV Xenon chamber. The coated samples were 

kept at variable heights and positions to achieve the desired UV intensity and temperature. A 

schematic diagram of the sample positions is shown in Fig. 114. Samples were exposed to 

following sets of UV intensities and temperature; 75 W/m2 & 52°C, 73 W/m2 & 56°C, 89 W/m2 

& 75°C, 71 W/m2 & 58°C, and 124 W/m2 & 122°C.  Arrhenius model was used to calculate the 

activation energy [79]. Failure was calculated in terms of UV dose (kWh/m2). Failure was noted 

as the UV dose at which the sample's contact angle became less than 90˚. The contact angle was 

measured using the Data-Physics Instrument, model OCA 15SEC.  

The failure data was then fitted to a weibull distribution function. Weibull distribution was fitted 

with respect to the interval censoring method [90]. Interval censoring was chosen as it was not 

possible to perform continuous measurements; contact angle was measured at weekly intervals. 

The weibull distribution fits were based on the maximum likelihood method [89]. α (time scale 
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parameter) and β (shape parameter) values were calculated via weibull distribution for each coating 

type exposed to 5 variable UV intensities and temperatures. α  was the characteristic life, and β 

refers to the degradation mechanism [91]. Adjusted R2 was calculated to verify the fit of the 

weibull distribution. Data sets with similar β values (outlier β values were removed from the study) 

and adjusted R2 above 0.8 were used to calculate the activation energy. The outlier values were 

identified based on the interquartile range [83].  

 
Fig. 114: Schematics representing the sample positions inside the QUV Xenon chamber. 

8.2.2 Results and Discussion 

8.2.2.1 Determination of Activation Energy: 

Weibull distribution fits for each coating type exposed to 5 sets of UV intensities and temperatures 

are shown in Fig. 115, Fig. 116, Fig. 117, Fig. 118, and Fig. 119.  

 

 
Fig. 115: Weibull distribution fits of coating A, B, C and D, exposed to 75 W/m2 & 52 °C. 
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Fig. 116: Weibull distribution fits of coating A, B, C and D, exposed to 73 W/m2 & 56 °C. 

 

 
Fig. 117: Weibull distribution fits of coating A, B, C and D, exposed to 71 W/m2 & 58 °C. 
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Fig. 118: Weibull distribution fits of coating A, B, C and D, exposed to 89 W/m2 & 75 °C. 

 

 
Fig. 119: Weibull distribution fits of coating A, B, C and D, exposed to 124 W/m2 & 122 °C. 

Table 17 shows the α and β values for each coating type. Data sets with outlier β values and 

adjusted R2 less than 0.8 were excluded from the analysis and are not shown in Table 17. α values 

were calculated in terms of UV dose (kWh/m2) at which the coatings become hydrophilic. 
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Table 17: Time (α) and shape (β) parameters of the coated samples exposed to variable intensities and temperatures. 

Coating 

Type 

52 ℃ 
and 75 
W/m2 

56 ℃ 
and 73 
W/m2 

58 ℃ 
and 71 
W/m2 

75 ℃ 
and 89 
W/m2 

122 ℃ 
and 124 
W/m2 

𝜶  𝜷  𝜶  𝜷  𝜶  𝜷  𝜶 𝜷 𝜶 𝜷 

A 247 5 210 4 211 6 133 3 29 5 

B - 300 7 277 5 - 174 7 

C 248 5 225 6 - 81 2 19 4 

D - - 286 6 242 7 171 10 

α values were then fitted into the Arrhenius model [79] to estimate the activation energy for each 

coating type. The Arrhenius equation used to calculate the activation energy is shown in equation 

33. 

                                                                   𝛼 = A 𝑒
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇                                                                       (32) 

                                                              ln (𝛼) = ln (A) + (
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵×𝑇
)                                                                        (33) 

Where α is the UV dose (kWh/m2) at which the coating fails, A is the prefactor, 𝐸𝑎 is the activation 

energy (eV), 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant (eV K-1), and T is the temperature of the substrate (K). 

α values from Table 17 were plotted against their respective temperature values, and the slope of 

the line was equal to the activation energy. Fig. 120 shows the activation energy plots for coating 

A, B, C, and D. 
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Fig. 120: Activation energy of coating A, B, C and D under UV exposure. 

The activation energy of coating A, B, C and D were calculated to be 0.34 eV, 0.09 eV, 0.41 eV 

and 0.09 eV, respectively. All coatings show positive activation energy, which indicates that the 

coating life decreases with increased temperature. Coating A and C shows higher activation energy 

than coating B and D, which correlates well with the percentage of inorganic matter in the coated 

samples (shown in Fig. 121).  

 
Fig. 121: Thermogravimetric analysis of coating A, B, C and D. 
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Fig. 121 shows the thermogravimetric analysis of all coated samples. The weight percentage 

remaining at the end of the heating cycle (in Fig. 121) is the percentage of inorganic matter present 

in the coated samples. Coating A and C show a higher percentage of inorganic matter, which 

correlates well with the higher activation energy data shown in Fig. 120. The activation energy 

and the historical weather data were fed into the modelled equation (equation 33) to estimate the 

life of the coated samples via Miner's rule [80]. 

8.2.2.2 Lifetime Prediction of Coated Samples 

The life of the coated samples was estimated based on the concept of cumulative damage via the 

Miner's rule [80]. Miner's rule was implemented as cumulative damage gives more insight when 

dealing with scenarios involving non-constant values of stressors or when lifetime prediction has 

to be performed using time series data for a long duration of time. According to the Miner's rule 

[80], the damage is inversely proportional to the values of the time scale parameter (α, Weibull 

distribution) and directly proportional to the time spent at the corresponding stressors that result 

in this time scale parameter (shown in equation 34). 

                                                                      Damage ∝  
𝑡𝑖

𝛼𝑖
                                                                     (34) 

                                                                     Damage = 𝑘 
𝑡𝑖

𝛼𝑖
                                                                                 (35) 

Where α (kWh/m2) is the time scale parameter (assuming weibull distribution), t is the time spent 

at the corresponding stressor that results in the time scale parameter, and k is the proportionality 

factor. Cumulative damage for 1 year is represented as 𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟. 

                                                        𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟= k × ∑
𝑢𝑖

𝛼𝑖

8760
𝑖=0                                                                        (36) 

Where 𝑢𝑖 is the cumulative UV dose (kWh/m2) at the plane of array received by the sample in 1 

year, and 𝛼𝑖 is calculated based on equation 33, where T is the module temperature. Module 

temperature was calculated based on the Sandia module temperature model [86]. Miner's rules 

state that failure occurs when the sum of damage fractions at various stress levels reaches unity, 

referred to as the damage threshold [84]. In simple words, the damage threshold is the cumulative 

UV dosage at which the coatings fail/becomes hydrophilic, shown in equation 37. Damage 

threshold is the product of the cumulative damage that occurs in 1 year to the number of years at 

which the coating fails. 
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                                                         1 = k × ∑
𝑢𝑖

𝛼𝑖

8760
𝑖=0                                                                    (37) 

                                                              k = 
1

∑
𝑢𝑖
𝛼𝑖

8760
𝑖=0

                                                                                     (38)                                               

                                  Number of years at which the coatings fail = 
1

𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
                                  (39) 

Where k is the proportionality factor, i.e. the number of years at which the coatings fail/coating 

life, 𝛼𝑖 (kWh/m2) is the time scale parameter (assuming weibull distribution), 𝑢𝑖 is the cumulative 

UV dose (kWh/m2) at plane of array (UV-POA) received by the sample in 1 year and 𝐷1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 is 

the cumulative damage that occurred in 1 year. UV-POA was calculated based on the empirical 

relation between GHI (Global Horizontal Irradiance) and POA (Plane of Array irradiance). 

Coating life was calculated at 3 different locations, i.e. Maine, Kansas and Mexico, located in the 

United States. Hourly weather of these 3 locations was taken from National Solar Radiation 

Database for the year 2018 [85]. Fig. 122 shows the coating life for coating A, B, C and D at 3 

different locations. From Fig. 122, we observe that all coated samples show a decline in the coating 

life when exposed to sites with an increased annual UV dose. All coated samples show reduced 

coating life varying from 1.6 X to 2.2 X when exposed to a location that receives 1.4 X higher 

annual UV dose. Coating A and C show higher coating life at all 3 locations, as they contain more 

inorganic content (Fig. 121, Fig. 122) and thus show higher activation energy than coating B and 

D. When exposed to a site that receives 1.9 X higher annual UV dose, all coated samples show a 

decline in coating life varying from 1.7 X to 3 X. 

 
Fig. 122: Coating life at 3 different locations when exposed to UV radiation. 
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8.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we estimated the lifetime of AS-coatings when exposed to rain and UV radiation.  

8.3.1 Lifetime Prediction of AS-Coatings Considering Rain as a Stressor  

Rain has 3 components of stressors; impact of raindrops, water contact and water pH. In this study, 

the samples were subjected to water immersion tests; thus, the impact of raindrops hitting the 

surface of the sample was not accounted for in this study. The activation energy of 4 commercial 

hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings (A, B, C and D) was calculated to be 0.09 eV, 0.43 eV, 0.09 eV 

and 0.56 eV, respectively. Positive activation energy indicate that coating life decreased with an 

increase in temperature. The activation energy and the pH dependence factor (N) were calculated 

assuming an Arrhenius-modified Pecks model. The factor N for coating A, B, C and D was 3.6, 

1.4, 0.28 and 1.31, respectively. Higher values of N indicated a higher dependence of pH on 

coating life. Fluoropolymer based coating showed higher values of N than phenylsilicone based 

coatings. Based on the modelled equation, we estimated the coating life at 2 different locations 

and 3 variable pH using the Miner's rule. All coatings showed lower coating life under varying pH 

when exposed at a tilt angle lower than their respective roll-off angle. Coatings exposed to sites 

with 2X higher annual precipitation show reduced lifetimes varying from 1X to 4X (when exposed 

at tilt angles less than the roll-off angle), 45X to 90X (when exposed at tilt angles greater than the 

roll-off angle).  

8.3.2 Lifetime Prediction of AS-Coatings Considering UV Radiation as a Stressor  

This work estimates the life of 4 commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings (A, B, C and D) 

when subjected to UV radiation. The activation energy was calculated based on the Arrhenius 

model. The activation energy of coating A, B, C and D was estimated to be 0.34 eV, 0.09 eV, 0.41 

eV and 0.09 eV, respectively, assuming Weibull distribution. All coatings show positive activation 

energy, which indicates that the life of the coated samples decreased with an increase in 

temperature. Coatings with higher organic content (B and D) showed lower activation energy and 

coating life. The activation energy and the historical weather data were fed into the modelled 

equation to estimate the coating life at 3 different locations based on the Miner's rule. All coated 

samples show a decline in coating life when exposed to sites that receive a higher annual UV dose. 

All coated samples show reduced lifetimes varying from 1.6 X to 2.2 X when exposed to a site 
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that receives 1.4 X higher annual UV dose. When exposed to a location that receives 1.9 X higher 

annual UV dose, all coated samples show a decline in coating life, varying from 1.7 X to 3 X.  

This study shows that no coating would work on all climatic zone. Thus the PV plant developers 

and researchers can use this database to estimate the coating life at different locations, which can 

help us in mapping locations best suited for a specific coating type. This will help the users to 

choose the coatings best suited for their specific weather conditions. This work can also be used 

as a starting point for modelling the effect of combination of stressors. 
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions and Future works 

 

Making energy sources assessable, reliable, sustainable and affordable to everyone is an urgent 

need of this century [92], [93]. As a sunbelt country, India has rapidly integrated solar energy into 

its energy grid [94]. Harsh climatic conditions in India pose a big challenge to the economic 

viability of the solar energy sector [83]. In India, loss in power/energy caused only due to soiling 

can go up to 1%/day if the module glass is not cleaned; a financial loss of 1 billion euros/annum 

was estimated for 2023 [1]. This shows the urgent need for a cost-effective dust mitigation strategy. 

This thesis discusses two cost-effective dust mitigation strategies (1) Vertically Mounted Bifacial 

Modules and (2) Anti-soiling Coating. The key findings from our work are summarized below. 

Based on the research reported in previous chapters, we have identified various aspects of soiling 

of PV modules that need further exhaustive research. These are listed in section 9.2. 

9.1 Conclusions 

9.1.1 Vertically Mounted Bifacial Module  

Based on our experiments, it can be concluded that (i) vertical mounting of bifacial modules could 

mitigate the soiling losses and hence regular cleaning of panels can be avoided.  (ii) bifacial 

modules mounted at the latitude angle have lower soiling loss compared to fixed-tilt monofacial 

modules (mounted at latitude tilt angle) and hence may require less frequent cleaning (iii) For BF 

= 90%, vertically mounted bifacial modules produce lower energy compared to latitude mounted 

bifacial modules, to begin with, in the high soiling conditions prevailing in Mumbai, the latitude 

mounted bifacial panels would produce lower energy (compared to vertically mounted bifacial 

modules) after 3 weeks, if they are not cleaned in the meanwhile (iv) vertically mounted modules 

with high bifaciality factor (of 90%) runs at lower temperature than latitude mounted modules, 

with potential improvements in the performance ratio and long term reliability (v) by combing 

vertically mounted bifacial modules and latitude mounted bifacial modules, increase in the 

duration of peak power generation is approximately 80%. These results were obtained in Mumbai. 

We anticipate that several of these conclusions would be applicable to many other geographical 

locations with high irradiance and soiling rates.  
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9.1.2 Anti-soiling Coatings 

Anti-Soiling coatings are nano or microlayer coatings, which reduce the settlement of dust on the 

surface of the PV module, and are extensively investigated as a mitigation strategy. Even though 

AS-coatings may require water or air to clean the surface, the amount of water required and the 

frequency of cleaning runs may be significantly reduced. As the coating is applied on the outer 

surface of the PV module, the durability of these coatings is essential. Until now, there are no 

standards to test the reliability of such coatings (considering all environmental stressors). This 

study evaluates the reliability of 4 commercial hydrophobic AS-coating (A, B, C, and D) under a 

warm and humid climate zone. The not-coated sample is referred to as U. Various outdoor 

durability tests followed by numerous accelerated stress tests were performed. The findings of the 

correlation study between the outdoor and indoor accelerated stress tests were then used to model 

the life of AS-coatings considering UV radiation and rainfall as a stressor. Two accelerated 

testbeds, named the cleaning cycle simulator and the rainfall simulator, were developed to simulate 

the damage caused by outdoor abrasion and rain. Coatings A, B, and D were fluoropolymer-based 

coatings, and coating C was a Phenylsilicone based coating. A new non-destructive 

characterization method was established to estimate the surface coverage of the coated area via 

TM-AFM phase imaging using tapping mode atomic force microscopy. The reliability evaluation 

of AS-coatings is divided into 4 parts; (1) Cleaning efficacy, (2) Outdoor durability, (3) Indoor 

Accelerated stress tests and (4) Lifetime prediction of AS-coatings. The key conclusions are given 

below. 

(1) Cleaning efficacy  - Coated samples show lower soiling loss than not-coated samples in 

both controlled environments and field exposure. This indicates that anti-soiling coating 

can mitigate soiling. We also observed that roll-off angle depends on the surface of the 

solar glass, which vary upon dust deposition (under field condition). During field exposure 

study, we saw a significant reduction in the cleaning efficacy (for Coating D) after 2nd 

manual cleaning, indicating abrasion caused by the cleaning tool. The ranking in cleaning 

efficacy for coated samples B, C, and D during field exposure correlate well with the 

ranking of roll-off angle measurements with dust deposition, implying roll-off angle as an 

important measure for the evaluation of anti-soiling coatings.  

(2) Outdoor durability tests – Coating life of all coated samples decreased by 21 X (average of 

acceleration factors of coating A, B, C and D) when exposed to rainy season compared to 
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the samples that were exposed to the non-rainy season. During the rainy season, 

phenylsilicone based coating (C) shows 7 X lower coating life than fluoropolymer based 

coatings (average of A, B, and D). 

(3) Accelerated stress tests – We tested the influence of factors which impact the damage 

caused by various environmental stressors like abrasion, rain and UV radiation. 

a. Rainfall - All coated samples exposed to the impact of raindrops with pH 7 water 

samples show 33 X lower coating life than those exposed to water immersion/water 

contact with pH 7 water samples. Similar finding was seen with acidic water, which 

indicates that during a rain event, the impact of raindrops causes greater damage 

than mere water immersion/water contact. 

b. Abrasion - The presence of dust (dew-dust-dry-clean) decreases the coating life by 

82 X compared to only-clean cycles, acting as the most significant stressor that 

abrades the coated samples. Brush A, Nylon 6,12 and microfiber brush show a clear 

pattern that, increase in hardness caused lower coating life when cleaned with a 

harder brush material. Microfibre cloth brush causes the least damage to the anti-

soiling coatings as it applies the smallest weight on the sample's surface compared 

to other brush materials. Coated samples show 3 X lower coating life when cleaned 

with the direction of rotation as "towards the direction of travel" compared to 

"opposite to the direction of travel" and "clockwise rotation". This is because, as 

the brush moves towards the direction of travel, the dust is dragged along with the 

brush over the samples, which causes severe scratches on the samples due to the 

combined effect of brush and dust particles. Decreasing the horizontal velocity of 

brush travel by four times, we observe 3 X lower coating life when cleaned at 0.1 

m/sec, compared to 0.4 m/sec. At a low horizontal velocity of brush travel (0.1 

m/sec), a sample comes in contact with a higher number of bristle tufts during each 

pass per cleaning cycle, causing greater abrasion damage to the coated samples. 

c. UV radiation - The combination of UV exposure and condensation was studied in 

the indoor stress test, which showed a statistically significant reduction in the 

contact angle with an increase in the dosage of UV and condensation. The rate of 

decrease in contact angle was highest for coating C, making it hydrophilic at 32 

kWh/m2 of UV dose and 441 hours of condensation. However, in indoor stress tests 
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with individual stressors (UV exposure), very high stress levels (366 kWh/m2) are 

required to produce similar degradation. All coated samples show lower coating 

life when exposed to a combination of 4 stressors (UV radiation + abrasion + impact 

of raindrop + water pH), followed by a combination of 3 stressors (UV radiation + 

impact of raindrop + water pH) and two stressors (impact of raindrop + water pH). 

d. Lifetime prediction of AS-coatings – From the understanding gained by the outdoor and 

indoor accelerated stress tests, we modelled an empirical equation to predict the life of 

coatings under 2 different stressors. 

(1) Considering rain as the stressor – Rain has 3 components of stressors, i.e. water contact, 

pH of the water and the impact of the raindrops. This work aims to estimate the lifetime of 

4 commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings when subjected to rain, considering the pH 

of the water as a stressor. The activation energy of 4 commercial hydrophobic anti-soiling 

coatings (A, B, C and D) was calculated as 0.09 eV, 0.43 eV, 0.09 eV and 0.56 eV, 

respectively. Positive activation energies indicate that the coating life decreased with an 

increase in temperature. The activation energy and pH dependence factor (N) were 

calculated assuming an Arrhenius-modified Pecks model. The factor N for coating A, B, C 

and D was 3.6, 1.4, 0.28 and 1.31, respectively. Higher values of N indicated a higher 

dependence of pH on coating life. Fluoropolymer based coating showed higher values of 

N than phenylsilicone based coatings. Based on the modelled equation, we estimated the 

coating life at 2 different locations and 3 variable pH using the Miner's rule. All coatings 

showed lower coating life under varying pH when exposed at a tilt angle lower than their 

respective roll-off angle.  

(2) Considering UV radiation as the stressor – We estimated the life of 4 commercial 

hydrophobic anti-soiling coatings (A, B, C and D) when subjected to UV radiation. The 

activation energy was calculated based on the Arrhenius model. The activation energy of 

coatings A, B, C and D was estimated as 0.34 eV, 0.09 eV, 0.41 eV and 0.09 eV, 

respectively, assuming Weibull distribution. All coatings show positive activation energy, 

which indicates that the life of the coated samples decreased with an increase in 

temperature. Coatings with higher organic content (B and D) showed lower activation 

energy and coating life. The activation energy and the historical weather data were fed into 
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the modelled equation to estimate the coating life at 3 different locations based on the 

Miner's rule. All coated samples show a decline in coating life when exposed to sites that 

receive a higher annual UV dose. All coated samples show reduced lifetimes varying from 

1.6 X to 2.2 X when exposed to a site that receives 1.4 X higher annual UV dose. When 

exposed to a location that receives 1.9 X higher annual UV dose, all coated samples show 

a decline in coating life, varying from 1.7 X to 3 X.  

This study indicated that no coating would be durable in all climatic zones. Thus this database can 

be used by PV plant developers, investors and researchers to estimate the coating life at different 

locations, which can help us map locations best suited for a specific coating type. 

9.2 Future works  

We have shown that soiling can be mitigated by vertically mounting the bifacial module. The 

future directions that emerge from this study are given below: 

a) We have compared the energy generation and module temperature between monofacial 

and bifacial modules. These results need to be examined for other PV technologies like 

thin films and tracker based systems with annual and seasonal optimum tilt angles for 

various geographies.  

b) Vertical mounting of PV modules may require care in the design of the power plant layout 

to minimize the effect of shadowing between adjacent modules. A comparison study, 

focussing on the land use ratio, can be estimated for various landscapes.  

c) This dust mitigation strategy may also be used by trackers where the modules can be tilted 

to 900 after sunset. However, vertically mounted structures may experience high wind 

loading, which would require a change in the structural design and the mounting materials.  

In the AS-coating domain, we have shown a detailed study on the durability of AS-coating via 

various outdoor and indoor accelerated stress tests relevant to warm and humid climate zones. The 

future directions that emerge from this study are given below: 

a. To study the effect of low or sub-zero temperatures, which can help us predict the life of 

coatings in colder climates. In colder climates, water ingress in the coated layers can lead 

to freezing and unfreezing of the water inside the coated layer, which may significantly 

affect the coating life [32]. A detailed study on stressors that degrade AS-coating in colder 

climates will help develop new durable coatings for colder climates. 
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b. To study the reliability of anti-soiling coatings under arid (hot and dusty) and other climatic 

conditions – This would include a detailed series of indoor and outdoor accelerated stress 

tests. Such research will help map the life of AS-coatings under different climate zones. 

c. Degradation study of hybrid coatings (anti-soiling + anti-reflective coatings). 

d. Effect of water quality used for cleaning the PV modules on AS-coatings – The type of 

water used for cleaning the PV modules may react with the coatings and can leave 

permanent residue, creating cementation [95] like effects. This can be further explored to 

optimize the type of water suitable for cleaning PV modules. 

e. To study the ecological impacts of anti-soiling coatings - Researching the ecological effects 

of anti-soiling coatings is crucial because coatings that contain harmful components like 

fluorine can lead to respiratory and flu-like symptoms when inhaled, causing damage to 

the lungs [96]. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the environmental impact of new 

anti-soiling coatings, particularly those that contain hazardous substances. This 

investigation will ensure that the coatings do not have adverse effects on humans and the 

environment when they dissolve in water during cleaning or rain events. 

f. Correlation of coating uniformity to the durability of AS-coating under different stressors 

– The most common deposition technique used in the AS-coating industry is via spray 

coating technology. This technology can lead to non-uniform deposition, depending on the 

spray head or technique type (automated/manual). Non-uniform coating deposition may 

result in higher degradation rates [32]. A detailed study on this will help us understand the 

importance of uniformity of the coated layer at the initial stage and how it impacts the long-

term durability of AS-coatings. 

g. This thesis shows a lifetime prediction study of AS-coatings considering rain and UV 

radiation as a stressor. This can be taken forward, and a similar study can be done by 

considering abrasion and water impact as a stressor. Such a database can also be used as a 

starting point for modelling the effect of combination of stressors to precisely predict 

coating life at different locations for different coating types. 
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Appendix 

 

I. Supplementary data for Indoor Accelerated Stress Tests (Used in Section 7.2) 

 
Fig. A1: Roughness of the coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after being exposed to 120 

runs of dew-dust-dry-clean cycles, dew-dry-clean cycle and only-clean cycle. Each box plot in this graph is based 

on10 data points. 
 

In Fig. A1, we observe that all coated samples (A, B, C and D) show a statistically significant 

decrease in roughness after 120 dew-dust-dry-clean cycles. However, after 120 dew-dry-clean and 

only-clean cycles, the change in roughness when compared to initial state is insignificant for all 

coated samples (A, B, C and D). This shows that samples that underwent dew-dust-dry-clean 

cycles show greater abrasion damage. The not-coated samples (U) show a statistically significant 

increase in roughness after 120 runs of dew-dry-clean and dew-dust-dry-clean cycles. 

 

. 
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Fig. A2: Raman spectra of the brush bristles tips before and after 120 runs of dew-dust-dry-clean cycles, dew-dry-

clean cycles and only-clean cycles. The missing peaks for "After 120 CC of dew-dust-dry-clean cycles" and "After 

120 CC of dew-dry-clean cycle" are encircled in the graph. 
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(c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) 

Fig. A3: Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the brush bristles tips (a) before abrasion, (b) after 120 CC of 

only-clean cycles, (c) after 120 CC of dew-dry-clean cycles and (d) after 120 CC of dew-dust-dry-clean cycles. 

"CC" stands for cleaning cycles. To compare the dimensions of before and after abrasion tests, an average of 5 

brush bristles was taken. 

 

After 120 CC of dew-

dry-clean cycles 
Average bristle diameter 

= 0.21 mm 

 

After 120 CC of 
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cycles 
Average bristle 
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Fig. A4: Soiling loss of not-coated (U) sample before and after 1 dew-dust-dry-clean cycle (DDDC). Cleaning 

efficacy is calculated in terms of soiling loss, high soiling loss after 1 DDDC refers to low cleaning efficacy. 

 

 
Fig. A5: N1s XPS-narrow scan of the not-coated sample before and after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion with the 

direction of rotation of brush as "towards the direction of travel", "opposite to the direction of travel", and 

"clockwise". (symbols represent the experimental data; solid lines represent the data points after smoothening done 

via Savitzky-Golay method [77]). "CC" refers to cleaning cycles. 
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Fig A6: Roughness of coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after 550 cycles of rotary 

abrasion when the direction of rotation of the brush is "towards the direction of travel", "opposite to the direction of 

travel" and "clockwise ". Each box plot in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

 

In Fig. A6, all coated samples (A, B, C and D) show a statistically significant decrease in roughness 

after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion with the direction of rotation as "towards the direction of travel". 

Coated samples A and C show a statistically significant decrease in roughness after 550 cycles of 

rotary abrasion, irrespective of the direction of travel. This shows that coated samples that 

underwent rotary abrasion with the direction of rotation as "towards the direction of travel" show 

greater abrasion damage. The not-coated sample shows a statistically significant increase in 

roughness after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion, irrespective of the direction of travel. 

 

Fig. A7: Raman spectra of the brush bristles tips before and after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion when the direction of 

rotation of the brush is "towards the direction of travel", "opposite to the direction of travel", and "clockwise". The 

missing peaks for after 550 cycles of rotary abrasion when the direction of rotation of the brush is "towards the 

direction of travel", "opposite to the direction of travel", and "clockwise rotation" are encircled in the graph. 
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(d) 
Fig. A8: Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the brush bristles (a) before abrasion tests, and after 550 cycles of 

rotary abrasion with the direction of rotation of the brush as (b) towards the direction of travel,  (c) opposite to the 

direction of travel and (d) clockwise. "CC" stands for cleaning cycles. To compare the dimensions of before and 

after abrasion tests, an average of 5 brush bristles was taken. 

 

 
Fig. A9: Roughness of the coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after 3700 cycles of rotary 

abrasion, cleaned at two different horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. Each box plot 

in this graph is based on 10 data points. 

After 550 CC – 

Clockwise rotation 

Average bristle 
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Fig. A10: N1s XPS-narrow scan of the not-coated sample before and after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion, cleaned at 

two different horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. (symbols represent the 

experimental data; solid lines represent the data points after smoothening done via Savitzky-Golay method [77]). 

"CC" refers to cleaning cycles. 

 

All coated samples (A, B, C and D) show a statistically significant decrease in roughness after 

3700 cycles of rotary abrasion when cleaned at a velocity of 0.1 m/sec (shown in Fig. A9). Coating 

C shows a statistically significant decrease in roughness after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion when 

cleaned at a velocity of 0.4 m/sec and 0.1 m/sec. This shows that all coated samples show greater 

abrasion damage after being cleaned at a velocity of 0.1 m/sec. Not Coated show a statistically 

significant increase in roughness after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion when cleaned at a velocity 

of 0.4 m/sec and 0.1 m/sec.  
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Fig. A11: Raman spectra of the brush bristles tips before and after 3700 cycles after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion 

cleaned at two different horizontal velocities of brush travel (1) 0.4 m/sec and (2) 0.1 m/sec. The missing peaks for 

"After 3700 CC of rotary abrasion at velocity 0.1 m/sec" are encircled in the graph. 
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(c) 

Fig. A12: Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the brush bristles (a) before abrasion tests and after 3700 cycles 

of rotary abrasion cleaned at two different horizontal velocities of brush travel (b) 0.4 m/sec and (c) 0.1 m/sec. "CC" 

stands for cleaning cycles. To compare the dimensions of before and after abrasion tests, an average of 5 brush 

bristles was taken. 

 

Fig. A13: Soiling loss of not-coated (U) sample before and after 1 dew-dust-dry-clean cycle (DDDC), after being 

cleaned via Microfibre cloth brush, Nylon 6,12 brush, Brush B, and Brush A. Cleaning efficacy is calculated in 

terms of soiling loss, high soiling loss after 1 DDDC refers to low cleaning efficacy. 
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Fig. A14: N1s XPS-narrow scan of the not-coated sample before and after exposure to 3700 cycles with Brush A, 
Nylon 6,12, Brush B (Polyester + Nylon mix), and a Microfibre cloth brush (symbols represent the experimental 

data; solid lines represent the data points after smoothening done via Savitzky-Golay method [77]). "CC" refers to 
cleaning cycles. 

 

 

Fig. A15: Roughness of the coated (A, B, C and D) and not-coated (U) samples before and after being exposed to 

3700 cycles with Brush A, Nylon 6,12, Brush B and Microfiber cloth brush. Each box plot in this graph is based on 

10 data points. 

All coated samples (A, B, C and D) show a statistically significant decrease in roughness after 

3700 cycles of rotary abrasion with Brush A (shown in Fig. A15). Coating C shows a statistically 

significant decrease in roughness after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion with Brush A, Nylon 6,12 

and Brush B. This shows that all coated samples which underwent rotary abrasion via Brush A 

show greater abrasion damage than the other brush materials. Not-coated sample shows a 

statistically significant increase in roughness after 3700 cycles of rotary abrasion with Brush A, 

Nylon 6,12, Brush B and Microfiber cloth brush. 
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Fig. A16: Raman spectra of the brush bristles tips before and after being exposed to 3700 cycles with Brush A, 

Nylon 6,12 and Brush B (Polyester + Nylon mix). 
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(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. A17: Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the brush bristles (a) before abrasion tests and after exposure to 

3700 cycles with Nylon 6,12 brush, (b) before abrasion tests and after exposure to 3700 cycles with Brush B and (c) 

before abrasion tests and after exposure to 3700 cycles with Brush A. "CC" stands for cleaning cycles. To compare 

the dimensions of before and after abrasion tests, an average of 5 brush bristles was taken. 
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Fig. A18: Brush bristles of the Microfiber cloth brush at its initial state (Since the fibres are approximately 10 µm in 

diameter, it was impossible to identify the exact location after 3700 cycles). "CC" stands for cleaning cycles. The 

average diameter of 5 brush bristles is shown in Fig. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. A19: Contact angle (left) and RMS roughness (right) of coated and not-coated glass samples before and after 

220 min of acid immersion. 

To emulate the composition of acid rain in Mumbai, dilute H2SO4 with pH4 was used [69]. All 

samples were immersed in the acid solution for 220 min at room temperature. A statistically 

significant decrease in contact angle was observed for all the coatings (Fig. A19). Roughness also 

showed a statistically significant decrease for all coated samples except coating B and D. Not-

coated samples also showed a difference in roughness after acid immersion. This is likely due to 

etching of Na from the glass surface [66].   
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Fig. A20: Contact angle of coated and not coated samples with an increase in water immersion time (pH 7 water and 

DI water) at 50⁰C. 

Water Immersion test was done to understand the effect of water contact on coated samples at 

module operating temperature [72]. This was a more severe test than condensation, where streams 

of water flow through the sample at 50℃. This may also emulate the effect of rainfall at pH -7. 

However, it will not take into account the pressure/abrasion caused by the force of water hitting 

the surface. Water immersion test was done with two water sources. The water source 

representative of the rainwater had pH 7, and elemental composition was similar to the rainwater 

sample collected in IIT - Bombay described in section 7.1.2) and DI water. Here coated and not-

coated samples were immersed in water and kept at hot air oven at 50℃.  

In Fig. A20, we observe that the water immersion test (representative of rainwater sample in IIT -

Bombay and DI water) show a statistically significant decrease in contact angle; however, the rate 

of change in contact angle is considerably small. All coated samples are hydrophobic after 360 

hours of water immersion.   
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II. A Proposal for Test Procedure for Evaluation of Anti-Soiling Coatings 

The learning from chapter 4 to chapter 8 was used to develop a proposal for the test procedure for 

the evaluation of AS-coatings. This test procedure can act as a baseline for testing the 

commercially available AS-coatings and will also facilitate the development of new durable 

coatings. The industry associates can use this test procedure to check the reliability of anti-soiling 

coatings with minimum time and resources. 

(1) Scope and Objective 

This testing procedure lays down requirements for the long-term reliability of anti-soiling coatings 

under field conditions. These tests are only relevant for anti-soiling coatings, which are applied to 

the PV glass (outermost front surface of the PV module). This test procedure is not a universal 

testing document. This test sequence is established on the timelines, testing equipment and total 

duration mentioned in chapters 4, 6, 7 and 8. The test sequences mentioned in this Appendix II are 

based on the data and resources used for our sample set (4 different hydrophobic ASC). 

These test sequences aim to determine the characteristic property of the coatings and show with a 

minimum cost and time that the coating can withstand exposure to different stressors/climates 

mentioned in the testing sequence. This testing sequence will not give information about the 

lifetime of the coatings, as it depends on environmental factors and operating conditions. 

(2) Sampling  

The procedure for pre-cleaning the solar glass coupons/PV module and applying anti-soiling 

coating must be done per the manufacturer's instruction manual. 

Small glass coupons - For every individual sample, the measurements must be performed at least 

at ten different locations before and after each test sequence. The locations should be marked to 

ensure that the before and after measurements are performed exactly at the same location. This is 

for creating a statistically significant data set. The glass coupons must be at least 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm 

in size. (The size requirement is built on the characterization tools available in IIT Bombay and 

NCPRE). 
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(3) Marking 

Each sample should be marked with a serial number with detailed traceable information. The serial 

number should have the following information in code/complete name and numbers. 

1. Type of the AS-Coating (material type). 

2. Name of the AS-Coating. 

3. Deposition technique of AS-Coating. 

4. Date of manufacturing of AS-Coating. 

5. The characterization location should be marked at the backside of each solar glass sample. 

(4) Pass Criteria  

Note: The pass criteria used in this test procedure are taken from the work done in chapters 4, 5, 

6, 7 and 8 on the degradation of anti-soiling coatings.  

Samples will be judged to have passed the test sequence if the coated samples show a statistically 

insignificant change in the characteristic property (contact angle, roll-off angle transmittance and 

reflectance) before and after the test sequence. The detailed pass criteria for each test are mentioned 

in their respective sections. The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test will be used for testing 

the statistical significance [52].  

If the coated samples change their wetting property (i.e. hydrophobic to hydrophilic or hydrophilic 

to hydrophobic) after any test sequence, it will be considered as fail.  

Roll-off angle is only relevant for hydrophobic coatings. If the roll-off angle is less than the tilt 

angle after the test sequence, it will be considered as pass.  

Wilcoxon Signed rank test [52] – The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to identify if the difference 

between samples before and after the experiment is statistically significant. p-values obtained by 

the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, < 0.05, were considered to be statistically significant, with a 

confidence interval of 95%. 

(5) Summary of Test Procedures 

Following is the summary of the test procedures. The summary only provides critical test 

methodologies. A detailed description of all test sequences is provided in Appendix II (6). 
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Important Note: The timelines, testing equipment and total duration mentioned here are based on 

the data and resources used for our sample set (4 different hydrophobic ASC). 

Test Title  Test Condition 

(I) Rain test 

(Two-part test) 

Part 1 – Mechanical impact of rainfall test (pH 7 water 

sample) 

Samples are exposed to rainfall simulator (pH of water – 

7) with a rainfall intensity of 21 mm/h. The velocity of 

droplets hitting the sample surface is 7.3 m/s. The test 

will be conducted till 2000 mm of precipitation.  

Part 2 - Mechanical impact of acidic rainfall (pH 6 water 

sample) 

Samples are exposed to rainfall simulator with acidic 

water (pH 6, Diluted with Sulphuric acid), rainfall 

intensity of 21 mm/h. The velocity of droplets hitting the 

surface is 7.3 m/s. The test will be conducted till 2000 

mm of precipitation. 

 

For Part 1 and 2 - To study the rate of degradation, at 

least 10 measurement intervals of contact angle, roll-off 

angle, transmittance and reflectance are to be done 

throughout the complete experiment.  

(II) Abrasion test 

(Two-part test) 

Part 1 – This emulates 25 years of cleaning cycles, 

emulating a low/zero-soiling location. 

Cleaning cycles of to and fro motion is run on clean 

coated and not coated sample.  

Each cleaning cycle consists of cooling (Substrate 

temperature = 21 0C, Relative humidity = 52% and Air 

temperature = 30 0C) for 3 mins, followed by heating for 

3 mins (Substrate temperature is 65 0C) and then 

cleaning (one set of to and fro motion) at 25 0C. 

(Cooling + heating + cleaning) × 1300 cycles  

Part 2 – This emulates 25 years of cleaning cycles, 

emulating a high soiling location. Cleaning is done after 

2 weeks of soiling. The soiling rate of the area is assumed 

to be 0.4 %/day. 
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Cleaning cycles of to and fro motion is run on dust 

deposited sample.  

Each cleaning cycle consists of cooling (Substrate 

temperature = 21 0C, Relative humidity = 52% and Air 

temperature = 30 0C) for 3 mins, followed by dry dust 

deposition of 0.2 mg/cm2 ( ̴ two weeks of dust deposition 

in Mumbai), followed by heating for 3 mins (Substrate 

temperature is 65 0C) and then cleaning (one set of to and 

fro motion) at 25 0C. 

(Cooling + dust deposition + heating + cleaning) × 650 

cycles 

For Part 1 and 2 – To study the rate of degradation, at 

least 10 intermediate measurements of contact angle, 

roll-off angle, transmittance, and reflectance are to be 

done throughout the complete experiment.  

(III) Combination of UV, rain 

and abrasion test 

 

(Optional - Due to the 

high cost of testing 

samples in UV chamber) 

 

 

The samples are exposed to a combination of cleaning 

cycles, UV exposure and rainfall – The test is to be 

followed sequentially. 

1. Samples are exposed to cleaning cycles. Each cleaning 

cycle consists of cooling (Substrate temperature = 21 0C, 

Relative humidity = 52% and Air temperature = 30 0C) 

for 3 mins, followed by dry dust deposition of 0.2 

mg/cm2 ( ̴ two weeks of dust deposition in Mumbai), 

followed by heating for 3 mins (Substrate temperature is 

65 0C) and then cleaning (one set of to and fro motion) 

at 25 0C. 

(Cooling + dust deposition + heating + cleaning) × 650 

cycles 

 

2. Samples are exposed to acidic (pH 6) rainfall, with a 

rainfall intensity of 21 mm/h for 1 h. The velocity of 

water droplets hitting the surface is 7.2 m/s. 

 

3. The samples are then exposed to UV exposure (UV 

365 nm) at 65 0C, with a total dose of 5 kWh/m2. The 

intensity of the UV radiation was fixed at 203 W/m2 

[Abrasion + Rain + UV exposure] × 10 cycle 
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To study the degradation rate, at least 10 intermediate 

measurements of contact angle, roll-off angle, 

transmittance, and reflectance are to be done throughout 

the experiment.    

(6) Test Procedure  

Important Note: The timelines, testing equipment and total duration mentioned here are based on 

the data and resources used for our sample set (4 different hydrophobic ASC). 

(A) Rain Test 

Purpose – To verify that the anti-soiling coating can withstand a rainfall event of 2000 mm of 

precipitation. This test can be done only on small solar glass samples/mini modules (Minimum 

size – 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm). 

Apparatus –  

Rain simulator (built In-house at NCPRE, IIT Bombay), Contact angle measurement tool (Make 

and Model - Data Physics OCA 15SEC, accuracy ± 0.1°), Roll-off angle set up (build in-house at 

NCPRE – IIT Bombay, accuracy ±10), Transmittance and reflectance (UV-Vis-NIR Spectrometer 

- Lambda 950) 

Procedure  

(A.I) Mechanical impact of rainfall test, pH 7 water sample 

1. Clean the bare solar glass samples with IPA (Isopropyl alcohol) to remove contamination. 

2. Apply the anti-soiling coating to the not-coated samples according to the application 

manual of the product (given by the manufacturer). For comparisons, also take a not-coated 

sample for the complete test sequence. After the coating application process is complete, 

take a visual image with a DSLR camera of the coated and not coated samples under proper 

lighting to ensure that no white residue is formed. 

3. Measure the transmittance and reflectance (at 3 locations within each sample) of the coated 

and not-coated samples. 
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4. Measure contact angle and roll-off angle at ten areas in each sample. Mark the areas where 

the measurements are done. Ensure that all other characterizations are done on the marked 

area. 

5. Expose the samples in rainfall simulator with a rainfall intensity of 21 mm/h. The velocity 

of droplets hitting the surface should be 7.3 m/s. The water used in the rainfall simulator 

should be pH 7. The rainfall parameters are representative of actual field conditions [68], 

[69]. 

6. Measure the contact angle, roll-off angle, transmittance (at three locations) and reflectance 

(at three locations) at ten areas of all samples after every 6 hrs (126 mm of precipitation) 

of exposure. The location of the measurement should be the same as in Appendix II (A.I), 

point 4. 

Before characterization (contact angle, transmittance, reflectance, and roll-off angle), the samples 

must be cleaned with DI water and lint-free cloth to remove all contaminations. 

Pass criteria:  

● After the completion of the experiment, if the coated samples show the same wetting 

(hydrophobic or hydrophilic) property as its initial (before exposure) stage, then the coated 

sample would pass the test sequence.  

● After completing the test sequence, If the sample shows lower transmittance and higher 

reflectance than the not-coated samples, the coated samples would be considered as a 

failure. 

● After completing the test sequence, If the roll-off angle of the sample is higher than the tilt 

angle of the required location, the coated sample would be considered as a fail.  

Passing this test sequence indicate that the coated sample can withstand the exposure to the 

mechanical impact of rainfall of 2000 mm of precipitation (pH 7) under room temperature. 

(A.II) Mechanical impact of acidic rainfall, pH 6 water sample 

1. Follow steps 1 to 4 of Appendix II (A.I) on not-coated samples. 
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2. Expose the samples in rainfall simulator with a rainfall intensity of 21 mm/h. The velocity 

of the water droplet hitting the surface is 7.3 m/s. In this test, the water used in the rainfall 

simulator should be pH 6. Diluted sulphuric acid should be used to make the water acidic. 

3. Measure the contact angle, roll-off angle, transmittance (at three locations) and reflectance 

(at three locations) at ten areas of all samples after every 6 hrs (126 mm of precipitation) 

of exposure. The location of the measurement should be the same as in Appendix II (A.I), 

point 4. 

Before characterization (contact angle, transmittance, reflectance and roll off-angle), the samples 

must be cleaned with DI water and lint-free cloth to remove all contaminations. 

Pass criteria:  

Follow the pass criteria given in Appendix II (A.I). 

Passing this test sequence indicate that the coated sample can withstand the mechanical impact of 

rainfall of 2000 mm of precipitation (when the rainwater is of pH 6) at room temperature. 

(B) Abrasion Test 

Purpose – To verify that the coated samples can withstand abrasion damage caused by frequent 

cleaning for 25 years. This test can be done only on small solar glass samples of size 2.5 cm × 2.5 

cm (minimum size).  

Apparatus –  

Cleaning cycle simulation (build In-house at NCPRE, IITB), Nylon 6,12 rotary brush, Contact 

angle measurement tool (Make and Model - Data Physics OCA 15SEC, accuracy ± 0.1 °), Roll-off 

angle set up (build in-house at NCPRE – IIT Bombay, accuracy ±10), Transmittance and 

reflectance (UV-Vis-NIR Spectrometer - Lambda 950). 

Procedure  

(B.I) Abrasion test without dust deposition cycles - emulating a low soiling location. 

1. Follow steps 1 to 4 of Appendix II (A.I) on not-coated samples. 

2. Run cleaning cycles of to and fro (scrubbing in forward and reverse direction) motion on 

all samples. 
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3. Each cleaning cycle must consist of cooling (Substrate temperature = 21 0C) for 1 min, 

followed by heating for 1 min (Substrate temperature is 650C) and then cleaning (one set 

of to and fro motion). 

4. After every 100 cleaning cycles, measure the contact angle, roughness, transmittance (at 3 

locations), reflectance (at three locations) and roll-off angle at ten areas of all samples. The 

location of the measurement should be the same as in Appendix II (A.I), point 4. 

Before characterization (contact angle, transmittance, reflectance and roll off-angle), the samples 

must be cleaned with DI water and lint-free cloth to remove all contaminations. 

Pass criteria:  

Follow the pass criteria given in Appendix II (A.I). 

By doing this test, we can analyse the number of cycles the coated sample can withstand when 

exposed to a low-soiling location. 

(B.II) Abrasion test with dust deposition cycles - emulating a high soiling location  

1. Follow steps 1 to 4 of Appendix II (A.I) on not-coated samples. 

2. Run cleaning cycles of to and fro motion on all dust deposited samples.  

3. Each cleaning cycle consists of cooling (Substrate temperature = 210C) for 1 min, followed 

by dry dust deposition [51] of 0.2 mg/cm2 (two weeks of dust deposition in Mumbai), 

followed by heating for 1 min (Substrate temperature is 65 0C) and then cleaning (one set 

of to and fro motion). 

4. After every 50 cleaning cycles, measure the contact angle, roughness, transmittance (at 3 

locations), reflectance (at 3 locations) and roll-off angle at 10 areas of all samples. The 

measurement's location should be the same as in Appendix II (A.I), point 4. 

Before characterization (contact angle, transmittance, reflectance and roll off-angle), the 

samples must be cleaned with DI water and lint-free cloth to remove all contaminations. 

Pass criteria:  

Follow the pass criteria given in Appendix II (A.I). 
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By doing this test, we can analyse the number of cycles the coated sample can withstand when 

exposed to a high soiling location. 

(C) Combination of UV, Rain and Abrasion Tests 

Purpose – To verify that the coated sample can withstand a combination of exposure to UV 

radiation, rain and abrasion. In outdoor conditions, stressors act concurrently. By analysing the 

combination of significant stressors, we can understand the degradation rates under worst-case 

scenarios relevant to field conditions. 

Apparatus –  

Cleaning cycle simulation (built In-house at IITB), Rain simulator (built In-house at IITB), 

Weighing machine, Contact angle measurement tool (Make and Model - Data Physics OCA 

15SEC, accuracy ± 0.1°), Roll-off angle set up (build in house at NCPRE – IIT Bombay, accuracy 

±10), UV chamber (Average UV intensity - 203 W/m2, at 365nm wavelength), Transmittance and 

reflectance (UV-Vis-NIR Spectrometer - Lambda 950). 

Procedure  

1. Follow steps 1 to 4 of Appendix II (A.I) on not-coated samples. 

2. Expose all samples to cleaning cycles. Each cleaning cycle consists of cooling (Substrate 

temperature = 210C) for 1 min, followed by dry dust deposition [51] of 0.2 mg/cm2 (two 

weeks of dust deposition in Mumbai), followed by heating for 1 min (Substrate temperature 

is 65 0C) and then cleaning (one set of to and fro motion). 

3. Then expose the samples to an acidic (pH 6) rainfall (in a rainfall simulator) with a rainfall 

intensity of 21 mm/h for 9 h (189 mm of precipitation). The velocity of droplets hitting the 

surface is 7.3 m/s. The water used in the rainfall simulator should be of pH 6 (dilute solution 

of H2SO4). 

4. Expose the samples to UV radiation at 650C for 24 h (equivalent to UV dose of 5 kWh/m2). 

5. Measure the contact angle, roughness, transmittance (at 3 locations), reflectance (at 3 

locations) and the roll-off angle at 10 areas of all samples. The measurement's location 

should be the same as Appendix II (A.I), point 4. 
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6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 (from C, Procedure) in cycles for 10 times. 

Before characterization (contact angle, transmittance, reflectance and roll off-angle), the 

samples must be cleaned with DI water and lint-free cloth to remove all contaminations. 

Pass criteria:  

Follow the pass criteria given in Appendix II (A.I). 

By doing this test, we can analyse the number of cycles the coated sample can withstand 

exposure to combination of UV, rain, and abrasion. 

(7) Test Report 

a) A test report shall be prepared containing the following minimum information:  

b) Title of the report 

c) Name and address of the test laboratory and location where the tests were carried out 

d) Unique identification of the report  

e) Name and address of the client 

f) Description and identification of the item tested, including the specimen size 

g) Date of receipt of test item and date(s) of the test 

h) Characterization details and condition of the test item, including sample orientation,  

i) Equipment details (Make and model), method (if applicable) and abrasive used 

j) The severity of exposure (including the mass of dust, test duration, or number of test 

cycles) 

k) Specimen history (e.g., before or after testing in a sequence, if applicable) 

l) Reference to sampling procedure, where relevant 

m) Any deviations from, additions to, or exclusions from, the test method and any other 

information relevant to a specific test 
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n) Measurements, examinations, and derived results supported by tables, graphs, sketches 

and photographs as appropriate 

o) Signature and title, or equivalent identification of the persons accepting responsibility for 

the content of the report, and the date of issue 

p) Where relevant, a statement to the effect that the results relate only to the items tested; 

A statement that the report shall not be reproduced except in full without the written approval of 

the laboratory. 
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